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Abstract
III-V semiconductor nanowires have recently emerged as a new class of nanoscale 
materials exhibiting outstanding potential as nano-components of future electronic and 
optoelectronic devices and systems. The development of III-V nanowire-based devices 
depends on the ability to fabricate nanowires with tight control over properties such as 
morphology, crystal structure, composition, doping and quantum efficiency. Arguably, 
the most promising growth technique for III-V nanowires is metalorganic chemical 
vapour deposition (MOCVD) using Au nanoparticles to drive nanowire growth via the 
vapour-liquid-solid or vapour-solid-solid mechanism. This fabrication process offers 
a number of growth parameters which can be tailored for optimum nanowire growth, 
including the growth temperature, the input V/III ratio and the absolute flow rates of 
group III and group V precursor species. Nevertheless, a number of growth issues must 
be controlled if nanowires are to be useful in device applications. These include nanowire 
kinking and irregular growth directions, nanowire tapering, intrinsic dopant and impurity 
incorporation, non-radiative recombination at defects and surfaces, and crystallographic 
defects such as twin defects, stacking faults and zinc-blende-wurtzite polytypism.
This dissertation examines the Au-assisted growth of GaAs, InAs and InGaAs 
nanowires by MOCVD, and how this growth process can be tailored to produce nanowires 
suitable for applications in electronics and optoelectronics. A number of experimental 
techniques have been employed in this work to investigate nanowire properties. Scanning 
electron microscopy was employed to identify the general morphology of the nanowires, 
including growth direction, height, diameter, tapering and facet planes. Transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) was used to identify the crystal structures (zinc-blende or 
wurtzite) and the presence of twin phase boundaries and stacking faults. Energy dispersive 
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to study the composition of the nanowires and 
the alloyed Au-nanoparticles. Continuous-wave and time-resolved photoluminescence 
(PL) spectroscopy provided insight into a number of key optical and electronic nanowire 
qualities, including excitonic structure, intrinsic carbon doping and carrier dynamics.
Growth temperature is found to profoundly affect the morphology, crystal structure 
and optical properties of GaAs nanowires. A two-temperature growth procedure was 
designed to achieve exceptionally high quality GaAs nanowires. This procedure con-
sists of a brief initial high-temperature growth step followed by prolonged growth at a 
lower temperature. The initial high-temperature step is essential for obtaining straight, 
vertically-aligned epitaxial nanowires on the GaAs substrate. The lower temperature 
employed for subsequent growth imparts superior nanowire morphology and crystallo-
graphic quality by minimising radial growth and eliminating twin plane defects in these 
zinc-blende nanowires. PL measurements revealed the low carbon impurity incorporation 
and the long exciton lifetime of these two-temperature grown nanowires, confirming that 
the two-temperature procedure achieves excellent nanowire optical quality.
The input V/III ratio was also found to have a significant effect on GaAs nanowire 
properties. A high V/III ratio dramatically reduced planar crystallographic defects and 
reduced intrinsic carbon dopant incorporation. Increasing the V/III ratio further, however, 
instigated nanowire kinking, increased nanowire tapering, and markedly reduced the 
exciton lifetime. An intermediate V/III ratio is chosen as a compromise, to achieve 
uniform, vertically aligned GaAs nanowires, with few planar crystallographic defects, 
reasonable optical properties and relatively low carbon impurity incorporation.
Growth rate had a very unexpected effect on GaAs nanowire growth. In conventional 
planar growth of bulk III—V materials, a slow growth rate favours high crystallographic 
quality, optical quality and purity of the resulting material. Surprisingly, exactly the 
opposite effect was observed for Au-assisted GaAs nanowire growth. By employing a 
rapid growth rate, the resulting nanowires were markedly less tapered, were free of planar 
crystallographic defects, and featured very high purity with minimal intrinsic dopant 
incorporation.
InAs nanowire morphology, too, was highly sensitive to growth temperature, V/III 
ratio and growth rate. InAs nanowires exhibit similar growth dependencies to GaAs 
nanowires, although InAs is more strongly influenced by diffusion of reaction species 
adsorbed on the substrate surface. As a result, InAs nanowires show a marked dependence 
of height and tapering on nanowire density, with more sparsely distributed InAs nanowires 
exhibiting enhanced axial and radial growth rates.
Ternary InGaAs nanowires of high In composition also exhibited a strong dependence 
of height and tapering on nanowire density. This dependency is attributed to the large 
diffusion length of In compared to Ga species. PL spectra exhibited a red-shift with de-
creasing nanowire density, suggesting higher In incorporation in more sparsely distributed 
InGaAs nanowires. EDS analysis revealed a large In/Ga compositional variation along the 
nanowire length.
TEM studies of GaAs and InAs nanowires found that phase-perfect nanowires, of 
arbitrary diameter, could be achieved simply by tailoring basic growth parameters: tem-
perature and V/III ratio. Pure zinc-blende nanowires, free of twin defects, were achieved
using a low growth temperature coupled with a high V/III ratio. Conversely, a high 
growth temperature coupled with a low V/III ratio produced pure wurtzite nanowires free 
of stacking faults. These growth techniques achieved phase purity without sacrificing 
important specifications of diameter and dopant levels. A comprehensive nucleation 
model is developed to explain the formation of these markedly different crystal phases 
under these growth conditions. Critical to achieving phase purity are changes in the 
surface energy of the nanowire side-facets, which in turn are controlled by the basic 
growth parameters of temperature and V/III ratio.
This work presents significant advances in the growth of exceptionally high quality 
GaAs, InAs and InGaAs nanowires, and reveals intriguing behaviour in the growth of 
nanoscale materials. These findings will greatly assist the development of future GaAs, 
InAs and InGaAs nanowire-based electronic and optoelectronic devices, and are expected 
to be more broadly relevant to the rational synthesis of other III—V nanowire materials.
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Chap ter  1
Introduction
1.1 Significance of III-V nano wires
Semiconductor nanowires hold outstanding potential as key components of future devices 
and systems. Offering reduced dimensionality, outstanding materials properties and 
the capability for bottom-up assembly, these nanostructures are highly promising nano-
building blocks. Consequently, semiconductor nanowires have attracted intense research 
interest within the past decade. A wide range of nanowire-based electronic and photonic 
devices have already been developed, including nanowire solar cells,photodetectors,",“7 
waveguides,8 light emitting diodes,9-10 lasers,11-16 single photon sources,17 resonant 
tunnelling diodes,18 single-electron transistors and memory devices,19“23 field-emission 
electron sources,24 field-effect transistors for ultrahigh density logic and memory de-
vices25“28 integrated photonic circuits,29-30 and highly sensitive biological and chemical
31 32sensors.
Nanowires can be defined as quasi-one dimensional nanostructures, with diameters 
typically less than 100 nm and lengths greater than 1 /urn. Their unique geometry confers 
significant advantages over conventional planar structures. If the nanowire diameter is 
sufficiently small, these structures can exhibit quantum confinement in two dimensions. 
Their high surface-to-volume ratio makes nanowires ideal for a number of applications, 
especially sensing applications. Nanowires can function as interconnects, in addition 
to their function as active device elements. Device architectures of vertical-standing 
nanowires will allow ultrahigh density device integration into a single chip.26-28
Furthermore, nanowires can be tailored into unique axial and radial heterostructures, 
which greatly expands the range of device possibilities.33“36 In axial heterostructures, 
the narrow nanowire diameter allows the nanowire lattice to radially expand or contract. 
This relaxation mechanism can relieve strain without necessitating misfit dislocations, 
and hence permits high quality coherent heterointerfaces between even highly lattice
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mismatched materials.37-39 Thus, nanowires present a major advantage over planar and 
bulk materials, where lattice-mismatched heterostructures can only be grown provided 
the strained layer is thin and below the critical layer thickness. Nanowire heterostructures 
involving a wide range of combinations of binary III—V materials, ternary III-V materials, 
and IV materials such as Si and Ge, have been demonstrated.40' 4-' Despite the large 
thermal, chemical, and structural mismatch between these highly dissimilar materials, 
high crystallographic and optical qualities have been reported.40,42,43,46
Amongst semiconductor nanowires, III-V nanowires show particular promise. Sev-
eral of the above-mentioned devices were created using III-V nanowires.3-5,7,9,10,14- 24’26’27 
The superior electrical and optical properties of III-V materials, including their direct 
bandgap and high electron mobility, make III-V nanowires ideal for electronic and 
optoelectronic device applications.47 GaAs nanowires have significant merits associated 
with the direct bandgap and high electron mobility of the GaAs material system. The 
GaAs material system is used extensively in the electronics and optoelectronics industries, 
and accordingly GaAs nanowires are prime candidates for electrically and optically active 
nanowire devices such as lasers, solar cells and photodetectors.3,25,48-50 InAs features a 
narrow bandgap and very high electron mobility, which makes InAs nanowires highly 
promising, particularly for use in future high-frequency electronic devices. InGaAs 
nanowires have significant potential due to the paramount importance of the InGaAs ma-
terial system for applications in long wavelength optical transmission and integrated pho-
tonics. Furthermore, III-V nanowires can be grown epitaxially on Si without antiphase 
defects or misfit dislocations, which will enable monolithic integration of III-V nanowire 
optoelectronic devices with established Si microelectronics technology 40,42,43,46,51-53
1.2 Techniques for III-V nano wire growth
III-V nanowires can be fabricated via a number of approaches. These are classified into 
two broad categories: top-down and bottom-up. Top-down methods begin with bulk ma-
terial, from which nanowires are patterned via a combination of lithography and etching, 
for example using electron beam lithography or focused ion beam milling. Top-down 
methods have underpinned the microelectronics industry to date, but as the length scales 
of devices shrink according to Moore’s law, top-down methods become increasingly 
problematic. The lithographic and etching techniques are resolution limited, which makes 
it difficult to define smaller features, and the quality of the nanostructures diminishes. 
The etching and patterning processes introduce surface defects, which adversely affect 
nanostructure properties. Furthermore, the process is intrinsically wasteful, and there are 
large challenges to overcome before these technologies become high-throughput, cost- 
effective means of nanowire fabrication.
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Bottom-up methods, on the other hand, involve the chemical synthesis of nanowires 
whose properties can be carefully controlled and tuned during growth. These nanowires 
themselves are building blocks, which can subsequently be assembled into more complex 
nanoscale devices and architectures. This bottom-up paradigm offers opportunities for 
the fabrication of atomically precise, complex devices not possible with conventional top- 
down technologies. Consequently, this paradigm is expected to lead the next generation 
of nanoscale electronics. In many ways, bottom-up methods mimic the growth of living 
organisms, whereby macro-molecules are assembled into larger, more complex structures. 
A detailed discussion of the wide variety of nanowire fabrication methods is given in 
the review by Xia et al.54 Within the bottom-up fabrication regime, there are two sub-
categories of nanowire growth techniques: template-directed and free-standing.
1.2.1 Template-directed nanowire growth
Template directed methods use a template to confine the crystal growth to a one-
dimensional nanowire shape, allowing elongation in only one-dimension while physically 
restraining growth in other directions. Examples of templates are porous anodised 
alumina, diblock copolymers, V-grooves and step edges. These templates give reasonable 
control over the diameter and length of nanowires, are scalable, and produce structures 
which can be readily integrated with existing devices. The success of these techniques 
is, however, entirely dependent on the ability to fabricate a suitable template. The quality 
of the template directly influences the quality of the grown nanowires. In cases where 
growth is epitaxial with the template, as with V-groove templates, the template materials 
limit the types of nanowire material which can be grown epitaxially. Also, the nanowires 
remain embedded on the substrate which precludes their assembly into complex device 
architectures. Finally, control of nanowire size is limited by the resolution of the technique 
used to pattern the template.
1.2.2 Free-standing nanowire growth
The free-standing nanowire growth method relies on anisotropy of growth rates. Gen-
erally, nanowires nucleate at a single point and elongate in the growth direction with 
the highest growth rate. The slower growth rates of other directions constrain the 
nanowire to a one-dimensional shape. Numerous techniques exist for free-standing 
nanowire growth, including self-catalysed growth, oxide-assisted growth, vapour-liquid- 
solid (VLS) growth, and solution-liquid-solid growth, to name a few. Nanowires can be 
grown from a solution or vapour phases, and may be suspended in the growth medium, or 
in contact with a substrate.
The VLS mechanism is the most widely cited growth method. The VLS mechanism 
was originally proposed by Wagner and Ellis in 1964, to explain the anisotropic growth of
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Si wires catalysed by metallic Au particles.35 The VLS mechanism, so-called due to the 
vapour, liquid and solid phases involved, is schematically illustrated in Figure 1.1. The Si 
precursor species were supplied in the vapour phase. At growth temperature, the metallic 
Au particle formed a liquid eutectic alloy with the Si. With further supply of Si this Au- 
Si alloy particle became supersaturated with Si, and the Si precipitated at the particle- 
semiconductor interface to form a solid crystalline Si wire. Wagner and Ellis proposed 
two possibilities to explain nanowire growth. First, that due to the high accommodation 
coefficient of the liquid phase, the liquid particles are favourable collection sites for the 
vapour phase reaction species, and thus assist nanowire growth. The second possibility is 
that the metallic particle is a chemical catalyst which lowers the activation energy barriers 
to enhance the decomposition of the gas-phase precursors.56 Following this work on 
Si wires, the VLS mechanism was then applied to III—V nanowire growth, using Au 
nanoparticles.57
For III—V nanowires, the VLS principle lends itself to a number of standard industrial 
and laboratory growth systems, including laser-assisted catalytic growth,48,58 molecular 
beam epitaxy (MBE),59,60 chemical beam epitaxy (CBE),61-63 and metalorganic chemical 
vapour deposition (MOCVD).57,64,65 Of all these techniques, the most promising and most 
common technique for III—V nanowire growth is MOCVD, using Au nanoparticles to 
direct nanowire growth via a VLS-like mechanism. The approach achieves epitaxial 
nanowires that are free-standing on the growth substrate, offers great flexibility and 
high accuracy in nanowire design, and is readily scalable for industrial mass fabrication. 
Furthermore, MOCVD is the method of choice for many applications in electronics and 
optoelectronics.66-69 This dissertation examines the growth of III-V nanowires using this 
highly promising growth technique.
1.3 Au-assisted nano wire growth using MOCVD
All III-V nanowires presented in this dissertation were grown by MOCVD, using Au 
nanoparticles to drive nanowire growth. The underlying nanowire growth mechanism 
is closely related to, if not identical to, the VLS wire growth mechanism discussed 
above. The fundamental Au nanoparticle-assisted mechanism of III-V nanowire growth 
is explained here with reference to the schematic illustration of Figure 1.2. Initially, Au 
nanoparticles are deposited on a semiconductor substrate surface, as in Figure 1.2a. To 
initiate growth, vapour phase group III and group V precursors are provided to the reaction 
chamber. The Au nanoparticles alloy with specific reactant elements to form a liquid 
or solid alloy, for instance Au-Ga (Figure 1.2b). Deposition of III-V material occurs 
preferentially at the nanoparticle-substrate interface, so that nanowire nucleation takes 
place (Figure 1.2c). With continual supply of group III and V reactants, deposition of
4
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Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of the VLS growth of Si wires using a Au catalyst particle. The 
Au-Si binary phase diagram illustrated in the lower portion indicates the various phases the Au-Si 
particle can adopt under different temperatures and in different composition ranges. Labels (i), (ii) 
and (iii) illustrate the different stages of nanowire growth for a growth temperature of 800 °C, and 
the corresponding state of the Au-Si particle.
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III—V material continues at the nanoparticle-nanowire interface. Thus the nanoparticle, 
located at the growing tip of the nanowire, drives highly anisotropic nanowire growth 
(Figure 1.2d). The diameter at the tip of the grown nanowire is defined by the diameter of 
the Au nanoparticle. This is essentially a bottom-up fabrication technique, which offers 
high controllability in nanoscale dimensions not possible by top-down techniques.
Au nanopartide
I
J
substrate
Figure 1.2: Schematic illustration of the nanowire growth mechanism, (a) Au nanoparticles 
are deposited on the semiconductor substrate, (b) Vapour phase reactants are supplied and the 
nanoparticle alloys with specific reactant elements, (c) Nucleation takes place at the nanoparticle- 
substrate interface, (d) Growth continues at the nanoparticle-nanowire interface.
1.4 Challenges in III-V nanowire growth and design
The development of III-V nanowire based devices depends on the ability to fabricate 
nanowires with tight control over properties such as morphology, orientation, crystal 
structure, optical properties and chemical composition. Integrated device architectures 
generally demand straight, vertical nanowires epitaxial with the substrate.25,50 For this 
reason, it is unacceptable for nanowires to follow irregular growth directions or kink 
unpredictably during growth. Nanowire size and shape are crucial: in the nanoscale 
regime, even small variations in size can have a large effect on overall device performance. 
Nanowire dimensions can determine the degree of confinement, and consequently the 
behaviour of charge carriers in quantum electronic devices. Most device applications 
require a uniform nanowire diameter. For example, in proposed nanowire lasers, a uni-
form diameter is critical for a nanowire’s performance as a resonant cavity. Unintentional 
radial growth, whereby material deposits on the nanowire sidewalls, can be problematic 
for nanowire devices. This radial growth can produce undesirable nanowire tapering, 
unintentional shell structures coating axial heterostructure nanowires, and compositional 
non-uniformity along the length of ternary nanowires.70 Control over chemical composi-
tion, for instance to achieve intrinsic and doped nanowires, and nanowire heterostructures, 
is also essential for emerging nanowire device technologies.
Another important consideration is phase purity. Controlling the crystallographic
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phase purity of III—V nanowires is notoriously difficult, yet this is essential for future 
nanowire devices. The crystallographic phase, whether zinc-blende (ZB)71“73 or wurtzite 
(WZ),74 directly affects the bandgap and electronic properties of the nanowires.75 78 In 
addition, twin planes, stacking faults and ZB-W Z polytypism are commonly reported 
crystallographic defects in III—V nanowires.71-73 Several studies have demonstrated 
that these imperfections adversely impact the optical and electronic properties of III—V 
nanowires, for instance by reducing the quantum efficiency, carrier lifetime and carrier 
mobility.79 81 Thus, these crystallographic imperfections can drastically limit the perfor-
mance of nanowire devices. Reported methods for controlling nanowire phase require 
dopant addition, or a restricted choice of nanowire diameter, and only rarely yield a 
defect-free phase.82-84 Arguably, the nanowire diameter and doping can change nanowire 
properties as dramatically as the crystallographic phase itself, which makes these methods 
of controlling crystal phase unsuitable for device fabrication.
Finally, because III—V nanowires offer such impressive potential in optoelectronics, 
their optical properties are of great importance. Optoelectronic device applications 
usually require a long carrier lifetime and high quantum efficiency. It is therefore 
important to minimise non-radiative recombination centres which would adversely affect 
nanowire device performance. Additionally, the unintentional incorporation of dopant 
impurities such as carbon gives rise to electronic energy levels within the bandgap, 
which can adversely affect the optical and electronic properties of these nanowires. In 
the current literature, there are only limited reports on intrinsic dopant incorporation in 
nanowires, and these found that carbon is the major impurity in MOCVD-grown GaAs 
nanowires.85,86 Controlling this intrinsic doping to produce high purity nanowires is a 
major concern in III—V nanowire growth.
The great challenge is to fabricate III-V nanowires with well-controlled orienta-
tion, minimal radial growth and tapering, a defect-free crystal phase, minimal impurity 
incorporation and long carrier lifetime. Fortunately, the chosen growth technique of 
MOCVD using Au nanoparticles offers a number of growth parameters that can be tightly 
controlled to achieve the desired nanowire properties. These parameters include the 
growth temperature, the input V/III ratio and the absolute flow rates of group III and group 
V precursor species. This dissertation examines how these parameters control nanowire 
growth, and how they can be tailored to achieve exceptionally high quality GaAs, InAs 
and InGaAs nanowires suitable for future applications in electronics and optoelectronics.
1.5 Thesis synopsis
This dissertation presents a detailed investigation into the Au-assisted growth of GaAs, 
InAs and InGaAs nanowires by MOCVD. Details of the experimental techniques and their
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underlying theory are given in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 the fundamental properties of III—V 
nanowires are introduced, including the nanowire growth mechanisms, structural proper-
ties and crystallographic properties. In addition, the optical properties of GaAs nanowires 
are discussed, and carbon is identified as the major impurity in GaAs nanowires.
GaAs nanowire growth, structure, crystal phase and optical properties are examined 
in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. The effects of growth temperature, and a novel two-temperature 
procedure, are presented in Chapter 4. The effects of V/III ratio and growth rate are 
presented in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. Significantly, by tailoring these growth 
parameters, exceptionally high quality twin-free ZB GaAs nanowires were obtained with 
minimal tapering, minimal intrinsic carbon doping and nearly intrinsic exciton lifetimes.
In Chapter 7, the growth and structural properties of InAs nanowires are investigated. 
Unlike GaAs nanowires, InAs nanowire height and tapering is strongly influenced by the 
diffusion of reaction species adsorbed on the substrate surface. As a result, InAs nanowire 
growth shows a marked dependence on nanowire density.
The growth, structure, crystallographic properties and optical properties of InGaAs 
nanowires are investigated in Chapter 8. Similar to InAs nanowires, InGaAs nanowire 
growth exhibited a strong dependence on nanowire density. This is attributed to the large 
diffusion length of In species compared to Ga species. These nanowires also exhibited 
compositional non-uniformity along the length of each nanowire.
Chapter 9 further examines the crystal phase of GaAs and InAs nanowires. It demon-
strates that phase-perfect nanowires, of arbitrary diameter, can be achieved simply by 
tailoring basic growth parameters: temperature and V/III ratio. Pure ZB nanowires, free 
of twin defects, were achieved using a low growth temperature coupled with a high V/III 
ratio. Conversely, a high growth temperature coupled with a low V/III ratio produced pure 
WZ nanowires free of stacking faults. Chapter 10 presents a comprehensive nucleation 
model to explain the formation of these markedly different crystal phases under these 
growth conditions. Critical to achieving phase purity are changes in surface energy of 
the nanowire side-facets, which in turn are controlled by the basic growth parameters of 
temperature and V/III ratio.
Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future work are given in Chapter 11.
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Experimental techniques
2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the operation and principles of the key experimental techniques 
used to fabricate and characterise III—V nanowires in this thesis, namely MOCVD, 
electron microscopy and photoluminescence (PL). These techniques are highly complex, 
so the discussion is restricted to the basic principles and issues relevant to this work. 
Further details can be found in the cited references provided for each technique. The text 
is arranged as follows. Section 2.2 outlines the central technique of MOCVD, which was 
used to grow all the III—V nanowires in this thesis. The major characterisation techniques, 
electron microscopy and photoluminescence, are then discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. 
Two microscopy techniques were pivotal to this research: scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
2.2 Epitaxial growth
2.2.1 Metalorganic chemical vapour deposition
All nanowire samples studied in this dissertation were grown at the Australian National 
University by MOCVD. This technique, also known as metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy 
(MOVPE) is a vapour phase deposition process capable of producing atomically abrupt 
interfaces and high purity materials. MOCVD underwent rapid development in the 
early 1970s, led by the pioneering work of Manasevit and coworkers.87,88 This versatile 
technique can produce almost all III—V and II-V semiconductor compounds and alloys. 
MOCVD is flexible, accurate and readily scalable for industrial mass production, and 
is the most economical technique for large-scale commercial production.89 Therefore, 
MOCVD is the technique of choice for III—V nanowire growth. A more comprehensive 
description of MOCVD is found in the book by Stringfellow.89
In this work, all nanowire samples were grown using an AIXTRON 200/4 horizontal
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flow MOCVD reactor. Figure 2.1 is a schematic illustration of the system. In this 
system, group III atoms, Ga, In and Al, are provided by metalorganic (organometallic or 
metal alkyl) precursors trimethylgallium (Ga(CH3)3, TMGa), trimethylindium (In(CH3)3, 
TMIn), and trimethylaluminium (A1(CH3)3, TMA1), respectively. Group V atoms, As, 
P and Sb are provided by the hydride precursors arsine (AsH3) and phosphine (PH3), 
and the metal alkyl precursor trimethylantimony ((CP^^Sb, TMSb), respectively. The 
hydrides, ASH3 and PH3, are stored in high pressure cylinders and directly supplied to the 
reactor chamber. Unlike the hydrides, TMGa, TMA1 and TMSb are volatile liquids and 
TMIn is a solid. These volatile organometallic sources are stored at constant temperature 
and pressure in sealed stainless steel cylinders, called bubblers, immersed in temperature- 
controlled baths.
H j purifier
N2 purifier
ReactorHydride run
Hydride vent 
MO run
Run/Vent manifolds
Baratron
^pressure
sensor
MO vent
Particle
filter  ^ fcheck valve
Vent line
Throttle  
Vacuum valve C 
pump
ScrubberExhaust —
TMGa TMAI TMSbTM In
Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the Aixtron 200/4 MOCVD reactor.
The carrier gas, H2, is filtered through a palladium-silver alloy membrane. The 
metalorganic compounds are then transported by flowing this ultra-high purity H2 carrier 
gas, through the bubblers. As the pressure and temperature of the bubblers are fixed, the 
amount of metalorganic precursor entering the reactor is determined by the hydrogen 
flow, which is precisely regulated and controlled by electronic mass flow controllers.
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The hydrides are also mixed with H2 carrier gas and regulated by electronic mass flow 
controllers. The metalorganic and hydride precursors are transported to the reactor via 
separate metalorganic (labelled MO) and hydride supply lines, to avoid pre-reaction 
before entering the reactor. Each supply line follows a vent-run configuration. The run 
lines transport the source flows to the reaction chamber, whereas the vent lines transport 
the source flows to the exhaust. This configuration allows the source flow rates to be 
stabilised; the source flows are opened into the vent line to stabilise, prior to being injected 
into the run line. The total gas flow rates through the hydride and metalorganic lines 
are kept constant, at 10 standard litres per minute (slm) and 5 slm, respectively. This 
maintains a total gas flow rate of 15 slm through the reactor. All growths were performed 
at a reactor pressure of 100 mbar.
In the reaction chamber, the semiconductor substrate is held on a silicon carbide- 
coated graphite susceptor. The susceptor accommodates three two-inch wafers on gas 
foil rotation plates, for both planetary and satellite rotation to achieve highly uniform 
deposition. The substrate temperature is maintained using a three-zone infrared lamp ar-
rangement surrounding the reaction chamber, and is measured by a thermocouple inserted 
into the susceptor. The growth reaction involves the pyrolysis of the organometallic and 
hydride sources over the heated substrate. The reaction between metalorganic and hydride 
precursors can be expressed as
Ga(CH3)3 + A s H3 — > GaAs + 3CH4 
In(CH3)3 + A s H3 — » InAs + 3CH4 
A1(CH3)3 + A s H3 — > AlAs + 3CH4 
Ga(CH3)3 + PH3 — * GaP + 3CH4 
In(CH3)3 + PH3 — * InP + 3CH4
for the growth of GaAs, InAs, GaP and InP materials, respectively. By selecting different 
precursors and adjusting their flows, different materials can be deposited, including 
ternary materials such as InGaAs and AlGaAs.
The exhaust gas mixture, containing the unreacted precursors and the byproducts 
from the reaction chamber and the vent line, is then passed through an activated charcoal 
scrubber, which filters the toxic compounds and releases H2 to the atmosphere.
2.2.2 Substrate preparation
GaAs and InGaAs nanowires were grown on semi-insulating GaAs (I I I)B substrates 
(American Xtal Technology). InAs nanowires were grown on undoped InAs (TIT)B 
substrates (Semiconductor Wafer, Inc). Before growth, Au nanoparticles were deposited 
on the substrate surface. Nanowire growth was then catalysed by these Au nanoparti-
cles. These Au nanoparticles were obtained as colloidal solutions from British Biocell
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Table 2.1: The colloidal Au nanoparticle solutions used for nanowire growth. The table lists 
the nanoparticle sizes and densities of each colloidal solution. The contact time is the time the 
colloidal Au solution was left in contact with the PLL-functionalised substrate, before rinsing.
Diameter Concentration Contact Time
(nm) (Particles/ml) (s)
10 5.7 x I012 2
20 7.0 x 10" 5
30 2.0 x 10" 10
50 4.5 x I010 20
100 5.6 x 109 60
150 1.7 x 109 60
200 7.0 x 108 60
250 3.6 x 108 60
International-Ted Pella, Inc. Each solution contains monodisperse Au nanoparticles of a 
given diameter and density, as listed in Table 2.1.
The Au nanoparticles are citrate-stabilised and carry a net negative surface charge, 
so that Coulombic repulsion prevents nanoparticle agglomeration. Due to their negative 
charge, the nanoparticles do not naturally adhere to III-V substrates. Nanoparticle 
deposition was achieved by functionalising the substrate with poly-L-lysine (PLL) before 
applying colloidal Au, as follows. First, the substrate was immersed in 0.1% PLL solution 
for 60 s, then rinsed with deionised (DI) water, and dried with a nitrogen (N2) gas gun. 
Then, a 100/yL droplet of undiluted Au colloidal solution was dispersed on the substrate, 
and rinsed away with DI water after a contact time of 2 to 60 s, and the substrate was again 
dried with N2. A longer contact time was used for lower density Au colloidal solutions, to 
achieve a sufficient density of Au nanoparticles adhering to the substrate. Table 2.1 lists 
the contact times for each solution.
PLL is a positively charged polyelectrolyte which attracts the negatively charged 
Au nanoparticles and immobilises them on the substrate surface.90,91 Treatment with 
polyamines, such as PLL, is widely used in the life sciences to immobilise cells on 
slides, and also has been used to immobilise nanoparticles to create standard samples 
for atomic force microscope calibration.92 The PLL functionalisation-Au nanoparticle 
deposition method described above prevents agglomeration of nanoparticles during de-
position and achieves an even nanoparticle distribution on the substrate. A discussion 
of alternative nanoparticle deposition techniques is given in Section 3.9. With the 
exception of Section 3.9, all nanowire samples discussed in this report were prepared by 
this PLL functionalisation technique. Throughout this dissertation, results are presented 
for nanowire samples prepared with 50 nm diameter nanoparticles, except where stated 
otherwise.
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2.2.3 Growth procedure
Prior to growth, Au nanoparticles were deposited on the substrate surface, as described 
above. The prepared substrate, hosting deposited Au nanoparticles, was placed into the 
reactor on a graphite susceptor. The substrate was heated to 600 °C and annealed in situ 
for 10 minutes to desorb surface contaminants, including the surface oxide. Annealing 
of GaAs and InAs substrates was performed under group V overpressure, to prevent 
decomposition of the substrate. This group V overpressure was provided by an ASH3 
flow of 1.3 x 10-3 mol/min.
After annealing, the substrate was cooled to growth temperature, typically between 
350 °C and 550 °C. The group V flow rate was adjusted for growth. Then group III 
precursors were fed to the reaction chamber to initiate growth. Growth times were 
generally between 30 s and 120 minutes, chosen according to the growth rate and the 
desired nanowire length. Upon completion of growth, each sample was cooled under 
group V overpressure (AsH3 flow).
2.3 Electron microscopy
An electron microscope uses a beam of electrons to illuminate a specimen and create a 
highly magnified image. Electron microscopes can achieve atomic resolution, and thus 
have much better resolution than optical microscopes which are limited to resolutions 
of approximately 200 nm. Due to these resolution limits, optical microscopy cannot 
image nanowires with sufficient resolution, whereas electron microscopy can. Electron 
microscopy has established itself as an essential technique for characterising the structure, 
crystallinity and composition of nanowires.93
In electron microscopy, a high energy electron beam is directed onto the sample. The 
electrons interact with the sample and generate a number of signals, some of which are 
schematically summarised in Figure 2.2. If the sample is sufficiently thin, a fraction 
of electrons pass through the specimen without any interaction, as a transmitted beam. 
Other electrons scatter at the surface of the specimen, or during their transit through the 
specimen. Those that scatter backwards at the surface of the specimen without loss of their 
energy are known as back-scattered electrons. Those that forward-scatter during transmis-
sion through the specimen can be classified as either elastically scattered or inelastically 
scattered. The former are scattered without loss of their energy, whereas the latter are 
scattered with measureable loss of energy. If the incident electron beam is coherent, that 
is, the electrons are in phase to each other, elastically scattered electrons maintain this 
coherence, whereas inelastically scattered electrons have no phase relationship with each 
other.
In addition to transmitted and scattered electrons, other signals are generated from
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the specimen, including secondary electrons, Auger electrons and characteristic X-rays. 
During electron beam bombardment, kinetic energy is transferred from incident electrons 
to outer-shell electrons of the specimen atoms. The outer-shell electrons are ejected as 
secondary electrons.
Characteristic X-rays are emitted when kinetic energy from the electron beam is 
transferred to the inner shell electrons of specimen atoms. The inner shell electrons are 
ejected from their orbitals, leaving empty states. As electrons from an outer shell relax 
to fill the empty states in the inner-shell, X-ray photons are emitted with energy equal to 
the energy difference between the two shells. These characteristic X-rays have unique 
wavelengths for each element in the periodic table, which allows the detection of the 
elements present in a specimen. These X-rays are measured in a technique called energy 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) to identify chemical composition of a sample.
Coherent high 
energy beam
Back-scattered 
electrons
Auger
electron:
Secondary
electrons
Characteristic
X-rays
Elastically
scattered
electrons Transmitted
beam
Inelastically
scattered
electrons
Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the interaction of an electron beam with a specimen.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
each an important technique for nanowire characterisation, are complementary tech-
niques. They use different beam energies, different signals for image formation, and 
are appropriate for different types of samples. TEM uses a very high energy electron 
beam, whereas SEM uses a lower energy electron beam. TEM images are constructed 
from transmitted and diffracted electrons passing through an electron-transparent sample. 
Thus, TEM provides information on the internal crystal structure of a specimen. TEM is 
only possible for thin electron-transparent specimens, typically less than a few hundred 
nanometres in thickness, so it is suitable for imaging individual nanowires with diameters 
less than 300 nm. SEM is appropriate for thicker samples, such as nanowires on their 
growth substrates, as SEM relies on secondary or back-scattered electrons for image
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formation. Thus, SEM provides information about nanowire surface morphology.
2.3.1 Scanning electron microscopy
In SEM, a focused beam of electrons raster scans across the sample surface, and the 
signals generated are used for imaging. Typically, the sample is thick and the electron 
beam is not transmitted through the sample.
A SEM uses secondary electrons and back-scattered electrons for imaging. All 
SEM images presented in this dissertation were obtained using secondary electron mode. 
Secondary electrons have low energies, less than 50 eV. Most secondary electrons are 
re-absorbed by the sample. Only the electrons produced near the surface (at a depth of 
less than 5 to 50 nm) can escape from the specimen and participate in image formation. 
Therefore, secondary electrons provide details of the sample surface topography. The 
number of secondary electrons emitted from the surface region varies with the topography 
of the surface. This number is lowest when the incident electron beam is perpendicular 
to the sample surface. This number increases with increasing angle between the surface 
normal and the incident electron beam. This phenomenon is schematically illustrated in 
Figure 2.3, where the surface is not planar. The escape depth of secondary electrons is 
indicated by the dotted line and the escape volume is shown by the shaded areas. As 
the electron beam is scanned over the protrusion in Figure 2.3, the escape volume of 
secondary electrons is much higher than that of the flat surface. Thus, protrusions produce 
higher counts of secondary electrons, which makes these features brighter.
Incident 
electron beamSample surface
Escape depth 
of secondary 
electrons
Figure 2.3: Diagram illustrating the influence of surface topography on the escape volume of 
secondary electrons. The dotted line represents the escape depth and the shaded area represents 
the escape volume.
Figure 2.4 is a schematic diagram of a SEM. Electrons are extracted from a filament
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or field emission tip with a moderate accelerating voltage, typically between 1 and 
50 kV. The incident electron beam (also known as electron probe) has a diameter of 1 
to 10 nm, depending upon the electron source. For example, a field emission gun, as 
used in a field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM), can produce an electron 
beam that is narrower in diameter and has greater current density than can be achieved 
with conventional thermionic emitters. The condenser lens controls the spot size by 
demagnifying the electron beam from the gun. The objective lens focuses the electron 
beam into a small probe, which controls the focus of the final image. The aperture 
diameter controls the electron beam convergence angle (cr).
When imaging nanowires, the major parameters are the beam diameter, the depth of 
field and the signal strength. The beam diameter determines the image resolution. A 
smaller beam diameter can be achieved by decreasing the working distance, which can 
provide better resolution. Another important parameter, the depth of field, can be defined 
as the depth of sample which is in acceptably sharp focus. Depth of field is important for 
nanowire imaging, because nanowires protrude several microns above the substrate plane. 
Depth of field can be increased by narrowing the aperture, and consequently reducing a. 
It can also be increased by increasing the working distance. However, narrowing the 
aperture limits the signal strength, and increasing the working distance reduces the image 
resolution. Therefore, when imaging nanowires, a compromise must be made between 
signal strength, depth of field and resolution.
condenser lens d l?
objective lens d j  
aperture
------
working
distance
-«-sample
depth 
of field
Figure 2.4: A ray diagram of a SEM, showing the working distance and the depth of field.
All SEM images presented in this work, with the exception of Figure 9.8, were 
obtained on a Hitachi S4500 field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) 
operated at an accelerating voltage of 3 kV. Figure 9.8 was obtained with a Zeiss UltraPlus
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field emission microscope operated at an accelerating voltage of 3 kV. FESEM was used 
to identify nanowire structure and morphology, including height, diameter, degree of 
tapering, growth direction, facet planes and density.
2.3.2 Transmission electron microscopy
TEM is a well-established technique for studying the crystallinity and microstructure of 
materials. TEM requires a high energy electron beam, and a thin specimen, up to a few 
hundred nanometres in thickness, so that the specimen is transparent to the electron beam.
Figure 2.5 is a simplified schematic diagram of a typical TEM. Electrons are extracted 
from a filament or a field emission tip with a large accelerating voltage ranging from 100 
to 1000 kV. The electrons pass through the condensor lens system where the electron 
beam is condensed to a smaller size. The condenser lenses are fitted with apertures, which 
control the intensity of the electron beam and convergence angle. The condensed electron 
beam is incident on the sample, through which electrons are transmitted and scattered. 
The transmitted and scattered electrons pass through the objective lens and form two 
planes of interest: the image plane and the back focal plane, as labelled in Figure 2.5. 
An image of the specimen forms on the image plane. The diffraction pattern forms at the 
back focal plane. The image and diffraction pattern can be viewed on the viewing screen 
below. The strength of the intermediate lens is adjusted, to project either the image or 
the diffraction pattern onto the screen. To view the image of the sample, the intermediate 
lens strength is chosen so that the image plane of the objective lens becomes the object 
plane of the intermediate lens. To view the diffraction pattern, the intermediate lens uses 
the back focal plane as its object plane. Figure 2.5a and b show ray diagrams for imaging 
and diffraction modes, respectively.
If the sample is crystalline, the elastically scattered electrons generate electron diffrac-
tion patterns. The generated diffraction pattern depends on the interplanar spacing of the 
atomic planes and the angle at which the electron beam is incident on the crystal planes. 
In a diffraction pattern, each diffraction spot represents the interplanar spacing of a unique 
set of planes. The axis orthogonal to all the diffraction spots and parallel to the electron 
beam is termed the zone axis. Diffraction patterns are particularly useful for determining 
the crystal phases, ZB or WZ, in the nanowires studied.
The two major imaging modes are bright field and dark field. Bright field images 
are formed using the transmitted beam, whereas dark field images are formed using one 
diffracted beam.
TEM and EDS investigations were carried out on three separate instruments. In 
Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 8 TEM was performed on the FEI Technai F30 at the University 
of Queensland by Prof. Jin Zou, Dr. Xin Zhang and co-workers. In Chapter 8, EDS was
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Electron source
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Figure 2.5: Ray diagram of a TEM for (a) imaging mode, where the image is projected onto 
the viewing screen and (b) diffraction mode, where the diffraction pattern is projected onto the 
viewing screen. In each case the intermediate lens selects either the image plane or the back focal 
plane of the objective lens as its object.
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performed at the University of Western Australia by Dr. Alexandra Suvorova, using a 
JEOL 3000F field emission gun TEM equipped with an Oxford Instruments INCA 200 
EDS system. In Chapter 9, TEM and EDS were performed on a Phillips CM300 at the 
Australian National University (ANU) by Dr. Jennifer Wong-Leung. All microscopes 
were operated at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV.
All nanowires examined had diameters less than 300 nm, and consequently met 
requirements for electron transparency without requiring thinning or polishing. Nanowire 
samples were prepared by one of two methods: (i) ultrasonication and (ii) direct mechan-
ical transfer. For the ultrasonication method, pieces of as-grown nanowire samples were 
cleaved and placed in a beaker with a small amount (approximately 10 mL) of ethanol. 
The beaker was then placed in an ultrasonic agitator for approximately 20 minutes to 
break the nanowires from the underlying substrate and disperse the nanowires in the 
ethanol. A few drops of the nanowire-containing ethanol were dispensed onto a holey 
carbon-coated copper TEM grid, and the nanowires remained adhered to the grid once the 
ethanol had evaporated. The direct mechanical transfer method involved gently wiping 
the holey carbon-coated copper grid over the piece of as-grown nanowire sample. This 
action transfers the nanowires from the host substrate to the grid.
Conventional bright field and dark field TEM imaging of the nanowires along the 
[ 1 lOJ/f 1120] zone axis was used to identify the crystal structures (ZB or WZ), twin phase 
boundaries and stacking faults, in combination with selected area diffraction and high 
resolution TEM (HRTEM) lattice imaging.
2.4 Photoluminescence spectroscopy
PL spectroscopy is a convenient, contact-free, non-destructive technique of determining 
the electronic and impurity states in bulk III—V materials,94 and in semiconductor nanos-
tructures such as III-V nanowires.95“97 This technique requires only a small quantity 
of material, as small as a single nanowire. In PL spectroscopy, photons (with energies 
greater than the semiconductor bandgap) are used to excite electrons to the conduction 
band, leaving holes in the valence band. These photoexcited carriers diffuse, and 
either recombine non-radiatively by emitting phonons or transferring energy to other 
particles, or recombine radiatively to generate photons, known as luminescence. In PL 
spectroscopy, the emitted photons are detected, from which information about the electron 
energy levels and carrier lifetimes can be extracted. A clear and thorough description of 
PL spectroscopy can be found in the review by Gilliland.98
Micro-photoluminescence (micro-PL) is a variant of PL, whereby the excitation 
illumination is focused to a small spot size, and the resulting PL imaged by optical 
microscopy. This provides high spatial resolution which allows the excitation and
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measurement of individual nanowires. In this work both conventional PL and micro-PL 
were employed.
For PL measurements, InGaAs nanowire samples were characterised as-grown on 
their original substrates. GaAs nanowires, on the other hand, were transferred to Si 
substrates for PL characterisation. These were transferred from the as-grown host 
substrate to the Si substrate by gently touching the two substrates together.
PL measurements were performed at the ANU and the University of Cincinnati (UC). 
At the ANU, three configurations were used: (i) standard low temperature PL, (ii) room 
temperature micro-PL and (iii) low temperature micro-PL. The micro-PL system at the 
University of Cincinnati was used in two different configurations: (iv) time-integrated and 
(v) time-resolved. These systems are described below.
2.4.1 Standard low temperature PL spectroscopy (ANU)
The spectra presented in Chapter 8 were obtained using the system illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.6. The nanowire sample was placed in a closed cycle He cryostat, and cooled to 
10 K. The 532 nm line of a frequency-doubled diode-pumped solid state (DPSS) laser 
was used to excite ensembles of nanowires. The excitation laser spot was approximately 
100 /urn in diameter. The resulting PL was dispersed through a 0.5 m monochromator, 
which was scanned through the wavelength range and the PL intensity at each wavelength 
step was detected by a thermoelectrically cooled InGaAs photodetector. The laser 
radiation was chopped at a frequency of 300 Hz and the PL signal was detected at the 
same frequency using a lock-in amplifier.
I lock in amplifier I— detector I
monochromator
mirror
lens
lens
^sample
chopper
cryostat
Figure 2.6: Schematic illustration of the standard low temperature PL system (ANU).
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2.4.2 Room temperature micro-PL imaging (ANU)
All micro-PL images presented in this dissertation were obtained at the ANU using the 
system illustrated in Figure 2.7. Individual nanowires were excited through a 100 x 0.9 
numerical aperture (NA) objective (Nikon CFI LU Plan Epi) of an epifluorescence 
microscope (Nikon Eclipse L I50) using the 532 nm line of a DPSS laser. The excitation 
laser spot was approximately 10 /urn in diameter. The resulting PL was collected through 
this objective and imaged onto a Peltier-cooled CCD camera (Nikon DS-5Mc).
I CCD I
lens
excitation band 
pass filter's^ •*- long pass filter
I laser [
lens
objective lens 
sample
X-Y-Z
translation stage
J*dichroic mirror
Figure 2.7: Schematic illustration of the room-temperature micro-PL system (ANU).
2.4.3 Low temperature micro-PL spectroscopy (ANU)
The Si substrate hosting the nanowires was placed in a continuous flow He cryostat (Janis 
ST-500 Microscopy Cryostat) and cooled to 4 K. Individual nanowires, or ensembles of 
nanowires were excited through a 100 x 0.7 NA super long working distance (6.5 mm) 
objective (MUE30900 CFI L Plan Epi SLWD lOOx) of an epifluorescence microscope 
(Nikon Eclipse L I50). The excitation laser spot was approximately 10 /im  in diameter. 
The resulting PL was collected through this objective and imaged onto a Peltier-cooled 
CCD camera (Nikon DS-5Mc).
2.4.4 Time-integrated micro-PL spectroscopy (UC)
The Si substrate with dispersed nanowires was placed onto the cold finger of a variable 
temperature continuous flow helium cryostat. Measurements were conducted at 18 K us-
ing slit confocal micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy.80 Single nanowires or nanowire 
ensembles were excited at 780 nm with a continuous wave Ti:Sapphire laser defocused to
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an approximately 10 n m diameter spot. The laser was focused onto the sample through 
a 50 x /0.5 NA long working distance (10.6 mm) microscope objective. Nanowire PL 
emission was collected by the same microscope objective, spatially filtered by a pinhole, 
and focused on the entrance slit of the spectrometer. The PL was dispersed by the 
spectometer and detected by a 2000 x 800 pixel liquid nitrogen cooled CCD detector. 
Ligure 2.8 is a schematic illustration of the system.
spectrometer
beam splitter
objective lens
sample 
""" cryostat
X-Y-Z
translation stage
Figure 2.8: Schematic illustration of the time-integrated micro-PL system (UC).
2.4.5 Time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy (UC)
Time-resolved PL spectroscopy (TRPL) is a variant of PL spectroscopy used to study 
carrier dynamics. In TRPL, photons from a short laser pulse are used to excite electrons 
and holes. As these carriers recombine to emit photons, TRPL measures the rate of photon 
emission with respect to time after the laser pulse. Thus TRPL measures the carrier 
lifetime, that is, the time between creation and annihilation of the carrier.
TRPL measurements were performed using time-correlated single photon counting 
at the University of Cincinnati. Figure 2.9 illustrates the TRPL system. Single, iso-
lated nanowires were excited using pulsed laser excitation (780 nm, 800 yuW) from a 
Ti:Sapphire laser defocused to an approximately \0 /urn diameter spot, with 200 fs pulses 
at a 76 MHz repetition rate. The emitted photons were analysed by a spectrometer and 
detected by a silicon avalanche photodiode detector (APD).
The APD has its own amplifier and discriminator, and provides logic pulses as its 
output. The output pulse from the APD serves as the “stop” signal for the time-to-
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Figure 2.9: Schematic illustration of the time-resolved micro-PL spectroscopy system (UC).
amplitude converter (TAC). Pulses from the laser beam are detected by a fast photodiode 
and sent to a constant fractional discriminator (CFD), which converts the current pulse 
to a logic pulse. The output pulse of the CFD serves as the “ start”  signal for the TAC. 
The TAC produces a pulse with a voltage proportional to the time between “ start”  and 
“ stop”  pulses. The multichannel analyser (MCA) bins the output pulse voltages from 
the TAC into channels; each channel corresponds to a different time interval. Thus, the 
MCA records each photon arriving at the APD at a particular time. The number of output 
pulses from the MCA is directly proportional to the number of incident photons. By 
averaging millions of photons, the system creates a histogram which shows how long the 
photoexcited carriers exist before recombining.
The temporal system response was measured to be 80 ps.
2.5 Summary
This chapter has outlined the operation and principles of the experimental techniques 
employed in this research project. These include MOCVD, used to grow III—V nanowires, 
and SEM, TEM and PL, used to characterise the properties of these nanowires. For further 
information, the reader is referred to the cited references.
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Ch a pt e r  3
Fundamental principles of III-V nanowire 
growth and properties
3.1 Introduction
The concepts introduced in this chapter will provide the background for the results 
and discussion presented in the following chapters. This chapter will review previous 
theoretical and experimental work on nanowires, and present new work which underpins 
the results presented in the following chapters.
Some of these fundamental concepts are illustrated in Figure 3.1, which shows 
FESEM images of typical GaAs and InAs nanowires grown via Au-assisted MOCVD. 
The nanowires are vertically aligned on their (TIT)B terminated substrates indicating 
their epitaxial relationship with the substrate. Some nanowires are tapered, with narrow 
tips and wider bases. At the tip of each nanowire lies a Au alloy nanoparticle, which 
drives growth. The diameter at the nanowire tip is governed by the diameter of the 
Au nanoparticle. The basic Au-assisted nanowire growth mechanism was described 
in Section 1.3, and following sections describe the growth process in further detail. 
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 then outline the growth thermodynamics and decomposition kinetics 
occuring in the MOCVD growth system. Section 3.4 describes the alloy formation and 
composition of the Au nanoparticle driving nanowire growth. Section 3.5 discusses the 
[I I I]B growth direction, the energetically preferred growth direction. Surface diffusion, 
axial growth, radial growth and nanowire tapering will be described in Sections 3.6 
and 3.7. Section 3.8 discusses recent debate about the Au-assisted nanowire growth 
mechanism. Section 3.9 evaluates alternative methods of Au nanoparticle deposition 
and compares these with the routinely-used PLL functionalisation method used for Au 
nanoparticle deposition.
Nanowire heterostructures are briefly discussed in Section 3.12. Finally, Section 3.13
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Figure 3.1: FESEM images of (a) GaAs and (b) InAs nanowires catalysed by 50 nm diameter 
nanoparticles. Samples are tilted at 40°. Scale bars are 1 pm.
describes PL spectroscopy of GaAs/AlGaAs core-shell nanowires, including interpreta-
tion of their PL spectra and the characterisation of the donor-acceptor pair peak. Carbon 
is identified as the dominant acceptor impurity in GaAs nanowires.
3.2 Growth thermodynamics
Epitaxial growth can be described as a tightly-controlled phase transition driven by 
thermodynamics. Epitaxial growth takes place under non-equilibrium conditions. The 
difference in chemical potential, A^ u, between the reactants and the products, drives the 
reaction. This is given by
Ap -  Pm  +  Pv ~ Pm-v  
PmPv
=  IcrT  In
PlII,eqPv,eq
(3.1)
In this formula, p m  and p v are the chemical potentials of the group III and group V 
reactants, respectively, and pm -v  is the chemical potential of the III—V bulk material. 
On the bottom line, kB is the Boltzmann constant 1.381 x 10“23 JK“1, T is the growth 
temperature, and px and pxeq are the partial pressures of reactant jc during growth and 
at equilibrium with the III—V crystal, respectively. If the group III and group V species 
are precipitating from a liquid or solid phase, for instance from the Au alloy nanoparticle 
(liquid or solid), the pressures can be replaced by concentrations, Cx and Cx,eq.
The non-equilibrium conditions, which drive nanowire growth, are maintained by the 
continuous supply of gas phase reactants.
3.3 Precursor decomposition and reaction kinetics
In order to understand nanowire growth by MOCVD, it is important to understand the 
pyrolysis (decomposition) behaviour of the gas phase precursors supplying the group III 
and V elements. The decomposition kinetics have been studied in detail for bulk GaAs and
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InP growth, and the same basic mechanisms are believed to extend to InAs and GaP mate-
rials. Decomposition of organometallic compounds proceeds by the stepwise removal of 
methyl radicals (CH3), from trimethyl- to dimethyl- to monomethyl-. For instance, TMGa 
decomposes to dimethylgallium (Ga(CH3)2, DMGa) to monomethylgallium(GaCH3, 
MMGa) to gallium. Hydrides decompose via the removal of H atoms. The rate limiting 
steps are the removal of the first methyl group from the organometallic compounds, and 
the removal of the first H atom from the hydride compounds."
In MOCVD, both homogeneous and heterogeneous decomposition reactions must be 
considered. Homogeneous reactions are those which take place in the vapour, whereas 
heterogeneous reactions take place on the substrate, once the precursors have been 
adsorbed. Whether homogeneous or heterogenous reactions are dominant depends on 
the growth temperature and the precursor species. These reactions will be discussed 
considering typical nanowire growth conditions: with H2 ambient, the presence of a III-V 
substrate, and growth temperature between 350 °C and 550 °C.
Within this temperature range, homogeneous decomposition is significant for 
organometallic precursors. The percentage decomposition follows an approximately 
sigmoidal relation, ranging from the temperature at which decomposition begins, to 
a higher temperature at which decomposition is complete. Table 3.1 summarises the 
approximate homogeneous decomposition temperatures of TMGa, TMIn and TMSb in 
H2 carrier gas. Heterogeneous pyrolysis of organometallics also takes place. Due to the 
catalytic action of the III-V substrates, heterogeneous pyrolysis has lower decomposition 
temperatures and lower activation energies than homogeneous pyrolysis.
Unlike the organometallics, hydride precursors do not undergo homogeneous de-
composition within this temperature range. For hydride precursors, heterogeneous 
decomposition is dominant, as their pyrolysis is strongly catalysed by the presence of 
III-V substrates. Table 3.2 summarises the heterogeneous decomposition temperatures, 
including the temperature at which decomposition is 50% complete (T50).
The above discussion has centred on the independent decomposition of each indi-
vidual precursor species. When both group III organometallic and group V hydride 
precursors are supplied, these precursors react in concert. In these reactions, the CH3 
and H groups are eliminated via stepwise release of CH4, such that the group III and 
group V precursors decompose in a 1:1 ratio.100-102 There are two main mechanisms by 
which group III and group V precursors can interact. In one mechanism, undecomposed 
group III (e.g. TMIn) and group V (e.g. PH3) precursors form a gas phase adduct (e.g. 
TMIn:PH3), homogeneously decompose to release CH4, and later adsorb on the substrate. 
In the other mechanism precursors (e.g. MMGa and AsH2) adsorb independently, 
then interact on the substrate, possibly as a surface adduct (e.g. MMGa:AsH), and
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Table 3.1: Homogeneous decomposition temperatures of TMGa, TMIn and TMSb in H2 carrier 
gas. __________________________________________________________
Precursor Decomposition range 0% —> 100% (°C) Reference
TMGa 375 -> 475
TMIn 300 -> 400 101
TMSb 350 —> 450 107
Table 3.2: Heterogeneous decomposition temperatures of AsH3 and PH3 on III—V substrates.
Precursor Substrate Decomposition range T$o 
0% -> 100% (°C)
Reference
AsH3
p h 3
GaAs
InP
375 —» 525 476
400 -> 575 520
1 0 2 ,1 0 8  
9 9 , 1 0 8 ,1 0 9
then heterogeneously react to eliminate CH4 . 103 By either mechanism, the interaction 
between group III and group V precursors weakens the group Ill-methyl (e.g. G a- 
CH3 in TMGa) and group V-H (e.g. As-H in AsH3) bonds. This reduces the pyrolysis 
temperature of each precursor involved, and gives a lower activation energy than that of 
independent decomposition . 101,102 The adduct binding energies are low, so if an adduct 
is involved, it is only short-lived at the temperatures used for growth. Accordingly, the 
adduct is thought to release a CH4 molecule and then dissociate. This means that, once 
adsorbed on the substrate, the (partially decomposed) group III and group V species 
diffuse independently. Indeed group III and group V species have very different surface 
diffusion properties. Group III species are thought to diffuse in a monomethyl- form (e.g. 
monomethylgallium), and can diffuse a distance of the order of micrometres. 104 Group 
V species have significantly lower diffusivity, and are believed to incorporate close to the 
position of adsorption.
In nanowire growth, both independent decomposition, and reactions between group 
III and group V precursors should be taken into account. 105 If chemical reactions, that 
is, precursor decomposition reactions, limit nanowire growth, then the growth rate, Rg, 
follows the relation
Rg o c e x p - |^  (3.2)
where EA is the activation energy of the reaction and R is the gas constant 
8.314 JK -’m o r1.
3.4 Alloy formation between Au and III-V materials
During the annealing and growth processes, the Au nanoparticle can interact significantly 
with the substrate and precursor species. The situation for III-V nanowires is significantly
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more complex than for Au-assisted Si wires (as described in Section 1.2.2), because at 
least three different elements are involved: Au, a group III  and a group V. This warrants 
its detailed discussion here.
The binary and ternary phase diagrams are indispensable in determining the com-
position and phase o f the nanoparticle, and in understanding the growth mechanism. 
Binary phase diagrams110-118 indicate which phases are stable at room temperature, during 
annealing and at growth temperature. Three binary phase diagrams are relevant: (i) A u - 
group III, (ii) Au-group V, and ( iii)  III-V . For instance, (i) Au-Ga, (ii) Au-A s and 
( iii)  Ga-As binary phase diagrams are each employed to study the Au-assisted growth 
o f GaAs nanowires. Au-Ga, A u -In  and Au-A s binary phase diagrams are shown in 
Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. A t typical nanowire growth temperatures (between 350 and 
500 °C), the Au-G a phase diagram indicates that Ga can form a liquid or solid alloy with 
the Au nanoparticle. I f  solid, it may assume a number o f possible stable intermetallic 
solid phases, for instance the ß or ß' phase (Au7Ga2), depending on growth temperature. 
Similarly, the A u -In  phase diagram indicates that above 454.3 °C a liquid eutectic A u -In  
can form. The non-metal As has very different behaviour: it has very low solid solubility 
in Au, the Au-A s phase diagram does not include any intermetallic solid phases, and 
typical nanowire growth temperatures are too low to form a eutectic liquid Au-As alloy.
1064.4 °C
1000-
491.3
461.3
415.4
448.6
339.4
1— I----- r
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Au Atomic Percent Gallium Ga
Figure 3.2: Binary phase diagram of the Au-Ga system. Reproduced from Elliot and Shunk.112
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Figure 3.3: Binary phase diagram of the Au-In system. Reproduced from Hiscocks and Hume- 
Rothery.110
1064.4 °C
1000-
817 °C
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Atomic Percent Arsenic
Figure 3.4: Binary phase diagram of the Au-As system. Reproduced from Okamoto and 
Massalski.113
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Binary phase data cannot completely describe the interaction between Au and III—V 
materials, but paired with ternary phase diagrams gives much useful information. Tsai and 
Williams119’120 have developed phase diagrams for these ternary Au-III-V interactions. 
In these ternary phase diagrams, tie lines define pseudobinary systems. Pseudobinary 
systems are pairs of phases which can exist in equilibrium with one another, and do 
not react with one another to form products. For example, in the Au-Ga-As ternary 
phase diagram (Figure 3.5a), the Au-GaAs pseudobinary tie line indicates that Au does 
not react with the GaAs substrate at equilibrium. On the other hand, in the A u-In- 
As ternary phase diagram (Figure 3.5b), there is no Au-InAs pseudobinary tie line, 
indicating that Au reacts with InAs substrates. During growth, supply of group III 
species (e.g. as decomposed TMGa) and group V species (e.g. as decomposed AsH3) 
shifts the elemental composition of the Au-III-V  system, moving it out of equilibrium. 
As a result, the composition of the Au nanoparticle can change, and the III—V phase 
precipitates. Thus, pairing the binary and ternary phase diagrams gives information on the 
phases existing under different growth conditions, and the nanowire growth mechanism. 
Ultimately, the composition and phase of the alloy depends on several factors, particularly 
the temperature, group III and V flow rates, and the type of III—V material. Dick et al. 
have published a thorough account of the possible alloy phases of the nanoparticle during 
growth.47
AuGa
Figure 3.5: Ternary phase diagrams of the (a) Au-Ga-As and (b) Au-In-As systems. Reproduced 
from Tsai and Williams.119
Even with the assistance of ternary phase diagrams, it is difficult to ascertain the exact 
phase, solid or liquid, of the nanoparticle during growth. Firstly, size dependent melting 
effects limit the applicability of bulk phase diagrams. The small scale of the alloyed
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Au nanoparticles makes them subject to size dependent melting effects, according to the 
Gibbs-Thomson relation. Therefore, the melting point of the alloy nanoparticles may be 
depressed relative to the bulk melting points, so eutectic melting may occur at a lower 
temperature than the bulk phase diagrams predict.
Secondly, the composition of the particle, when analysed post-growth, is generally 
different to that during growth. After growth is complete, the group III flow is ceased and 
the sample is cooled under group V overpressure. This high group V vapour supersat-
uration continues to drive the III-V growth reaction, which consumes group III species 
alloyed within the nanoparticle. Thus, during cooling, III-V material continues to deposit 
at the nanoparticle-nanowire interface and group III species in the Au nanoparticle are 
depleted.
A further factor is melting-freezing hysteresis. In many cases, the Au nanoparticles 
are thought to form a eutectic liquid alloy with the group III element, either during high 
temperature pre-growth annealing, or during a high temperature nucleation step. Upon 
cooling to the growth temperature, the Au alloy nanoparticle may retain its liquid state, 
even at a temperature below its melting point, due to melting-freezing hysteresis.
In situ TEM growth121,122 has been used to further elucidate the phase of the nanopar-
ticle during growth. According to these studies, nanowire growth is possible from a solid 
nanoparticle, and more rapid when the nanoparticle is liquid.122 Several studies have 
compared the nanoparticle composition after different cooling procedures, to determine 
the nanoparticle phase during growth.'21,123
3.5 Growth direction
Generally, Au-assisted nanowire growth takes place in the group V-terminated [I I I]B 
crystallographic direction. The nanoparticle-nanowire interface forms at a {111 }B plane 
of the growing nanowire; this plane is perpendicular to the [TIT]B growth direction. 
This growth direction is favoured because atoms precipitating on the {ITT }B surface 
produce the largest decrease in Gibbs free energy. The {ITT} planes have the smallest 
separation and the largest density of surface atoms. The {TIT }B growth plane has the 
lowest interfacial energy, and consequently the [ITT ]B growth direction minimises the 
interfacial energy of the nanoparticle-nanowire interface. In III-V materials, there are 4 
equivalent <1 T T>B directions in total. On a (I I I)B surface there is only one <T T T)B 
direction possible, which is directed outward perpendicular to the substrate surface. This 
means that when nanowires are grown on {I I I}B substrates, the nanowires grow vertical 
to the substrate surface.
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3.6 Surface diffusion effects
Axial growth is the term describing the Au-assisted elongating growth of the nanowire. 
There are two major contributions to axial nanowire growth, as illustrated in Figure 3.6a. 
The first contribution is from reaction species which directly impinge on the nanoparticle. 
The second contribution arises from species adsorbed on the substrate or nanowire side- 
walls. These adatoms (adsorbed atoms) diffuse along the concentration gradient towards 
the Au nanoparticle, where they are incorporated into axial growth. As discussed in 
Section 3.3, surface diffusion is more significant for group III adatoms, which have large 
diffusion lengths (T), whereas group V adatoms have much smaller diffusion lengths. 
Johansson et al,124 have developed a theoretical model describing the dependence of the 
axial growth rate on surface diffusion.
In regions of high nanowire density, adjacent nanowires spaced within a diffusion 
length, A, compete for diffusing adatoms. As a result, nanowires in high density regions 
have slower axial growth rates than those in low density regions. These density effects 
are further examined in Chapters 7 and 8.
3.7 Axial and radial growth modes
There are two major growth modes taking place during Au-assisted nanowire growth 
by MOCVD: axial growth and radial growth. The axial growth rate is the incremental 
increase in nanowire length, /, per growth time interval, t:
This can be approximated as
Raxial ~
dl_
7t
(3.3)
Raxial — ~  (3.4)
h
where L is the total nanowire length (/mi) from the base to the Au nanoparticle-nanowire 
interface, and tg is the total growth time.
Radial growth, also known as lateral or conformal growth, is the deposition of material 
on the nanowire sidewalls. It follows a simple vapour-solid growth mechanism, and 
does not directly involve the Au nanoparticle. As illustrated in Figure 3.6b, radial 
growth occurs when species adsorbed on the substrate and nanowire sidewalls, diffuse 
and incorporate on the nanowire sidewalls. In this manner, radial growth competes with 
axial growth.
Tapered nanowire morphologies, whereby nanowires exhibit wider bases and taper 
to narrower Au-capped tips, are a consequence of radial growth, as explained here.
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Axial
growth
*
Figure 3.6: Schematic illustration of adatom contributions to (a) axial growth and (b) radial 
growth. The adatom contributions include those (1) directly impinging on the Au nanoparticle 
and those adsorbed on the (2) substrate and (3) nanowire sidewalls which (4) diffuse along the 
concentration gradient toward the nanoparticle-nanowire interface.
Nanowire bases are grown first, and hence are exposed to reactants for longer than the 
more recently grown Au nanoparticle-capped tip. Also, owing to their proximity to the 
substrate, the nanowire bases receive a greater fraction of precursor materials collected 
on and diffusing from the substrate.125 Thus, lower sections of the nanowire experience 
more radial growth, which leads to tapered nanowire morphologies with wider bases and 
narrower tips as illustrated in Figure 3.6b. The radial growth rate is calculated as the 
increase in nanowire radius, r, per time interval t
dr
R  radial ~  . (3-5)
at
This can be approximated as
Rradlal =  r ± ^ - !1  (3-6)
h
where rb is the radius at the nanowire base and r, is the radius at the nanowire tip (the Au 
nanoparticle-nanowire interface).
In this dissertation, the “tapering parameter” is used to quantify the degree of tapering. 
The tapering parameter (nm/pm) is defined as the increase in nanowire radius (nm) 
per unit nanowire length (jam) from the Au nanoparticle-nanowire interface, /. This is 
equivalent to the ratio of radial to axial growth rates.
Tapering Parameter =
Rradial 
R  axial
dr
~d\
(3 .7)
The tapering parameter is thus a figure of merit, with a low tapering parameter signifying
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less undesirable tapering.
A further growth process is the deposition of planar layers on the substrate surface. 
This occurs when adatoms incorporate onto the substrate, rather than onto the nanowire 
sidewalls or nanowire tip.
3.8 The Au-assisted nanowire growth mechanism, and proposed al-
ternative models
While VLS is the most commonly cited nanowire growth mechanism, other variations ex-
ist,62,121 126-128 including the vapour-solid-solid (VSS) mechanism in which the nanopar-
ticle is solid.121,127 Both VLS and VSS mechanisms have been observed via in-situ TEM 
growth studies of Ge nanowires.122 The nature and role of the metallic particle has long 
been in question. A further question is the process of reactant diffusion to the growth 
interface. According to the conventional VLS mechanism, reactant species dissolve into 
the supersaturated liquid-phase nanoparticle, and then readily diffuse through the liquid 
nanoparticle to the growth interface. The VSS mechanism, in contrast, proposes solid- 
phase diffusion, involving dissolution of reactants into the solid Au nanoparticle, followed 
by their diffusion through the solid nanoparticle to the growth interface.121 According 
to these two mechanisms, reaction species are transported to the growth interface via 
bulk diffusion, either through a liquid or a solid nanoparticle. Alternatively, Cheyssac 
et a l}29 propose that surface diffusion, rather than bulk diffusion, is the main transport 
mechanism. According to their model, the reactants adsorb and diffuse along the outer 
surface of the nanoparticle, instead of penetrating it.
Recently, the theory of preferential interface nucleation (PIN) has been proposed as 
the unifying mechanism of nanowire growth, and the fundamental mechanism underpin-
ning the VLS mechanism and variations such as the VSS mechanism.130 According to the 
PIN theory, the probability of nucleation is highest at the nanoparticle-semiconductor 
interface, whereas nucleation at other interfaces in the system is thermodynamically 
unfavourable. Preferential nucleation at the nanoparticle-semiconductor interface drives 
nanowire growth. A comprehensive review article by Dick105 describes recent progress 
toward understanding the mechanism of Au-assisted nanowire growth.
Despite these controversies, the general principle of Au-assisted nanowire growth 
remains: the nucleation rate is highest at the Au nanoparticle-semiconductor interface, 
which drives nanowire growth.
3.9 Alternative substrate preparation techniques
The PLL functionalisation technique, discussed in Section 2.2.2, gives reliable and 
reproducible deposition of Au nanopartices on the substrate. Figure 3.7a shows FESEM
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images of typical nanowires grown on a substrate prepared by this technique. A number 
of other techniques were also trialled to obtain Au nanoparticles on the substrate, namely 
(i) thermal evaporation and annealing of a thin Au layer, (ii) direct evaporation of colloidal 
solution, and (iii) hydrochloric acid (HC1). The discussion below compares these different 
methods of substrate preparation.
Method (i) involved depositing a thin, 1 to 10 nm, layer of Au on the substrate via 
thermal evaporation. Upon annealing, the layer breaks apart into small Au droplets 
whose size depends on the annealing temperature and whose density depends on the layer 
thickness. This method is simple but it is difficult to obtain a uniform nanoparticle size or 
distribution.
Method (ii) utilised colloidal Au nanoparticles. A 100 /iL droplet of diluted Au 
colloidal solution was applied to the substrate, and allowed to evaporate. To obtain a 
reasonable density of deposited Au, the colloid was diluted to approximately 109 nanopar-
ticles/ml. This method is problematic, because during droplet evaporation the Au 
nanoparticles tend to agglomerate and deposit non-uniformly.
Method (iii) also utilised colloidal Au nanoparticles. A 100 >l/1 droplet of Au colloidal 
solution was dispensed on the substrate. Then, a 50 fiL of 0.03 M HC1 was added to 
the Au colloid droplet and allowed to mix on the substrate for 10 s. The resulting HC1 
concentration was 0.01 M. The substrate was rinsed with DI water and dried with N2. This 
method was developed Woodruff et a/.131 for deposition of Au colloidal nanoparticles on 
Si substrates. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, the colloidal Au nanoparticles are negatively 
charged at neutral pH. The negative charge hinders deposition on bare GaAs and InAs 
substrates. When the acid is added to the Au colloid droplet, the solution pH changes, 
the charge on the Au nanoparticles is neutralised, and the nanoparticles can attach to 
the substrates. Substrates prepared by this method, with grown nanowires are shown in 
Figure 3.7b.
The optimum method, which affords control over both nanoparticle size and distri-
bution, is patterning of Au nanoparticles using electron beam lithography (EBL). This 
technique is time consuming, however, and requires a complex EBL processing. The 
PLL-Au colloid deposition process, used routinely in this work, is suitable for most 
device applications and ideal for research into nanowire growth processes.
Before growth, the substrates were annealed in situ, as described in Section 2.2.3. The 
annealing step removes the surface oxide and other contaminants. In Figure 3.7, the effect 
of the annealing step is clear from comparing parts a and b, where growth was performed 
with a pre-growth annealing, against parts c and d, where growth was performed without 
a pre-growth annealing step. Nanowire growth is more irregular in parts c and d, due to 
the roughness of the unannealed surface, which hinders the nucleation of straight epitaxial
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nanowires. The similarity between the PLL and HC1 treated samples indicates that PLL- 
functionalisation does not interfere significantly with nanowire growth.
This annealing step means that the III—V substrates do not require etching or cleaning 
before growth. Etching to remove the surface oxide, prior to Au nanoparticle deposition, 
was performed for the sample of Figure 3.7e. To etch the substrate, it was immersed 
in 1 M HC1 for 2 minutes, rinsed with DI water and dried with N2 . These experiments 
revealed that etching did not have any measurable effect on the properties of the grown 
nanowires. As seen in Figure 3.7 by comparing part a (or b) with part e, the resulting 
nanowire structural properties are comparable, regardless of etching.
HCI etch then
PLL-Au depositon HCt-Au deposition PLL-Au deposition HCI-Au deposition HCI-Au deposition
No anneal No anneal
Figure 3.7: FESEM images of GaAs nanowires grown on substates prepared by different methods, 
(a) Substrate prepared by PLL functionalisation followed by colloidal Au deposition, followed 
by an in situ annealing step prior to nanowire growth, (b) Substrate prepared by method (iii), 
involving deposition of HCI and Au colloidal solutions, followed by an in situ annealing step prior 
to nanowire growth, (c) Substrate prepared using PLL but without any in situ annealing step, 
(d) Substrate prepared by method (iii) but without any in situ annealing step, (e) Substrate etched 
in 1 M HCI, prior to treatment by method (iii), and followed by in situ annealing step prior to 
nanowire growth.
3.10 Nanowire crystal structure
TEM studies have revealed that III—V nanowires can adopt a range of crystal structures. 
The two main crystal structures are the cubic ZB structure and the hexagonal WZ 
structure. The WZ structure has been reported, for instance, in MOCVD grown InP 
nanowires97 and in MBE grown GaAs nanowires.132 The ZB structure is common in 
MOCVD grown GaAs and GaP nanowires.71,72
ZB and WZ crystal structures can have very different optical and electrical properties, 
so the distinction is significant. The difference between ZB and WZ crystals lies in the 
stacking of the bilayers composing the crystal. Figure 3.8 illustrates the bilayers forming 
III—V crystals. Each bilayer consists of a row of group V atoms denoted by uppercase 
letters A, B and C, and a row of group III atoms denoted by lowercase letters a, b and
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c. Thus, ZB structures consist of an AaBbCcAaBbCc stacking sequence whereas WZ 
structures consist of an AaBbAaBb sequence. For brevity, it is common to simply use 
the capital letters A, B and C to represent bilayers. The lowercase letters can be omitted, 
because they can be inferred from the stacking sequence. Thus ZB lattices follow an 
ABCABC stacking sequence and WZ lattices follow an ABABAB stacking sequence, 
where each letter represents a bilayer of III—V pairs.
There are certain types of planar defects which commonly occur in nanowires: twin 
planes and stacking faults. Twin planes occur when a single bilayer is faultily stacked 
in a ZB crystal, which reverses the stacking sequence from ABC to CBA. For instance, 
the sequence ABCACBA, C is the faultily stacked bilayer which creates the twin plane. 
The crystal on one side of C is rotated 60° about the [TIT] growth axis relative to the 
crystal on the opposite side. Stacking faults in WZ structures occur when a single bilayer 
is misplaced, for instance the sequence ABACACA, contains a stacking fault at bilayer 
C. A WZ structure is equivalent to a ZB structure with a twin plane every bilayer. The 
crystal structure of the nanowires, including the density of planar crystallographic defects, 
is determined by the growth parameters, as will be discussed later.
Nanowire crystal structure is routinely determined by tilting the nanowire to the (110^ 
zone axis. This allows ZB phases, WZ phases, twin defects and stacking faults to be 
distinguished. All TEM images and diffraction patterns presented in this thesis were 
taken along the (1 10) zone axis.
3.11 Nanowire side-facets
III-V nanowires also exhibit side-facets of different orientations. WZ nanowires form a 
hexagonal prism with either six {1120} side-facets, or six {1T00} side-facets, as shown in 
Figure 3.9a and b. The {1120} and {1100} surfaces are non-polar, and consequently the 
nanowire cross-section is hexagonal with six faces of equal length. ZB nanowires can 
exhibit a wider range of morphologies. ZB nanowires can be composed of truncated 
octahedral segments, each with three { i l l }A and three {111 }B side-facets.71 Each 
octahedral segment is bounded by a twin plane above and a twin plane below, such that 
each octahedral segment has a crystal structure rotated 60° about the [ I I I ]  growth axis 
compared to the adjacent segments. This structure is illustrated in Figure 3.9c. Like WZ 
nanowires, ZB nanowires can have hexagonal cross-sections with either six {1 T O }  or six 
{112} side-facets, as shown in Figure 3.9a and b. Note that the {1 T O }  ZB and {1120} WZ 
families are crystallographically parallel, and the {112} ZB and {1100} WZ families are 
crystallographically parallel.
The {1120}/{ 1 TO} and {1 TOO} faces are non-polar, whereas the six {112} facets are 
not all equivalent, and can be subdivided into three {Il2}A and three {112}B faces.
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of the bilayers forming III—V crystals. Dark circles represent group III 
atoms and light circles represent group V atoms. Uppercase letters represent planes of group V 
atoms and lowercase letters represent planes of group III atoms.
The {112}A faces consist of two threefold coordinated group III surface atoms and one 
twofold coordinated group V surface atom in each surface unit cell, and the {112}B 
faces consist of two threefold coordinated group V surface and one twofold coordinated 
group III surface atom in each surface unit cell. Due to the differences in surface 
stoichiometry, group III atoms attach preferentially to {T l2}A surfaces.72 Under growth 
conditions of high group V overpressure, the {112}B facets are more stable, with a lower 
surface energy and a slower growth rate than the {112}A facets.133 Radial growth occurs 
preferentially on the {1 12}A surfaces, and the remaining {112}B facets become elongated 
as the {112}A surfaces grow out. Consequently, the cross-section adopts a truncated 
triangular shape with elongated {112}B side-facets and shorter {I 12}A side-facets, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.9d.72133
In the case of these {112} faceted triangular nanowires, the overall morphology is 
further modified by the presence of twin planes. When a twin plane forms, the crystal 
structure is rotated 60° about the [TIT] growth axis. This means that the section of 
nanowire below the twin exhibits a triangular cross-section oriented one way, and the 
section of nanowire above the twin can exhibit a triangular cross-section oriented the 
opposite way, as illustrated in Figure 3.9e. Finally, if a thin twinned segment is inserted 
into a perfect crystal region, it creates a groove between the {1 12}A sidewalls flanking 
the twin, as illustrated in Figure 3.9f. The groove forms there, because there the twinned 
segment presents a slow-growing {112}B sidewall, not a {! 12}A sidewall like those
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flanking the twin. As a result the nanowire structure resembles a stack of truncated 
triangles.72
The above discussion has focused the formation of elongated {112}B facets under 
high group V overpressure. Under growth conditions of low group V overpressure, the 
situation can potentially reverse so that {T l2}A facets become more elongated.133
( i i i ) B o r  
\ ( 0002)  /
{110} or {1120} {112} or {1100}
Figure 3.9: Schematic illustration of possible nanowire morphologies, (a) Hexagonal cross- 
section with six {110}/{ 1120} side-facets, (b) Hexagonal cross-section with six {112}/{ 1100} side- 
facets. (c) Octahedral segments with {111}A and B faces. The dotted lines with arrows indicate 
twin planes, (d) Near triangular cross-section with three dominant {112}B facets and three smaller 
(I 12}A facets, (e) Effect of a single twin plane on nanowire morphology. The triangular segment 
above the twin plane is rotated 60° about the growth axis, relative to the triangular segment below 
the twin, (f) Effect of a thin twinned segment on nanowire morphology. The twinned segment 
is bounded by the curly braces. The twinned segment creates a groove flanked by the adjacent 
{I 12}A facets.
3.12 Axial and radial heterostructures
The cylindrical symmetry of nanowires permits two types of heterostructure: axial and 
radial.
Axial nanowire heterostructures are achieved by switching precursor gases during Au 
nanoparticle-assisted growth, resulting in compositional modulation along the nanowire 
growth axis. Figure 3.10 illustrates the growth of an axial heterostructure nanowire. 
Periodically changing the vapour species produces superlattice nanowires.
Unintentional concurrent radial growth is one limitation in axial heterostructure 
growth. Consider the growth of a segment of material B on a lower segment of material 
A (Figure 3.10(iv)-b). During the axial growth of the upper B segment, some material B 
may incorporate radially onto the sidewalls of the lower A segment. This radial growth 
creates a shell of material B around the lower segment of material A. This unintentional 
shell can adversely affect nanowire device function. Minimising radial growth is therefore
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important for the development of axial heterostructures.
B precursors
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(iv)-a: Without radial growth (iv)-b: With radial growth
Figure 3.10: (i) to (iv)-a: A schematic diagram illustrating the growth process of an axial het-
erostructure nanowire, (iv)-b: A schematic diagram of how radial growth results in unintentional 
shell growth around the axial heterostructure nanowire.
Radial heterostructure nanowires are also known as core-shell nanowires. The 
nanowire core is grown first, by the Au nanoparticle-assisted mechanism. Then the 
precursor gases are changed and growth conditions are changed to promote radial growth 
and hinder axial growth. By this latter step, material is deposited laterally around the 
nanowire as a shell. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.11. Multiple shell layers can 
be deposited, to create core-multishell nanowires.
Typically, core growth is achieved at low growth temperature conducive to axial Au- 
assisted growth, whereas shell growth is achieved at a higher temperature conducive to 
radial growth. An example is the growth of GaAs/AlGaAs core-shell nanowires. The 
GaAs core is grown at a low temperature, for instance, 450 °C. The AlGaAs shell is 
grown at a higher temperature, typically 650 °C.
Figure 3.11: A schematic diagram illustrating the growth process of a radial heterostructure 
nanowire, with axial core growth followed by radial shell growth.
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Dick et al,44 and Paladugu et al.]U 140 give further details of the principles and 
limitations of axial and radial heterostructure growth.
3.13 Photoluminescence of GaAs nanowires
In this dissertation, PL is routinely used to characterise the optical properties of GaAs 
nanowires. Bare GaAs nanowires, however, emit only very weak PL, even at low 
temperatures of 10 K.95 This is due to their high density of surface states which act as 
non-radiative carrier traps. These surface states not only quench GaAs nanowire PL, but 
also adversely affect optoelectronic device performance.
The problem can be overcome by cladding the GaAs nanowires in a shell of wider 
bandgap material, such as AlGaAs, creating a core-shell structure.95,141’142 The shell 
spatially separates the electronic states of the GaAs core from the surface, and thus 
reduces the influence of surface states. An AlGaAs shell passivates these surface states to 
markedly enhance the PL from the GaAs core.95,141 In addition, a large bandgap shell can 
act as a carrier reservoir for the inner core.142
On top of the AlGaAs shell, a thin GaAs capping layer is routinely grown. This GaAs 
cap prevents oxidation of the underlying AlGaAs shell. This GaAs core-AlGaAs shell— 
GaAs cap nanowire structure is hereafter simply referred to as a GaAs/AlGaAs core-shell 
nanowire. All PL measurements presented in this dissertation were performed on such 
GaAs/AlGaAs core-shell nanowires, rather than on bare GaAs cores.
3.13.1 GaAs/AlGaAs core-shell nanowires for PL measurements
For PL measurements, GaAs/AlGaAs core-shell nanowires were grown as follows. GaAs 
nanowires were grown at low temperatures (350 to 500 °C) using TMGa and AsH3 
precursors. After completion of core growth, the TMGa flow was switched off and the 
temperature was ramped up to 650 °C under an AsH3 flow of 5.4 x 10-4 mol/min. Then, 
at 650 °C, TMGa and TMA1 were introduced to the reactor for 20 minutes of AlGaAs 
shell growth. TMGa and TMA1 flows were 1.2 x 10“5 mol/min and 4.1 x 10~6 mol/min, 
respectively, giving a vapour Al composition of 26%. Following AlGaAs growth, the 
core-shell nanowires were clad in a thin final shell of GaAs. This final GaAs capping 
layer is grown at 650 °C for 5 minutes with TMGa (1.6 x 10“5 mol/min) and AsH3 
(5.4 x 10“4 mol/min). Figure 3.12 compares FESEM images of bare GaAs nanowires, 
and GaAs nanowires clad in an AlGaAs shell and GaAs cap layer. This growth procedure 
gives an AlGaAs shell thickness of approximately 60 nm and a GaAs cap thickness of 
approximately 5 nm.
Without the GaAs capping layer, AlGaAs oxidises rapidly. This would allow oxygen 
species to diffuse to the GaAs core. Oxygen is known to create deep levels near the 
GaAs/AlGaAs interface, which can reduce the recombination lifetime and quantum effi-
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ciency significantly.143,144 Thus, oxidation of the AlGaAs shell reduces the effectiveness 
of the core-shell structure. The final GaAs capping layer is essential to prevent this 
oxidation. The GaAs cap layer itself does not contribute to the observed PL, due to its 
small surface-to-volume ratio coupled with the high non-radiative surface recombination 
rate, which quenches PL from this thin layer.
Time-resolved PL measurements have supported the effectiveness of this GaAs core- 
AlGaAs shell-GaAs cap structure. Bare GaAs nanowires, and core-shell GaAs nanowires 
lacking the final GaAs cap layer, both exhibit very short exciton recombination lifetimes 
of less than 80 ps, the response time of the experimental system.93 When clad in the 
AlGaAs shell plus the thin GaAs capping layer, the exciton lifetime increases signif-
icantly.80 Furthermore, terahertz conductivity spectroscopy (TCS) measurements have 
demonstrated that overcoating the GaAs core with AlGaAs reduces the density of surface 
traps by 82%.81
Figure 3.12: FESEM images of (a) bare GaAs nanowires and (b) GaAs nanowires clad in an 
AlGaAs shell and GaAs cap layer.
Note that the high temperature AlGaAs shell growth step effectively subjects the GaAs 
core to an annealing stage. All PL samples were subject to the same annealing treatment, 
so that valid comparisons can be made between different nanowire samples.
3.13.2 GaAs nanowire PL spectra
Two samples, Samples A and B, are discussed here to identify the main peaks arising from 
the GaAs core. For both samples the GaAs core was grown at 450 °C. The core of Sample 
A was grown for 30 minutes with TMGa and AsH3 flows of 1.2 x 10~5 mol/min and 5.4 x 
10~4 mol/min, respectively, giving a V/III ratio of 46. The core of Sample B was grown 
for 120 minutes with TMGa and AsH3 flows of 2.9x 10“6 mol/min and 1.3x10“4 mol/min, 
respectively, also giving a V/III ratio of 46. The AlGaAs shell and GaAs cap were grown 
as described above. Continuous-wave and time-resolved PL measurements were then 
performed using the systems described in Sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.5.
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PL spectra of Figure 3.13 were measured from an ensemble of Sample A nanowires 
under different excitation intensities. These spectra feature two major peaks. The peak at 
approximately 1.517 eV is characteristic of free exciton recombination in bulk GaAs.95,145 
The other, lower energy peak (between 1.48 and 1.50 eV) is an impurity-related band.
With increasing excitation power the exciton peak broadens and undergoes a slight 
blue-shift. This is suggestive of the formation of an electron-hole plasma at higher 
excitation powers, a phenomenon recently observed in InP nanowires.146 Also, with 
increasing excitation intensity the impurity peak saturates and the exciton peak becomes 
more intense.
Exciton0.19 mW 
0.38 mW 
1.2 mW
-I 0.0-
1.44 1.46 1.48 1.50 1.52 1.54
Energy (eV)
Figure 3.13: Normalised continuous-wave PL spectra from an ensemble of Sample A nanowires 
under different excitation intensities (indicated in legend). This illustrates the blue-shift and 
saturation of the impurity peak, and blue-shift with broadening of the exciton line, as excitation 
intensity increases.
The impurity related peak is assigned to donor-acceptor pair (DAP) recombination.147 
Figure 3.14 supports this assignment by examining nanowire sample B, for which the 
impurity peak dominates the exciton peak. Figure 3.14a illustrates spectra for several 
excitation powers under continuous-wave excitation. Figure 3.14b and c, respectively, 
illustrate time-resolved spectra at discrete time intervals after the excitation pulse, and 
time decays with corresponding lifetimes (r) at various photon emission energies. Ac-
cording to Figure 3.14a the impurity emission band blue-shifts and narrows with increas-
ing excitation power. This behaviour is typical of DAP recombination.148,149 Similar 
behaviour is evident in the impurity emission peak of Figure 3.13. Further, time-resolved 
measurements are consistent with DAP recombination:150 the peak red-shifts with time 
after the excitation pulse (Figure 3.14b) and accordingly, higher emission energies have 
shorter lifetimes (Figure 3.14c).
The DAP peak position closely corresponds to the position of neutral donor to neutral 
carbon acceptor (D°, CAs) emission, reported at approximately 1.49 eV.151,152 The PL
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Figure 3.14: PL results obtained from a nanowire sample B with dominant impurity peak 
(a) Time-integrated PL spectra of a nanowire ensemble on semi-logarithmic axes illustrating blue- 
shift and narrowing of impurity peak with increasing excitation intensity, (b, c) Time-resolved 
measurements of a single nanowire, (b) PL spectra at consecutive 500 ps intervals after the 
excitation laser pulse. PL spectra red-shift with increasing time, (c) Time decays at various 
emission energies. Time decays are offset for clarity and lifetimes (r) are indicated.
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studies, therefore, identify carbon as the dominant acceptor impurity in these GaAs 
nanowires. This is consistent with previous studies of MOCVD grown planar epitaxial 
GaAs layers145,153 and GaAs nanowires.85,86 Also note that, in studies of conventional 
planar epitaxy, the ( T  I I)B surface orientation exhibits the highest rate of carbon incor-
poration.154 It is not unexpected, therefore, that these [T I IjB-oriented nanowires exhibit 
carbon impurity incorporation.
Carbon has previously been identified as the dominant impurity in GaAs 
nanowires.85,86 Generally, carbon incorporates on arsenic lattice sites as an acceptor, 
CAs.155,136 Carbon is particularly problematic because it arises as a decomposition product 
of the organometallic precursors, for example TMGa.153,154,157 Other contaminants, such 
as Si and Zn, are eliminated through the use of high purity precursor sources. The 
carbon diffusion coefficient is low so carbon contaminants are not easily removed by 
annealing.158 For these reasons it is important to choose growth parameters that minimise 
intrinsic carbon doping.
The relative intensity of the DAP peak to the exciton peak can be used to gauge the 
degree of carbon impurity content, as has been reported in previous studies of carbon- 
doped GaAs.154,159,160 Chapters 4, 5 and 6 use the relative magnitudes of the DAP and 
exciton peaks to compare intrinsic carbon doping between different nanowire samples. 
These chapters then identify the growth conditions which minimise carbon impurity 
incorporation.
Each spectrum of Figure 3 .14a features a smaller peak at lower energy than the main 
DAP peak. At all excitation intensities, this smaller peak maintains an approximately 
36 meV energy separation below the DAP peak. This indicates the peak is a phonon 
replica of the DAP peak,148 consistent with the 36 meV longitudinal optical (LO) phonon 
energy.161
The exciton peak also gives an LO phonon replica at approximately 1.482 eV, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.13. The phonon replica is weaker for the exciton peak than for the 
DAP peak, possibly because the interaction between bound DAP charges and phonons 
may be enhanced relative to the interaction between free excitons and phonons. The 
relative intensity of the LO phonon replica, compared with the DAP peak, decreases with 
excitation intensity. This is consistent with the lower Huang-Rhys parameter for more 
closely spaced donor-acceptor pairs.162,163
In some spectra a broad high-energy shoulder is observed above 1.52 eV. This is 
attributed to radiative recombination within AlGaAs portions of the nanowire. Its energy 
and broadness indicate a non-uniform A1 distribution, with a lower A1 composition 
than predicted from the vapour Al:Ga composition. This is in agreement with previous 
observations of AlGaAs nanowires and shells.141,164
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Finally, note that quantum confinement effects are not observed in these studies. 
Quantum confinement is insignificant because the exciton Bohr radius (24 nm) is smaller 
than the size of the GaAs core.95 Quantum effects are expected to become important for 
nanowires with diameters smaller than approximately 20 nm.165
3.14 Summary
This chapter has provided the background for the following chapters. This chapter has 
introduced several important subjects, including the growth thermodynamics and kinet-
ics, alloy formation, surface diffusion, axial and radial growth, and nanowire tapering. 
Nanowire crystal structure and faceting were introduced. Axial and radial heterostructures 
were discussed, with emphasis on the deleterious effect of unintentional radial growth 
over axial heterostructure nanowires. Finally, the chapter described the GaAs/AlGaAs 
core-shell structures routinely used for PL characterisation of the GaAs nanowire core, 
and the PL signature which indicates carbon impurity incorporation in GaAs nanowires.
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Chap ter  4
A two-temperature growth procedure for GaAs 
nanowires
4.1 Introduction
MOCVD is a highly accurate and flexible growth technique, in which a number of 
parameters can be controlled independently to achieve the desired properties in the grown 
sample. Growth temperature is one of the most critical MOCVD growth parameters.89,166
Indeed, growth temperature exerts a significant influence on III-V nanowire 
growth.56,167 Higher temperatures induce significant radial overgrowth, manifested as 
nanowire tapering,57,167 undesirable shell structures in axial heterostructure nanowires,64 
and compositional non-uniformity within ternary nanowires.70 Furthermore, recent 
studies have shown that the density of crystallographic defects increases with growth 
temperature.71 At lower temperatures, however, nanowire growth becomes unstable 
and prone to kinking, and does not exhibit perfect epitaxy with the substrate. 168,169 
Choosing the optimum temperature would involve a compromise, between kinking at 
lower temperatures, and the radial growth and twin defects at higher temperatures. This 
compromise is, however, unacceptable for device applications, which demand straight, 
well-oriented nanowires with uniform diameters, controllable composition, and excellent 
crystallographic and optical properties.
In this chapter, a novel two-temperature growth procedure is devised to overcome 
these problems. This achieves vertically-aligned epitaxial GaAs nanowires of excel-
lent crystallographic quality and optimal morphology. The two-temperature procedure 
consists of a brief initial high-temperature “nucleation” step followed by a prolonged 
“growth” step at a lower temperature. A similar procedure has previously been inves-
tigated for Ge nanowires. 169,170 The initial high-temperature step is essential for the 
nucleation and growth of straight, vertically-aligned epitaxial GaAs nanowires on the
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(I I I)B GaAs substrate. The lower temperature employed for subsequent growth imparts 
superior nanowire morphology by minimising radial growth and tapering. Without 
the prior nucleation step, such a low growth temperature would produce non-vertical, 
kinked and irregular nanowires. Two mechanisms are proposed to explain the success 
of this two-temperature growth process, one involving Au nanoparticle-GaAs interface 
conditions, and the other involving melting-solidification temperature hysteresis of the 
Au-Ga nanoparticle alloy.
Significantly, TEM studies reveal that two-temperature growth yields nanowires that 
are completely free of planar crystallographic defects, in marked contrast to the high 
density of twin defects found in nanowires grown at higher temperatures. Continuous- 
wave and time-resolved PL measurements reveal the excellent optical and electronic 
quality of nanowires obtained by this two-temperature procedure. The low temperature- 
grown nanowires exhibit minimal carbon impurity incorporation and a nearly intrinsic 
exciton lifetime approaching 1.1 ns. They emit strong PL, even at room temperature.
4.2 Experiments
Au nanoparticles, 50 nm in diameter, were deposited on semi-insulating GaAs (1 I I)B 
substrates using the PLL method described in Section 2.2.2. Prior to growth initiation, 
the substrate was annealed in situ at 600 °C under AsH3 ambient to desorb surface 
contaminants. After cooling to the desired temperature, TMGa was introduced to initiate 
nanowire growth by either a single-temperature or two-temperature procedure.
The single-temperature procedure involved 15 minutes of growth at a constant tem-
perature, Tg, between 350 °C and 500 °C. For the two-temperature procedure, growth 
initiated with a 1 minute “nucleation” step at the nucleation temperature, Tn, of 450 °C. 
The temperature was then rapidly cooled to the subsequent growth temperature, Tg, 
between 330 °C and 400 °C. This cooling step was typically between 2.5 and 6.5 minutes 
in duration. The total growth time was typically 15 minutes, including the nucleation and 
cooling steps. Source flows of TMGa and AsH3 were 1.2 x 10-5 mol/min and 5.4 x 10~4 
mol/min, respectively.
Adjunct growths, using other nucleation temperatures, Tn, of 410 °C to 500 °C, were 
also performed. To screen for possible effects of PLL on growth direction,47’65,171,172 
substrates were also prepared without PLL, using method (ii) as described in Section 3.9. 
Apart from these growths, all data presented in this chapter were obtained from PLL- 
treated samples, because PLL treatment gave a more uniform and monodisperse distribu-
tion of Au nanoparticles on the substrate.
Nanowires were then characterised by FESEM, TEM and PL measurements. TEM 
was carried out with collaborators at the University of Queensland.
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For PL measurements, GaAs nanowire cores were grown as described above, then 
clad in an AlGaAs shell to passivate the GaAs surface.95,141 Growth was terminated with 
a thin GaAs capping layer, to prevent oxidation of the AlGaAs shell. The AlGaAs shell 
and GaAs cap growth procedures were detailed in Section 3.13. These nanowires were 
then transferred from the as-grown GaAs substrate to Si substrates by gently touching 
the two substrates together. PL spectra of nanowire ensembles were obtained using the 
system described in Section 2.4.3. Micro-PL images were obtained at room temperature 
using the configuration described in Section 2.4.2. Time-resolved PL measurements were 
performed on single nanowires as described in Section 2.4.5.
4.3 Morphology
Nanowires grew within the entire temperature range investigated, even at the lowest 
Tg of 330 °C. Within this temperature range, however, nanowire morphology varied 
significantly, between kinked, straight, uniform and tapered morphologies.
Before describing results from the two-temperature procedure, the conventional 
single-temperature procedure is examined. Figure 4.1 illustrates FESEM images of 
nanowires grown by the single-temperature procedure. When grown at Tg of 410 °C 
and above, these nanowires were generally straight and epitaxially aligned in the vertical 
[TIT ]B direction, but suffer severe tapering with increasing temperature (parts c-f). At 
Tg of 400 °C and below (parts a and b), nanowire growth rarely initiated in the vertical 
11 1 T JB direction, and subsequent kinking was common: the initial and final nanowire 
orientations exhibit no apparent relationship with the substrate.
Figure 4.1: FESEM images of GaAs nanowires grown by the single-temperature procedure at 
temperatures, Tg, of (a) 375 °C, (b) 400 °C, (c) 425 °C, (d) 450 °C, (e) 475 °C and (f) 500 °C. 
Samples are tilted at 40°. Scale bars are 1 /rm.
The two-temperature procedure produced very different results. Figure 4.2 illustrates 
FESEM images of nanowires grown by the two-temperature procedure. Notably, the 
two-temperature procedure allowed the growth of straight, vertical [I I I]B-oriented
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Table 4.1: Summary of nanowire morphology for single- and two-temperature procedures with 
various growth temperatures (Tg). Tapering is calculated for straight nanowires only.
Procedure Tn
(°C)
Ts
(°C)
Straight [1 1 1]B nanowires 
(% of total)
Tapering Parameter 
(nm/yum)
1 -temperature - 450 98 8.5
1 -temperature - 390 6 -
1 -temperature - 350 0 -
2-temperature 450 390 99 1.5
2-temperature 450 350 88 1
2-temperature 450 330 0 -
nanowires at Tg as low as 350 °C. Thus, the two-temperature procedure achieved straight 
[111]B nanowire growth at temperatures significantly lower than the single-temperature 
procedure, and significantly lower than previously reported for nanowire growth.47-57
350 375 400
Temperature (°C)
Figure 4.2: FESEM images of GaAs nanowires grown by the two-temperature procedure with 
nucleation temperature, Tn, of 450 °C and growth temperature, Tg, of (a) 350 °C, (b) 375 °C and 
(c) 400 °C. (a) was grown for 30 minutes whereas (b) and (c) were grown for 15 minutes. Samples 
are tilted at 40°. Scale bars are 1 /vm.
Table 4.1 summarises key samples, their growth parameters, and the proportions of 
vertical [I I l]B-oriented nanowires as determined from counts of over 500 nanowires 
per sample. Using the two-temperature procedure, a minimum Tg of 350 °C was required 
for straight epitaxial [T I I]B-oriented nanowire growth.
The adjunct studies revealed that the two-temperature procedure is equally effective 
for nucleation temperatures in the range 410 °C < Tn < 500 °C. A minimum Tn of 
410 °C, was required to produce straight, [I I l]B-oriented nanowires. This minimum Tn 
is the same as the minimum Tg of single-temperature procedure. There was no advantage 
in increasing Tn above this minimum. Thus, the experiments determined a minimum 
Tn of 410 °C and a minimum Tg of 350 °C were required for straight, [1 I I]B-oriented 
nanowires.
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The nanowire samples prepared with PLL and without PLL were compared post-
growth. This clarified that PLL did not affect the minimum Tn (410 °C) and Tg (350 °C) 
required for straight [T I I]B-oriented growth. It is likely that PLL is removed during 
the pre-growth annealing step, and consequently does not affect the nanowire growth 
direction.
Straight [111 IB-oriented nanowires obtained at low growth temperature, made pos-
sible by the two-temperature procedure, were minimally tapered. The reduction in 
tapering is quantified in Figure 4.3a, which plots nanowire diameter, D, measured at 
various distances from the Au-capped nanowire tip, /, for various Tg. To obtain these 
measurements, the GaAs nanowires were first transferred from their as-grown substrates 
to Si substrates by gently rubbing the substrates together. High resolution FESEM images 
were obtained of the GaAs nanowires lying horizontally on the Si substrates. These 
FESEM images allowed more accurate measurement of D and / than images of vertical 
as-grown nanowires such as Figure 4.1. Ten nanowires were examined for each growth 
temperature. For nanowires grown by the two-temperature procedure, the lower 500 nm of 
each nanowire was excluded from the quantitative analysis because nanowire base growth 
is influenced, albeit minimally, by the brief high-temperature nucleation and cooling 
steps. The nanowire tapering parameter (see Section 3.7) is expressed in Table 4.1 as the 
increase in nanowire radius [nm] per unit nanowire length [//m] from the Au nanoparticle- 
nanowire interface: dr/d l [nm/jum]. These data were calculated from the slopes of straight 
lines fitted to the data of Figure 4.3a, via equation 4.1:
dr 1 dD
Tapering Parameter -  —  -  — —— (4.1)
dl 2 dl
The temperature-dependent reduction in tapering is explained with reference to the 
axial and radial growth mechanisms167173 illustrated schematically in Figure 4.3b. Reac-
tion species which impinge directly upon the nanoparticle contribute to axial growth. 
Additionally, Ga adatoms are adsorbed on the substrate and nanowire sidewalls and 
diffuse along the concentration gradient towards the growing nanoparticle-nanowire 
interface. These diffusing adatoms contribute to both radial and axial growth, hence radial 
growth competes with axial growth. Radial growth is kinetically limited, so at lower 
growth temperatures, diffusing adatoms are less likely to be incorporated into nanowire 
sidewalls. Furthermore, the adatom diffusion length decreases with decreasing growth 
temperature. This reduces the flux of adatoms diffusing from the substrate, limiting radial 
growth and tapering.
Previous publications have examined the dependence of axial growth rate on temper-
ature,65 so it is only briefly discussed here. Between 350 °C and 450 °C, the nanowire
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Figure 4.3: (a) Plot of nanowire diameter measured at distances from the Au nanoparticle- 
nanowire interface, for three Tg. Nanowires were grown by either a single-temperature (IT) or 
a two-temperature (2T) procedure, at the indicated Tg. For the two-temperature procedure, the 
nucleation step was performed at Tn of 450 °C. For each data point, ten nanowires were examined. 
Error bars represent standard deviations over these ten nanowires, at each point, (b) Schematic 
illustrating axial and radial nanowire growth, fed by direct impingement of precursor species on 
the nanoparticle and Ga adatom diffusion from the substrate and along nanowire sidewalls.
axial growth rate increases with temperature (Figure 4.2b and c, and Figure 4.1c and 
d). This increase is attributed to the increase in TMGa and ASH3 decomposition with 
temperature. Above 450 °C, however, the axial growth rate decreases with temperature 
(Figure 4 .Id to f). This decrease occurs due to the onset of significant radial growth at 
higher temperatures, which is observed as strong tapering. This radial growth competes 
with axial growth for diffusing reaction species, and consequently hinders axial growth.
4.4 Crystal structure
The nanowire crystallographic quality, as examined by TEM, also exhibits a marked de-
pendency on growth temperature. For each sample, at least 10 nanowires were examined 
in detail by TEM. All nanowires were of ZB structure. It has been well documented 
that crystallographic twins are common lattice defects in GaAs nanowires, 174 possibly 
because very little energy is required for twin formation. 175 Extensive TEM investigation 
confirmed that twins, indeed, exist in the nanowires grown at a high Tg of 450 °C by 
the single-temperature procedure. Typical images of nanowire tip and base are shown in 
Figure 4.4a and b, respectively. Nanowires grown at higher temperatures, for example 
500 °C, showed an even higher density of twin defects.
In marked contrast, no twins or other planar defects could be found in nanowires 
grown at the lower Tg of 390 °C by the two-temperature procedure. Figure 4.4c 
and d show nanowire tip and base respectively, and Figure 4.4e illustrates an entire
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nanowire grown under these low-temperature conditions. Likewise, nanowires grown 
at temperatures of Tg of 375 °C and 400 °C, via the two-temperature procedure, were 
completely twin-free.
Clearly, the low growth temperature has eliminated twin defects. This result is con-
sistent with recent TEM studies of ZB GaP nanowires, which showed a distinct reduction 
in twin density with decreasing growth temperature.71 Figure 4.4f shows high-resolution 
TEM (HRTEM) images, detailing the high crystallographic quality of a nanowire segment 
grown at the lower Tg of 390 °C by the two-temperature procedure. GaAs nanowires free 
of planar defects have previously been achieved by growing in the [111 ]A direction on 
(111)A substrates, however, these [111 ] A-nanowires showed significant tapering and their 
growth orientation was less well-controlled than the nanowires reported here.172
Figure 4.4: (a-e) Bright-field TEM and (f) HRTEM images showing morphologies and crystal-
lographic quality of GaAs nanowires, (a, b) Nanowires grown at a high Tg of 450 °C by the 
single-temperature procedure, showing Au nanoparticle-capped nanowire tip with arrows labeling 
twin defects (a), and surface faceting towards the nanowire base (b). (c-f) Nanowires grown at 
a low Tg of 390 °C by the two-temperature procedure (Tn of 450 °C), showing nanowire tip (c), 
nanowire base (d), an entire nanowire (e), and a section of a nanowire (f). There are no lattice 
defects in (c) and (d), where the contrast in GaAs sections is due to bend contours and thickness 
effects. The thick arrow in (f) indicates the nanowire growth direction.
Twin defects are closely associated with the sidewall faceting behaviour of both ZB 
GaP71 and GaAs nanowires.72,176 Figure 4.4b illustrates the non-periodic saw-tooth 
faceted sidewalls, and segmented appearance, typical of nanowires grown at high Tg
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(by the single-temperature procedure). The faceting occurs in association with the high 
density of twins in these nanowires: at least one twin defect is associated with the concave 
facet of each saw-tooth, and with each boundary between adjacent segments.72 Radial 
growth augments the appearance of sidewall facets.72 Nanowires grown at lower Tg, 
(by the two-temperature procedure) as illustrated in Figure 4.4c-f, exhibit substantially 
smoother sidewalls. This is related to the elimination of twins, and also to the reduction 
of radial growth.
Chapter 10 will give further discussion of the effects of growth temperature on twin 
formation, and will develop a theoretical model to explain the reduction in twin defects 
with decreasing growth temperature.
4.5 Photoluminescence
4.5.1 Donor-acceptor pair recombination and carbon impurities
Low temperature (4.2 K) continuous-wave PL measurements were performed on 
nanowire ensembles of 5 to 10 nanowires using the system desribed in Section 2.4.3. 
PL spectra are plotted in Figure 4.5a for several different Tg. For Tg of 450 °C and above, 
GaAs nanowire cores were grown by the single-temperature procedure. For Tg below 
450 °C, GaAs nanowire cores were grown by the two-temperature procedure with a Tn of 
450 °C.
Samples exhibit the same single broad PL peak at approximately 1.518 eV, which 
corresponds to excitonic emission in bulk GaAs.95 The lower energy (D°, CAs) DAP 
peak is also observed. PL spectra were strongly dependent upon excitation intensity, 
as observed in Section 3.13. The exciton peak increased in intensity, broadened and 
underwent a slight blue-shift with increasing excitation power. The DAP peak band 
increased in intensity, blue-shifted, narrowed, and ultimately saturated, with increasing 
excitation power. Each spectrum of Figure 4.5a was obtained under an excitation power 
of approximately 45 /iW. This relatively low excitation power avoided saturation of the 
DAP peak.
The DAP intensity, relative to the exciton peak intensity, indicates the level of 
intrinsic carbon doping.154,159,160 Figure 4.5a illustrates that the DAP peak intensity, 
and consequently the degree of carbon impurity incorporation, is higher for higher 
growth temperatures. Therefore, a low growth temperature minimises carbon impurity 
incorporation. For the lowest growth temperature of 375 °C, the DAP peak could barely 
be detected in any of the spectra taken.
Carbon incorporation is inherent to GaAs growth, as it is a byproduct of TMGa 
decomposition. A number of studies of planar MOCVD GaAs growth have demon-
strated that a higher growth temperature increases carbon incorporation,153,154,177 which
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is consistent with this current work on GaAs nanowires. Originally, it was believed that 
carbon impurities arise from the adsorption of methyl (CH3) radicals formed during the 
dissociation of TMGa.154,157 According to this model, AsH3 adsorbed at the growth 
front suppresses the adsorption of these CH3 radicals: AsH3 pyrolysis produces atomic 
hydrogen, which bonds with adsorbed CH3 radicals to produce the volatile methane 
(CH4) reaction product. The CH4 reaction product then leaves the reactor and removes 
the carbon-bearing radical from the growth surface. Kuech et al,154 proposed that 
a higher growth temperature increases carbon incorporation by (i) increasing the rate 
of hydrocarbon decomposition, and (ii) increasing decomposition of AsH3 in the gas 
phase. Effect (i) would directly increase the concentration of carbon species available 
for incorporation. Effect (ii) would decrease the amount of AsH3 adsorbed on the growth 
front, and thereby inhibit the AsH3-mediated removal of carbon-bearing radicals from the 
surface.
Later experiments indicated that carbon is incorporated via a gallium carbene (Ga- 
bound CH2) intermediate.177-179 In this process, adsorbed MMGa (GaCH3) undergoes a 
surface reaction to produce gallium carbene (GaCH2). The gallium carbene adsorbs from 
both ends, with the gallium atom attaching onto a Ga lattice site and the carbon atom 
attaching onto an As lattice site. This carbon incorporation pathway takes place entirely 
on the surface.179
Formation of the gallium carbene likely involves methyl (CH3) radicals. Specifically, 
TMGa decomposition produces CH3 radicals. These CH3 radicals then abstract an H atom 
from the Ga-hydrocarbon reaction species (adsorbed MMGa, and possibly unreacted 
TMGa or DMGa).180 This produces volatile CH4, which leaves the reactor, and highly 
reactive gallium carbene, which decomposes to incorporate carbon in the growing GaAs.
Experiments have demonstrated that a higher surface concentration of As-Hx in-
creases the desorption of carbon-containing species from the surface.178,181 It is thought 
that the highly reactive carbene reacts with adsorbed As-Hx to form GaAs and a desorbing 
methyl radical.179 This may explain the temperature dependence observed in the current 
studies: if gas phase AsH3 decomposition is increased at higher temperatures,154 then 
less A s-H r is available at the surface to remove carbon-containing species. Conseqently, 
at higher temperatures carbon incorporation is increased. As an alternative explanation, 
Mountziaris et al.111 proposed that higher temperatures increase the decomposition of 
TMGa, thus increasing the production of methyl radicals. These methyl radicals attack 
Ga-hydrocarbon reaction species (unreacted TMGa and its decomposition products, 
including MMGa) to produce gallium carbene, resulting in higher carbon incorporation 
at higher temperatures.
Although several studies153,154,177 corroborate the observation that carbon incorpo-
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ration decreases with decreasing growth temperature, some studies of planar GaAs 
epitaxy have observed the opposite effect.178,179 As noted in one of those studies,178 any 
explanation is necessarily complex, because all homogeneous and heterogeneous reaction 
rate constants change with temperature. The amount of carbon incorporation is influenced 
by multiple factors, including the gas phase decomposition rate of TMGa, the desorption 
rate of methyl radicals, and the adsorption rate of AsH^. The current study demonstrates 
that intrinsic carbon doping of GaAs nanowires consistently decreases with decreasing 
temperature. Considering the above discussion, this result can be explained physically 
and is consistent with previous work.
Another consideration is the interaction between carbon and the alloyed Au-Ga 
nanoparticle. Carbon has only limited solubility in Au,182,183 and studies of gallium- 
mediated carbon nanotube growth suggest that carbon does not alloy significantly with 
Ga.184 Therefore, only a small amount of carbon is likely to be incorporated into the 
nanowire interior via Au-assisted axial growth. It is more likely that carbon incorporates 
preferentially via radial growth on the nanowire sidewalls. Thus, nanowires with a 
greater proportion of radial growth (more tapered nanowires) would be expected to show 
a greater degree of carbon incorporation. This would explain the present experimental 
observations of higher carbon incorporation in the more tapered nanowires grown at 
higher temperature. A similar mechanism has been used to explain the formation of a 
boron or phosphorus rich shell in deliberately B- or P-doped Ge nanowires.185“187 The 
dominant incorporation mechanism for B and P atoms is via radial growth on the nanowire 
sidewalls, and not via the Au nanoparticle-assisted mechanism. This mechanism of radial 
growth-mediated carbon incorporation is further discussed in Chapter 6, to explain the 
growth rate-dependent incorporation of carbon species.
Alternatively, considering the phase diagram of Okamoto et a /.,182 it is possible 
that an increase in growth temperature increases the solubility of carbon species in 
the nanoparticle. This temperature-dependent change in carbon-nanoparticle interaction 
could increase carbon incorporation into the nanowire during nanoparticle-driven axial 
growth. This in turn could account for the increase in intrinsic carbon doping observed 
for high growth temperatures.
4.5.2 Room temperature photoluminescence
Figure 4.5b shows a room temperature micro-PL image of an individual two-temperature 
grown nanowire (Tg of 390 °C). PL from high temperature-grown (Tg of 450 °C) 
nanowires was too weak to be imaged at room temperature. This indicates that nanowires 
grown at low temperatures, made possible by the two-temperature process, have superior 
optical properties to their high temperature-grown counterparts.
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Improved PL emission is unexpected considering the smaller GaAs volume of the 
thin untapered low temperature-grown nanowire. Three factors could contribute to the 
observed PL enhancement. Firstly, the low growth temperature eliminates twin defects, 
which are believed to adversely affect the optical and electronic properties of the high 
temperature-grown nanowires.79,95 Secondly, the low growth temperature reduces radial 
overgrowth. This radial overgrowth occurs by a conventional vapour-solid mechanism, 
unlike Au-assisted axial growth. In the temperature range typically used for nanowire 
growth (350 to 500 °C), conventional vapour-solid growth is known to be of poor optical 
quality.188 Therefore, radial growth is suspected to quench nanowire PL, so minimising 
radial growth by using a low growth temperature should enhance PL. Finally, the irregular 
facetted sidewalls of nanowires grown at high temperatures (Figure 4.4b) may cause 
roughness at the interface between the GaAs core and AlGaAs shell, resulting in a 
non-radiative recombination pathway. In contrast, the two-temperature grown nanowires 
exhibit very smooth sidewalls, leading to a smooth GaAs/AlGaAs interface which reduces 
non-radiative recombination.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Normalised 4.2 K PL spectra of nanowires grown at different Tg. For Tg of 450 °C 
and above, GaAs cores were grown by the single-temperature procedure. For Tg below 450 °C, 
GaAs cores were grown by the two-temperature procedure with a Tn of 450 °C. Spectra are offset 
for clarity, (b) Room-temperature micro-PL image of a nanowire grown via the two-temperature 
procedure with Tn of 450 °C and Tg of 390 °C.
4.5.3 Exciton lifetime
Time-resolved PL measurements of single nanowires were performed at 18 K using 
the system described in Section 2.4.5. Figure 4.6 plots time decays of the exciton (at
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1.518 eV), for nanowires grown with low (375 °C) and high (450 °C) tem peratures. 
Exciton lifetimes, r , are m easured from the tim e decays and are presented alongside. 
The low-tem perature sample was grown using the tw o-tem perature procedure, with Tn 
of 450 °C, whereas the high-tem perature sample was grown using the single-tem perature 
procedure.
Exciton lifetim es indicate the quality of the crystal and the presence of non-radiative 
recom bination centres. As shown in Figure 4.6, the exciton lifetime is only 200 ps 
for high tem perature-grow n nanowires. The low tem perature-grow n nanowires exhibit 
a significantly longer exciton lifetime of up to 1.1 ns. This lifetim e is consistent with 
intrinsic exciton radiative recom bination, and is com parable to very high quality two- 
dim ensional G aA s/A lG aA s heterostructures.189 Tim e-resolved m easurem ents o f these 
low tem perature-grow n nanowires also revealed the form ation o f an electron-hole plasm a 
at high photoexcited carrier concentrations.80
Clearly, the low growth tem perature gives a m arked increase in exciton lifetime. As 
discussed in Section 4.5.2, low growth tem peratures m inim ise non-radiative recom bi-
nation centres, possibly by reducing twin defects, radial overgrowth and roughness at 
the GaAs core-A lG aA s shell interface. These low tem perature-grow n nanowires are 
therefore very prom ising for optoelectronic device applications, which require a long 
carrier lifetime and excellent optical properties.
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Figure 4.6: Time decays of the exciton (at 1.518 eV) taken from nanowires grown at different 
growth temperatures, 450 °C by the single-temperature procedure and 375 °C by the two- 
temperature procedure. Spectra are offset for clarity. Ordinate scale is logarithmic.
4.6 Role of the nucleation step
The final question is why a high temperature (Tn > 410 °C) is necessary to initiate straight 
epitaxial [I I I]B-oriented growth, which may then be maintained at a lower temperature
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(Tg > 350 °C). The reasons are unclear, especially in light of recent debate regarding the 
state of the nanoparticle during growth, liquid or solid,47,121' 122’127 and whether adatoms 
are transported across the nanoparticle to the nanoparticle-nanowire interface by a liquid- 
phase, solid-phase, or surface diffusion mechanism.121,129 Adhikari et a /.,169 in studies 
of two-temperature growth of Ge nanowires, propose a mechanism which assumes a 
liquid nanoparticle is necessary for epitaxial growth. According to this mechanism, 
Gibbs-Thomson pressure acts on the Ge nanowire due to its surface curvature, but not 
on the Ge bulk, so that the nanoparticle-nanowire eutectic temperature is lower than 
the nanoparticle-bulk eutectic temperature. If this mechanism is correct, then higher 
initial temperatures serve to melt the nanoparticle in contact with the substrate and 
promote epitaxial nucleation. Once nanowire growth has initiated, a lower temperature 
can maintain the liquid nanoparticle and epitaxial growth.
A simple experiment was devised, to test the applicability of this Gibbs-Thomson 
pressure argument to the Au-GaAs system under study. Nanowire growth was initiated 
as described earlier, by the two-temperature procedure with Tn of 450 °C and Tg between 
350 °C and 390 °C. After several minutes of growth at Tg, TMGa was removed, the sample 
was cooled to 200 °C, then reheated to the initial Tg, and TMGa reintroduced to resume 
growth. This growth interruption is not expected to change the curvatures of the nanopar-
ticle and nanowire significantly, so according to Gibbs-Thomson pressure argument, 
epitaxial [I T l]B-oriented nanowire growth should resume. In contrast, nanowire growth 
consistently reinitiated in a kinked and irregular fashion, at the point corresponding to 
the growth interrupt. Therefore, although the Gibbs-Thomson effect may contribute, it 
cannot completely describe this Au-GaAs system. Instead, two alternative mechanisms 
are proposed below. The two mechanisms are not mutually exclusive, and both may play 
a role.
The first mechanism does not require any assumptions about the liquid or solid nature 
of the nanoparticle. This mechanism concerns the specific nanoparticle-GaAs interface 
conditions that are required for the nucleation and continuation of [I I I]B-oriented 
nanowire growth. It proposes that the pre-growth annealing step is not sufficient to create 
these interface conditions. Instead, the interface is established at growth initiation when 
Ga adatoms are supplied, at or above the minimum Tn. This is reasonable given the 
sensitivity of GaAs (I I I)B surface reconstructions to temperature, Ga fluxes and As 
fluxes.190 Compositional changes within the nanoparticle, which occur when Ga adatoms 
are supplied, could also affect this interface. The minimum Tn represents the critical 
temperature required to reorder the substrate surface to remove surface roughness, and to 
establish a planar nanoparticle-substrate interface. Once this interface is established, it 
is continuously regenerated as nanowire growth continues. Thus, the necessary interface
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conditions may be subsequently maintained at a lower temperature, down to the minimum 
Tg of 350 °C. Unless the interface conditions are established at the beginning of growth, 
the nanowires will not initiate in the [111]B direction. It is unlikely that these interface 
conditions will be established later on, explaining why nanowires that initially grow in 
non-vertical directions tend to undergo further kinking.
The second mechanism relates to the physical state of the nanoparticle. In the 
temperature range studied, the Au-Ga nanoparticle may be homogeneously liquid, ho-
mogeneously solid,47 or may be inhomogeneous with Au-Ga crystalline phases existing 
in equilibrium with the liquid phase.191 The presence of a solid phase could cause unstable 
kinked growth,191 possibly because it hinders adatom diffusion and uniform deposition at 
the growing interface. This mechanism proposes that a liquid nanoparticle is necessary 
for the initiation and continuation of epitaxial nanowire growth, and that the nanoparticle 
experiences a temperature hysteresis between melting and solidification. This hysteresis 
has been observed by Tchernycheva et al. in reflection high-energy electron diffraction 
studies of the Au nanoparticle-GaAs bulk system,191 and Kofman et al. in studies of other 
metallic nanoparticles.192 Further, the high AsH3 pressure provided during pre-growth 
annealing is thought to limit the decomposition of the GaAs surface in contact with the 
Au nanoparticle,47 comparable to a closed Au-GaAs system.119 Thus, the Ga-rich eutectic 
liquid nanoparticle forms when TMG is supplied at growth initiation,47 rather than during 
annealing, and the minimum Tn (410 °C) corresponds to the melting temperature. After 
melting, the liquid nanoparticle can be supercooled below this melting temperature until 
solidification at the minimum Tg (350 °C). Interestingly, the experiments demonstrate a 
60 °C difference between the minimum Tn and the minimum Tg. This 60 °C difference 
is very similar to the difference between melting and solidification temperatures observed 
by Tchernycheva et al.l91 Here, inferences are not made about the true nanoparticle 
temperature, because the nominal thermocouple readings are a few tens of degrees above 
the true substrate temperature.
Both mechanisms state that the conditions (interface conditions, surface conditions or 
liquid nanoparticle state) for stable [I I I]B-oriented growth are established at growth 
initiation, rather than during pre-growth annealing. Additional growth experiments, 
which omitted this pre-growth annealing step, were performed to test this proposition. 
Straight [I I I]B-oriented nanowires were obtained with the same minimum Tn and Tg, 
regardless of whether annealing was performed or omitted. This supports the proposition 
that growth initiation above Tn, not annealing, produces the conditions required for 
epitaxial fl I I]B-oriented nanowires.
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4.7 Summary
In summary, the two-temperature growth procedure produced straight, epitaxial fl 11 IB- 
oriented GaAs nanowires, at significantly lower growth temperatures than achieved 
previously. The lower growth temperature had significant advantages, namely the min-
imisation of undesirable radial growth and the elimination of twin defects. Furthermore, 
lower growth temperatures produced a marked enhancement of nanowire optical and 
electronic properties, by minimising intrinsic carbon doping and reducing non-radiative 
recombination centres to give a nearly intrinsic exciton recombination lifetime of up to 
1.1 ns. By minimising radial overgrowth, this procedure should enable the development 
of ternary nanowires with uniform composition, and axial nanowire heterostructures free 
of undesirable shell overgrowth. Following this work on GaAs nanowires, another group 
applied the two-temperature procedure to grow minimally tapered GaP nanowires on Si 
substrates.193 The procedure is clearly beneficial not only for GaAs nanowires, but also 
for other III—V nanowires.
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Chapt er  5
Choice of V/III ratio for GaAs nanowire growth
5.1 Introduction
If GaAs nanowires are to be useful in optoelectronic devices, they require excellent 
structural, crystallographic, electronic and optical qualities. As described in Chapter 4, 
extremely high quality GaAs nanowires can be achieved by controlling growth tempera-
ture. This chapter explores another key growth parameter: the flow rate of the group V 
precursor species, arsine. This is equivalent to studying the ratio of group V precursor 
flow rate to group III precursor flow rate, that is, the V/III ratio. For planar III-V growth, 
the effect of V/III ratio has been well-characterised, and V/III ratio is acknowledged as a 
crucial factor.89 Yet, in the present literature there are only limited reports of the effects 
of this important growth parameter on III-V nanowire growth.56,57,194
This chapter discusses how V/III ratio affords precise control over nanowire crys-
tallographic defect density and impurity incorporation. A high V/III ratio imparts 
significant advantages. TEM studies reveal that a high V/III ratio can achieve purely ZB 
nanowires that are free of planar crystallographic defects. These nanowires also exhibit 
excitonic emission with minimal carbon impurity-related emission, indicating their high 
purity. The highest V/III ratios, however, produce nanowires with undesirable kinked 
and tapered morphologies, and reduce the exciton lifetime. This places an upper limit 
on the range of useful V/III ratios. Accordingly, an intermediate V/III ratio is chosen 
as a compromise. This achieves uniform, vertically aligned GaAs nanowires, with few 
planar crystallographic defects and relatively high purity. Furthermore, these effects of 
V/III ratio yield important information on the mechanisms of kinking, twin formation 
and carbon impurity incorporation. These findings will greatly assist the development of 
future GaAs nanowire-based electronic and optoelectronic devices, and are expected to 
be more broadly relevant to the rational synthesis of other III-V nanowires.
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5.2 Experiments
Semi-insulating GaAs (TIT )B substrates were treated with poly-L-lysine (PLL) solution 
and a solution of colloidal 50 nm diameter Au nanoparticles, as described in Section 2.2.2 
The group III and group V precursors were TMGa and AsH3, respectively. Prior to 
growth the substrate was annealed in situ at 600 °C under AsH3 ambient to desorb surface 
contaminants. After cooling to a growth temperature of 450 °C TMGa was introduced to 
initiate nanowire growth.
The V/III ratio was controlled by varying the group V (AsH3) flow rate, while holding 
the group III (TMGa) flow rate constant. The control TMGa flow rate, denoted III0, 
was 1.2xl0“5 mol/min and AsH3 flow rates were chosen between 1.3 x 10-4 and 2.1 x 
1(T3 mol/min to attain V/III ratios of 12, 23, 46, 93 and 190, varying in binary orders of 
magnitude.
Adjunct studies were performed with other TMG flow rates: III = \  III0, \  IIIo, 2 III0 
and 4 III0 spanning TMGa flow rates of 2.9 x 10“6 to 4.6 x 10-5 mol/min. In each study, 
TMGa was held constant and AsH3 was varied to achieve a given V/III ratio. For nanowire 
samples grown with III = III0, the growth time, tg, was 15 minutes. For the adjunct 
samples, growth time was scaled inversely with TMG flow. This was to achieve nanowires 
of reasonable height, at least 1 yum long and generally approximately 4 /urn long, across 
all samples.
GaAs nanowires grown under various V/III conditions were characterised by FESEM, 
TEM and low temperature time-integrated and time-resolved PL measurements. TEM 
investigations were carried out at the University of Queensland. For PL measurements, 
GaAs nanowire cores were grown as described above, then clad in an AlGaAs shell 
and GaAs cap, as described in Section 3.13, to passivate the GaAs surface and hence 
improve PL emission.95,141 These nanowires were then transferred from the as-grown 
GaAs substrate to Si substrates by gently touching the two substrates together.
5.3 Morphology
The V/III ratio has a profound effect on nanowire morphology, particularly nanowire 
growth direction. Figure 5.1 illustrates nanowires grown with III = III0 and various 
V/III ratios. At low V/III ratios, illustrated in parts a-c, nanowire growth initiates in 
the vertical [T T I ] B  direction and epitaxial growth continues in this direction to create 
straight vertically oriented nanowires. At a critical V/III ratio of approximately 90 (part 
d), however, a small proportion of nanowires kink to a non-vertical orientation during 
growth. At even higher V/III ratio (part e) the proportion of kinked nanowires increases. 
Dayeh et a /.195 have made similar observations, reporting In As nanowires growing at 
various angles to the substrate normal at high V/III ratios.
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Figure 5.1: FESEM images of nanowires grown at constant III = IIIo and indicated V/III ratios: 
(a) 12 (b) 23, (c) 46, (d) 93 and (e) 190. Axis is logarithmic. Scale bars are 1 gm. Samples are 
tilted at 40°.
Nanowire tapering, whereby nanowires exhibit a larger diameter at the nanowire base 
and a narrower diameter at the Au-capped nanowire tip, is another morphological feature 
of significance for device applications. With increasing V/III ratio, nanowire tapering 
increases as seen in Figure 5.1. To quantify tapering, the tapering parameter is used. The 
tapering parameter is defined as the increment in nanowire radius, Ar, per increment in 
nanowire length, A/. This is equivalent to the ratio of radial (Rradiai) t0 axial (Raxiai) growth 
rates.
A r
Tapering Parameter = — (5.1)
To obtain these measurements of Ar and A/, the GaAs nanowires were first transferred 
from their as-grown substrates to Si substrates by gently rubbing the substrates together. 
High resolution FESEM images were obtained of the GaAs nanowires lying horizontally 
on the Si substrates. These FESEM images allowed more accurate measurements than 
images of vertical as-grown nanowires. Measurements of Ar and A/ were taken at 
consecutive intervals, of approximately 1 pm  in length, along each nanowire from the Au- 
nanoparticle-nanowire interface to the base. That is, the change in nanowire radius Ar was 
measured over each nanowire length interval of A/ ^  1 pm. For each interval the tapering 
parameter, Ar/A/, was determined. This was then averaged for each nanowire. At least 5 
nanowires were examined for each sample. In Figure 5.2, the tapering parameter is plotted 
versus V/III ratio. The figure includes data from the adjunct studies, each performed at a 
different group III flow rate. Clearly, a high V/III ratio increases nanowire tapering.
This is consistent with previous reports and is explained as follows.43,195 In this 
temperature range, two dimensional radial growth is kinetically limited,124,167 and its 
activation energy is known to decrease with increasing V/III ratio.196 Consequently, the
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radial growth rate increases with V/III ratio,43,195 resulting in more tapered nanowires.
Ill = 4  III,
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Figure 5.2: Tapering parameter versus V/III ratio. Straight lines group data sets for a constant 
group III flow rate of (i) III = 4 III0, (ii) III = 2 III0, (iii) III = III0 and (iv) III = \  III0. Abscissa scale 
is logarithmic. The tapering parameter, Ar/A/, was determined at approximately 1 /urn intervals 
along the length of each nanowire, then averaged for each nanowire. Each data point represents an 
overall average from at least 5 nanowires. For each data point, the standard deviation is less than 
3 nmJ/jm.
Nanowire lengths, too, vary with V/III ratio, in agreement with previous re-
ports.56,57,195,197,198 In the range of low V/III ratios, approximately 46 and below 
(Figure 5.1a-c), the axial growth rate is observed to increase marginally with increasing 
V/III ratio. The tallest nanowires occur at a V/III ratio of 46. In the range of high V/III 
ratios, approximately 46 and above (Figure 5.1c-d), the opposite effect is observed. Here 
the vertical growth rate decreases dramatically with increasing V/III ratio, and shorter 
nanowires result.
To quantify the axial growth rate for each nanowire sample, nanowire heights, L, were 
measured from FESEM images of as-grown nanowires, and these heights were divided 
by growth time, tg (following equation 3.4). At least 20 nanowires were examined for 
each sample. In Figure 5.3a, the axial growth rate, Raxiai is plotted against group V flow 
rate. Each set of data corresponds to a constant group III flow rate. At lower group V 
flows there is a weak trend: raising the group V flow increases the growth rate marginally. 
The growth rate reaches a maximum at an intermediate group V flow rate. Beyond this, 
the growth rate drops significantly. To further elucidate this phenomenon, growth rate 
is plotted against V/III ratio in Figure 5.3b. This figure clarifies that, for all III flows 
investigated, the maximum growth rate occurs at V/III ratio of approximately 46. Above 
this V/III ratio, the growth rate decreases markedly.
In the low V/III ratio range, the weak dependency on AsH^ flow rate is typical 
of the diffusion-limited growth regime, as described by Reep and Ghandhi.166 In this
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regime, the growth rate is predominantly controlled by the diffusion of the group III 
precursor species. A marginal increase in growth rate is observed because ASH3 reaction 
species enhance the decomposition of TMGa. 166 This leads to a slightly higher axial 
growth rate and taller nanowires with increasing AsH3 flow rate.56 In the high V/III ratio 
range, there are two factors which may contribute to the observation of decreasing axial 
growth rate with increasing V/III ratio. First, at higher V/III ratios, the radial growth 
rate increases as described above. Ga adatoms, diffusing from the substrate and along 
the nanowire sidewalls towards the growing Au-capped nanowire tip, are consumed by 
this radial growth. These Ga adatoms would otherwise diffuse to the nanowire tip and 
contribute to axial growth. In short, radial growth competes with axial growth for these 
Ga adatoms. 167 Therefore, with increasing V/III ratio, the increase in radial growth rate 
produces a decrease in axial growth rate. 195 Second, at high AsH3 flows, stable As trimers 
are known to form on As-terminated (I T 1)B surfaces. 199 Ikejiri etal , 198 have proposed, in 
the case of catalyst-free GaAs nanowires, that this surface reconstruction hinders growth 
on the (TIT)B nanowire surface.200 The growth rate in the vertical [ITT]B direction 
therefore becomes low with increasing AsH3 flow rate . 198
1000-1 1000-1
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Figure 5.3: Axial growth rate versus (a) group V flow and (b) V/III ratio for III = 1,2 and 4 IIIo. 
Group III and V flows are expressed as multiples of IIIo and Vo respectively. Axes are logarithmic. 
Each data point represents an average from at least 20 nanowires. For each data point, the standard 
deviation is less than 10%.
Perhaps most interesting is the observation of kinking. For all III flows investigated, 
the onset of kinking occurred at a critical V/III ratio of approximately 90. The dependence 
of kinking on V/III ratio indicates that TMGa counteracts the kink-producing effects of 
As H3.
One possible reason behind nanowire kinking, is that high V/III ratios change the 
surface energies to favour other growth directions. As discussed above, at high AsH3
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F igure 5.4: Plan-view FESEM image of [ITTJB and <112)B-oriented nanowires grown at 
constant III = IIIo and a V/III ratio of 93. Scale bar is 1 ^m. The illustrations on the right indicate 
the three dominant {112}B sidewalls, and the three <112)B growth directions
flows, stable As trimers form on As-terminated (ITT)B surfaces. In our case of Au- 
assisted nanowire growth, this surface reconstruction could not only decrease the [ I  I I]B 
growth rate, but could also favour a growth direction other than [T I I]B, causing nanowire 
growth to kink to a non-[I T T]B direction.
A second possible factor is that complete or partial solidification of the Au nanopar-
ticle drives kinked irregular growth, as suggested previously in Chapter 4. Under this 
suggestion, Ga supplied from TMGa decomposition dissolves into the Au nanoparticle 
and promotes the liquid eutectic state of the Au nanoparticle.201 As discussed above, 
a high V/III ratio promotes radial growth. Radial growth consumes Ga adatoms which 
would otherwise reach the Au nanoparticle-capped nanowire tip, and consequently de-
pletes the nanoparticle of Ga.195 This in turn can prevent the formation of the eutectic 
liquid nanoparticle, and can instead favour a solid nanoparticle at high V/III ratios. With 
a solid nanoparticle, a decrease in growth rate is expected,122 leading to shorter nanowires. 
Indeed, the vertical nanowires of Figure 5. Id, grown at high V/III ratio, are shorter than 
those of Figure 5.1 a-c.
The two kinking mechanisms discussed above may both play a role, and neither 
mechanism precludes the other. Interestingly, at a moderately high V/III ratio of 93, 
the nanowires either initiate in and maintain their [ I  I I]B-growth direction, initiate in 
and maintain a <112>B growth direction, or initiate in a [ITT]B direction and later 
kink to a <112>B direction. This was determined from plan-view FESEM images of 
these (incidently, twin-free) nanowires, by indexing the growth direction against the 
dominant {112}B nanowire side-facets. Figure 5.4 shows such an image. In this case, the 
kinking direction is a well-defined crystallographic direction. At the highest V/III ratios,
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however, the nanowires are randomly oriented and do not appear to follow a defined 
crystallographic direction (Figure 5.1 e). It is possible that different kinking mechanisms 
take place at moderately high, and at very high V/III ratios, accounting for these two 
different kinking regimes.
Furthermore, these results suggest that a high V/III ratio can be used to select the 
(1 12)B growth direction rather than [T I IjB. This would offer a novel and simple means 
of creating branched nanowires202 and three-dimensional networks of interconnected 
nanowires,203 without requiring more complex sequential seeding methods.202
Irregular nanowire kinking and tapering, induced by the highest V/III ratios, are 
potentially deleterious for practical nanowire applications. Consequently, the onset of 
kinking and severe tapering places an upper limit on the range of useful V/III ratios.
5.4 Crystal structure
Nanowire crystallographic properties also vary as a function of V/III ratio. All nanowires 
were of ZB crystal structure. Twins are common lattice defects in GaAs and other ZB III— 
V nanowires,71,72 and can degrade the performance of optoelectronic nanowire devices. 
Indeed, non-periodic twin defects are apparent in Figure 5.5a, which shows a TEM image 
of a nanowire grown with a low V/III ratio of 12. Figure 5.5b, on the other hand, illustrates 
a twin-free nanowire grown with a high V/III ratio of 93.
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Figure 5.5: (a, b) Bright field TEM images of nanowires, (a) Highly twinned nanowire grown 
at low V/III = 12 and III = IIIo. Arrows indicate twin defects, (b) Twin-free nanowire grown at 
high V/III = 93 and III = IIIo- Scale bars are 250 nm. (c) Twin density versus V/III ratio. Axes 
are logarithmic. Straight lines group data sets for a constant group III flow rate of III = 2 IIIo, 
III = III0, HI = \ IIIo and III = \ III0.
Twin density is defined as the average number of twins per unit length of nanowire, 
and is plotted versus V/III ratio in Figure 5.5c. Each data point was determined by 
averaging the twin density of at least 3 nanowires. This plot contains 4 data sets each
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corresponding to a constant III flow. For each III flow, increasing the AsH3 flow, and 
hence increasing the V/III ratio, decreased the twin density. This sensitivity to the V/III 
ratio is likely related to how AsH3 changes the surface and interfacial energies of the Au 
nanoparticle-nanowire system. The mechanism of AsH3-mediated twin reduction will be 
further discussed in Chapter 10.
Clearly, a dramatic decrease in twin density can be achieved using a high AsH3 flow 
rate, that is, a high V/III ratio, as for the twin-free nanowire of Figure 5.5b. This is in 
marked contrast to the nanowire of Figure 5.5a grown at a low V/III ratio of 12, where a 
high twin density greater than 2 twins///m is observed. It is noteworthy that the incidence 
of nanowire kinking (discussed in Section 5.3), unlike twin defects, increases with V/III 
ratio. This indicates that nanowire kinking and twin defects are unrelated and independent 
processes.
5.5 Photoluminescence
5.5.1 Donor-acceptor pair recombination and carbon impurities
Low temperature (18 K) micro-PL spectroscopy was performed on ensembles of 5 to 
10 nanowires, as described in Section 2.4.4. PL spectra generally exhibited two peaks: 
the exciton peak at approximately 1.517 eV,95,145 and the lower energy (D°, Ca s) DAP 
peak.151,152 Figure 5.6 compares PL spectra for nanowires grown with various V/III ratios. 
These spectra were obtained under low excitation power (90 pW) to avoid saturation of 
the DAP peak. Spectra are normalised to the exciton peak.
The relative intensity of the DAP peak to the exciton peak indicates the degree 
of carbon impurity content.154,159,160 In Figure 5.6, the DAP peak intensity decreases 
with increasing V/III ratio, suggesting that carbon impurity incorporation decreases with 
increasing V/III ratio. This result parallels previous studies of background impurities in 
MOCVD grown planar epitaxial GaAs, which show that carbon incorporation decreases 
with increasing V/III ratio.145,154,177,179,204,205 Recall from the previous chapter, that car-
bon incorporates into GaAs via a gallium carbene intermediate. Adsorbed arsine species 
(As-H*) are thought to remove carbon-bearing species from the surface.178,181,206 One 
explanation is that adsorbed As-H* reacts with the highly reactive carbene to form GaAs 
and a desorbing methyl radical, thus eliminating carbon from the growing surface.179 
Another possibility is that surface A s-H v reacts with methyl radicals, to produce the 
volatile methane (CH4) reaction product, and thus eliminates methyl radicals from the 
surface. This prevents the methyl radicals from attacking the Ga-hydrocarbon reaction 
species (MMGa, DMGa and TMGa) and from producing gallium carbene.177
Higher AsH3 flows, that is, higher V/III ratios, produce a higher adsorbed A s-H v 
surface concentration, and thus reduce carbon incorporation in nanowires. Consequently,
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nanowires o f superior purity can be achieved simply by choosing a high V /III ratio.
Figure 5.6: Normalised 18 K PL spectra comparing the relative intensities of DAP and exciton 
emission from nanowire ensembles with varying V /III ratios with constant III flow (III = IIIo). The 
bottom-most spectrum features a FWHM of only 7 meV. Spectra are normalised to the exciton 
peak at 1.517 eV. Spectra are offset for clarity.
5.5.2 Exciton lifetime
Time-resolved PL measurements were performed on single nanowires as described in 
Section 2.4.5. Time decays o f the exciton, for nanowires grown with different V /III ratios, 
are plotted in Figure 5.7. Exciton lifetimes, r, are presented alongside.
Figure 5.7: Time decays of the exciton (at 1.517 eV) taken from nanowires grown at different 
V/III ratios (12, 46 and 93) and constant III flow of IIIo- Spectra are offset for clarity. Ordinate 
scale is logarithmic.
Nanowires grown at a high V /III ratio o f 93 have an exciton lifetime over 50% shorter 
than nanowires grown at a low V /III ratio o f 11. The short exciton lifetime for nanowires
Q.
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grown at higher V/III ratios, is attributed to an increase in excess arsenic-related defects 
at high V/III ratios.207-209 The defect is most likely the EL2 defect. The EL2 defect is 
believed to be the isolated arsenic antisite (AsGa) defect.210,211 It creates a deep donor 
level in GaAs near midgap and acts as an electron trap.211,212 Arsenic interstitials (Asj) 
and Ga vacancies (VGa) are also possible defects. These AsGa, Asj and VGa defects are 
the dominant defects in GaAs material grown by conventional growth techniques.207,213 
These defects create deep levels which rapidly trap free carriers, and act as a non-radiative 
recombination centers, thereby reducing the radiative lifetime.208,209,213"216 A high V/III 
ratio does impart some significant advantages to nanowires, but the associated decrease in 
radiative lifetime is undesirable for most optoelectronic device applications which require 
a longer carrier lifetime.
It is interesting to note that the nanowires grown with a high V/III ratio feature a very 
low twin density, yet have very short exciton lifetimes. This strongly suggests that excess 
arsenic-related defects (EL2, AsGa, Asj or VGa) are more detrimental to carrier lifetime 
than twin defects. This will be further discussed in Chapter 6.
5.6 An intermediate V/III ratio
The bottom spectrum of Figure 5.6, taken from an ensemble of nanowires grown at a 
high V/III ratio of 93, shows little evidence of carbon-related emission. The spectrum 
is dominated by excitonic emission with a relatively narrow linewidth with a full width 
at half maximum of only 7 meV. Such a narrow linewidth is comparable to linewidths 
observed in high quality single InP nanowires.42 The GaAs nanowires giving the bottom 
spectrum were predominantly free of twin defects, occasionally featuring one twin defect 
per nanowire of 3 /um total length. Images of the corresponding nanowire cores are 
displayed in Figures 5 .Id and 5.5b. This demonstrates that a high V/III ratio not only 
reduces carbon impurity incorporation, but also minimises twin defects. However, the 
carrier lifetime of these nanowires is relatively short, and increasing the V/III ratio further 
instigates severe nanowire kinking and tapering. Therefore an intermediate V/III ratio of 
approximately 46 is chosen as a reasonable compromise, and achieves nanowires with 
reasonable structural, crystallographic and optical properties.
5.7 Summary
The development of nanowire based devices and systems depends on the ability to fab-
ricate nanowires with tight control over properties such as morphology, crystal structure, 
optical properties and composition. This chapter has demonstrated that GaAs nanowires 
of high optical and crystallographic quality may be achieved by choosing an appropriate 
group V precursor flow. A high V/III ratio markedly reduces the formation of twin defects
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and minimises carbon impurity incorporation. The onset of nanowire kinking at the 
highest V/III ratios, together with the more significant nanowire tapering occurring at high 
V/III ratios, place an upper limit on the useful V/III ratio. An intermediate V/III ratio is 
chosen as a compromise, and achieves straight, [ ITT ]B-oriented epitaxial nanowires with 
few crystallographic defects and relatively low impurity incorporation. These findings 
will greatly assist the development of optoelectronic devices based on GaAs nanowires 
and associated nanowire heterostructures. Further, many of these results should translate 
to related nanowire materials systems such as InGaAs and AlGaAs.
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Ch a pt e r  6
Unexpected benefits of rapid growth rate for 
GaAs nanowires
6.1 Introduction
MOCVD offers a number of growth parameters, which can be independently controlled 
for optimal nanowire growth. Two of these, growth temperature and input V/III ratio, have 
already been discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. Another parameter is the abso-
lute flow rate of group III and group V precursor species. Increasing the absolute group 
III and group V flow rates directly increases the nanowire growth rate.5612“' There are 
however, only limited reports of the effects of III and V flow rates on essential nanowire 
properties, such as crystallographic quality, optical properties and compositional purity. 
This chapter investigates how absolute precursor flow rates, or equivalently, the nanowire 
growth rate, can be chosen to tailor nanowire properties.
In conventional planar epitaxy of bulk III—V materials, a slow growth rate favours 
high crystallographic quality, optical quality and purity of the resulting material. A rapid 
growth rate is associated with lower quality material. The same would be assumed for 
nanowires.217 Surprisingly, exactly the opposite is observed for GaAs nanowire growth: 
a rapid nanowire growth rate can significantly improve nanowire properties. This chapter 
details the advantages of employing a rapid growth rate. SEM studies demonstrate that 
nanowires grown at a rapid rate exhibit very uniform, minimally tapered morphologies. 
TEM investigations reveal that a high growth rate eliminates planar crystallographic 
defects to produce twin-free ZB nanowires. PL measurements on these nanowires reveal 
strong excitonic emission with minimal impurity-related emission, indicating their high 
purity. Significantly, increasing the nanowire growth rate had no adverse effect on exciton 
lifetime, and consequently nanowire quantum efficiency was not compromised. For these 
reasons, rapid growth rates are recommended for high quality III-V nanowires. These
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unexpected results are explained with reference to previous studies of nanowire and bulk 
epitaxy.
6.2 Experiments
In this study GaAs nanowires were grown on semi-insulating GaAs (ITT)B substrates 
using TMGa and AsH3 precursors. GaAs (ITT)B substrates were treated with poly- 
L-lysine (PLL) solution and a solution of colloidal 50 nm diameter Au nanoparticles, 
as described in Section 2.2.2. Prior to growth the substrate was annealed in situ at 
600 °C under AsH3 ambient to desorb surface contaminants. After cooling to a growth 
temperature of 450 °C, TMGa was introduced to initiate nanowire growth.
The control, or standard, group III (TMGa) and group V (AsH3) flow rates were III0 
= 1.2 x 10~5 mol/min and V0 = 5.4 x 10“4 mol/min, respectively, corresponding to a V/III 
ratio of 46. For other growths, III0 and V0 were scaled by factors of 1, 2, 4, 8 and 
16 to span flow ranges of III = 2.9 x 10-6 to 1.9 x 10 4 mol/min and V = 1.3 x 10 4 to 
8.6 x 10~3 mol/min. Group III and group V flows were scaled equally, so that V/III ratio 
remained at 46. Throughout this chapter, III and V flows will be expressed as multiples 
of III0 and V0, respectively. For nanowire samples grown with III = III0, the growth time, 
tg, was 15 minutes. For other samples, growth time was scaled inversely with group III 
flow. This was to achieve nanowires of reasonable height, between 1 and 5 y u m ,  across all 
samples.
Adjunct studies were performed at different V/III ratios of 12, 23 and 93.
GaAs nanowires grown at various growth rates were characterised by FESEM, TEM 
and low temperature time-integrated and time-resolved PL measurements. TEM investi-
gations were carried out at the University of Queensland. For PL measurements, GaAs 
nanowire cores were grown as described above, then clad in an AlGaAs shell and GaAs 
cap, as described in Section 3.13, to passivate the GaAs surface and hence improve PL 
emission.95,141 These nanowires were then transferred from the as-grown GaAs substrate 
to Si substrates by gently touching the two substrates together.
6.3 Morphology
Precursor flow rates have profound effects on nanowire morphology. Figure 6.1 illustrates 
FESEM images of GaAs nanowires grown at different growth rates and a V/III ratio of 46. 
The nanowires grow epitaxially in the [ITT ]B direction normal to the substrate surface. 
Broadly speaking, the axial nanowire growth rate increases with increasing III and V 
flow, although the relationship is not perfectly linear. This is consistent with previous 
work,56,57,125 and is addressed below.
To quantify the axial growth rate for each nanowire sample, nanowire heights, L, were
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Figure 6.1: FESEM images of nanowires grown at constant V/III ratio of 46 and the indicated III 
flows: (a) III = \ IIIo, tg = 60 minutes, (b) III = \ IIIo, tg = 30 minutes, (c) III = IIIo, tg = 15 minutes, 
(d) III = 2 III0, tg = 7.5 minutes, (e) III = 4 III0, tg = 225 s (f) III = 8 III0, tg = 112.5 s and (g) 
III = 16 IIIq, tg = 56.25 s. Axis is logarithmic. Samples are tilted at 40°. Scale bars are 1 /urn.
measured from FESEM images of as-grown nanowircs, and these heights were divided 
by growth time, tg (following equation 3.4). At least 20 nanowires were examined for 
each sample. Figure 6.2a plots axial growth rate, R aXiai against group III flow rate, under 
conditions of constant group V flow. The axial growth rate strongly increases with group 
III flow rate. This indicates that axial nanowire growth falls in the diffusion-limited 
regime, where the growth rate is predominantly controlled by the diffusion of the group 
III precursor species.166 Similar results have been reported by Verheijen et al.56 in their 
detailed analysis of the nanowire growth rate dependence on TMGa and AsH3 precursor 
flow rates.
Figure 6.2b plots Raxiai against group III flow rate, under conditions of constant V/III 
ratio. Between III =  ^ III0 and IIIo, the Raxiai increases superlinearly with a simultaneous 
increase of III and V flow rates. The superlinear increase in growth rate with III and V 
flows indicates that the presence of one of the precursors (TMGa or AsH3) enhances the 
decomposition of the other. Indeed, there are reports that AsH3 enhances the decomposi-
tion of TMGa and vice versa.56,102,218,219 Above III = III0 the R axiai increases less steeply 
and gradually levels off. This is consistent with previous reports56 and indicates eventual 
saturation of the growth rate. Conceivably, the decomposition enhancement effect may 
no longer be significant when AsH3 and TMGa flow rates are already high. This could 
explain the growth rate saturation effect observed at the highest flow rates. Alternatively, it 
is possible that the amount of Ga or As species adsorbed on the Au nanoparticle saturates 
at these high flow rates, which would account for the saturation of R aXiai-
Like the axial growth rate, the radial growth rate also has been reported to increase 
with III and V flow.125 Yet, inspecting Figure 6.1, the nanowires grown at high III and
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Figure 6.2: Axial growth rate versus group III flow under conditions of (a) constant group V flow 
of V = V0 and (b) constant V/III ratio of 46. Group III and V flows are expressed as multiples of 
III0 and Vo respectively. Axes are logarithmic. Each data point represents an average from at least 
20 nanowires. For each data point, the standard deviation is less than 10%.
V flow rates appear least tapered. The tapering parameter, defined as the increment in 
nanowire radius, Ar, per increment in nanowire length, A/, is used to quantify tapering.
Ar
Tapering Parameter = — ( 6 . 1)
To obtain these measurements of Ar and A/, the GaAs nanowires were first transferred 
from their as-grown substrates to Si substrates by gently rubbing the substrates together. 
High resolution FESEM images were obtained of the GaAs nanowires lying horizontally 
on the Si substrates. These FESEM images allowed more accurate measurements than 
images of vertical as-grown nanowires. Measurements of Ar and A/ were taken at 
consecutive intervals, of approximately 1 pm  in length, along each nanowire from the 
Au-nanoparticle-nanowire interface to the base. That is, the change in nanowire radius 
Ar was measured over each nanowire length interval of AI »  1 pm. For each interval the 
tapering parameter, Ar/A/, was determined. This was then averaged for each nanowire. At 
least 5 nanowires were examined for each sample. In Figure 6.3, the tapering parameter 
is plotted versus precursor flow rates. The figure includes data from the adjunct studies, 
each performed at a constant V/III ratio. Undoubtedly, tapering is reduced by increasing 
precursor flow.
To explain this finding, note that axial growth is mass transport limited.56,124 Therefore 
Raxial increases significantly with increasing precursor flow rates.166 In contrast, radial 
growth is a thermally activated process, that is, kinetically lim ited.124,167 Reep and 
G handhi166 demonstrated that in the kinetically limited regime, planar growth rates are 
strongly dependent on growth temperature, but show only weak, sublinear dependen-
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cies on TMGa and AsH3 flow rates. Therefore, R radiai is strongly affected by growth 
temperature, and is affected less significantly by precursor flow rates. Because R aXiai 
increases significantly and R radiai increases only marginally, high precursor flow rates 
reduce nanowire tapering.
Therefore high V and III flows, which accordingly allow a short growth time to 
achieve a given nanowire length, produce minimally tapered nanowires. This is a great 
advantage for laser applications which require uniform nanowire diameters. This is also 
potentially advantageous for ternary nanowires such as InGaAs220 and AlGaAs.70 One 
problem facing ternary nanowire growth is the spontaneous formation of a core-shell 
structure, where radial growth forms a shell of a different composition to the axially- 
grown nanowire core.70 By reducing the amount of radial growth, high precursor flows 
coupled with short growth times may prevent spontaneous shell structures and achieve 
compositional uniformity in ternary nanowires.
V/lll = 93
V/lll =
V/lll = 46
0.25 0.5
III Flow (multiple of lll0)
Figure 6.3: Tapering parameter versus precursor flow rate. Straight lines group data sets for a 
constant V/III ratio. Abscissa scale is logarithmic. The tapering parameter, Ar/Al, was determined 
at approximately 1 jam intervals along the length of each nanowire, then averaged for each 
nanowire. Each data point represents an overall average from at least 5 nanowires. Standard 
deviations for each data point were less than 3 nm/pm.
6.4 Crystal structure
Nanowire crystallographic properties also depend on the III and V flow rates. To 
simplify discussion the phrase “increasing (decreasing) growth rate” is occasionally used 
to describe increasing (decreasing) III and V flow rate whilst keeping V/III ratio constant.
In this study, all GaAs nanowires were of ZB crystal structure, the stable bulk phase. 
Figure 6.4a illustrates a TEM image of a twinned nanowire grown at a slow growth rate 
(III = \ III0, V = \ V0). Intriguingly, the nanowire of Figure 6.4b, grown at a high
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Figure 6.4: (a, b) TEM images of (a) a twinned nanowire grown with a slow growth rate 
(III =  ^ IIIo, V = 5 Vo) and (b) a twin-free nanowire grown at a rapid growth rate (III = 4 IIIo, 
V = 4 Vo). Arrows indicate twin defects. Scale bars are 250 nm. (c) Twin density versus III flow, 
for constant V/III ratios: 12, 23, 46 and 93. Straight lines group data sets for a constant V/III 
ratio, (d) Twin density versus III flow, for constant V flow rate. Straight lines group data sets for 
a constant V flow: V =  ^ Vo, V = \  Vo, V = Vo and V = 2 Vo. Group III flows are expressed as 
multiples of IIIo- Axes are logarithmic.
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growth rate (III = 4 III0, V = 4 V0) is completely twin free. Figure 6.4c plots twin density 
against precursor flow rate. The twin density is defined as the number of twin defects per 
unit (//m) of nanowire length. Each data point of Figure 6.4c is averaged over at least 
3 nanowires. At the higher growth rates (above III = 4 III0, V = 4 V0), all nanowires 
examined were twin free and this data could not be plotted on the logarithmic axis of 
Figure 6.4c. Clearly, increasing both precursor flows, and consequently increasing growth 
rate, decreases the twin density.
This is an unexpected result, because increasing precursor flows increases the super-
saturation of the vapour and liquid phases. According to previous theoretical and exper-
imental studies of both planar and nanowire growth, a higher supersaturation (or super-
cooling) causes twin defects,175,221,222 and can even drive WZ nanowire growth.132,222,223 
Figure 6.4 illustrates the opposite trend to these previous studies. Chapter 10 will examine 
possible explanations for this intriguing result.
Figure 6.4c has plotted lines connecting data points with common V/III ratios. 
Figure 6.4d again plots the same data, but this time plots lines to connect data points 
with common group V flow rates, rather than common V/III ratios. Interestingly, there 
is no clear trend in Figure 6.4d. Increasing group III flow, whilst keeping group V flow 
constant, neither consistently promotes nor consistently hinders twin formation. Clearly, 
increasing group III flow alone is not sufficient to prevent twin formation. Group V 
flows must also be scaled up to significantly reduce twin density. An explanation will 
be presented in Chapter 10, along with theoretical modelling studies.
6.5 Photoluminescence
6.5.1 Donor-acceptor pair recombination and carbon impurities
Low temperature (18 K) micro-PL spectroscopy was performed on ensembles of 5 to 10 
nanowires, as described in Section 2.4.4. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 plot normalised PL spectra 
from different nanowire samples. The peak at approximately 1.517 eV is attributed to free 
exciton recombination, as observed in bulk GaAs.95,145 The lower energy peak between 
1.48 and 1.50 eV is attributed to DAP recombination involving a neutral donor and a 
carbon acceptor (D°, CAs).151,152 Note that the exciton peak is not evident in spectrum of 
the \ IIIo sample in Figure 6.5, because this time integrated spectrum is dominated by the 
DAP peak. The time-resolved spectrum of this sample (Figure 6.7), on the other hand, 
clearly shows the exciton peak at early times.
The relative intensity of the DAP peak to the exciton peak indicates the degree of 
carbon impurity content.154,159,160 Figure 6.5 compares the exciton and DAP peaks for 
nanowires grown with various growth rates (III =  ^ IIIo, III0 and 4 III0) and a constant 
V/III ratio. These spectra were obtained under low excitation power (90 /iW) to avoid
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Figure 6.5: Normalised PL spectra comparing the relative magnitudes of DAP and exciton 
emission from nanowire ensembles grown with various III flows and a constant V/III ratio of 
46. Spectra are offset for clarity. TEM images of the corresponding GaAs cores are illustrated 
alongside each spectrum.
saturation of the DAP peak. Clearly, the DAP peak intensity decreases with increasing 
growth rate. This indicates that the carbon impurity concentration decreases as growth 
rate increases.
Figure 6.6 plots normalised PL spectra from two different nanowire samples, one 
grown at a slow growth rate (III = \  III0) and the other grown at a more rapid rate 
(III = IIIo). Both samples were grown with the same group V flow (V =  ^ V0). This 
differs from Figure 6.5, in which samples were grown with constant V/III ratio, rather 
than constant group V flow. These spectra were obtained under low excitation power 
(90 yuW), as for Figure 6.5. Examination of Figure 6.6 shows that the DAP peak 
intensity decreases with increasing growth rate. This indicates that the carbon impurity 
concentration decreases as growth rate increases, even when group V flow rate is held 
constant.
Apparently, a high growth rate favours high purity nanowires with minimal carbon 
contamination. This results holds under conditions of constant V/III ratio (Figure 6.5), 
and under conditions of constant group V flow (Figure 6.6). This, again, is surprising. A 
high growth rate is generally associated with lower quality growth and greater impurity 
incorporation.224,223 In studies of planar GaAs growth by MOCVD, Hanna et al.205 
observed that (i) carbon incorporation is independent of growth rate provided the V/III 
ratio is held constant and (ii) carbon incorporation increases with increasing growth rate 
if the AsH3 flow rate is held constant.
Correlating these observations with TEM images provides an explanation for the 
growth rate dependence of carbon incorporation. The TEM images of Figure 6.5 illustrate
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Figure 6.6: Normalised PL spectra comparing the relative magnitudes of DAP and exciton 
emission from nanowire ensembles grown with various III flows under constant V flow of  ^ Vo- 
Spectra are offset for clarity. TEM images of the corresponding GaAs cores are illustrated 
alongside each spectrum.
the large change in nanowire morphology concomitant with the change in carbon incor-
poration. With lower growth rates nanowires are more tapered, and have more carbon 
impurity incorporation. A likely explanation is that carbon incorporates preferentially 
via radial growth on the nanowire sidewalls. Carbon has low solubility in Au,182,183 so 
only a small amount of carbon is likely to be incorporated into the nanowire interior 
via Au-assisted axial growth. In contrast, carbon can be readily incorporated onto the 
nanowire sidewalls via the vapour-solid radial growth mechanism, likely involving a 
gallium carbene intermediate species. Thus, nanowires with a greater proportion of 
radial growth (more tapered nanowires) have a greater degree of carbon incorporation. 
This mechanism explains the current experimental results, where nanowires grown at a 
slower growth rate, which feature more radial growth, exhibit more carbon incorporation. 
This same mechanism has been used to explain the formation of a boron or phosphorus 
rich shell in deliberately B- or P-doped Ge nanowires,185-187 and in Chapter 4 where an 
increase in carbon incorporation was observed for more highly tapered nanowires.
6.5.2 Exciton lifetime
To probe the dynamics of photoexcited carriers in nanowires, time-resolved PL mea-
surements were performed on single nanowires as described in Section 2.4.5. Under 
the pulsed excitation used for the time resolved measurements, all samples exhibited an 
exciton peak. Consider the sample (III =  ^ III0) corresponding to the bottommost time- 
integrated spectrum of Figure 6.5. Figure 6.7 illustrates time-resolved PL spectra from 
this sample displayed for consecutive 200 ps intervals after the excitation laser pulse. The 
exciton peak is clearly observed at early times after the excitation pulse (spectra at 100
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and 300 ps), when the electron-hole density is highest. As the carriers recombine, the 
exciton peak rapidly decreases in intensity, leaving the lower energy DAP peak at later 
times (spectra at 500, 700 and 900 ps).
100 ps. Exciton
300 ps 
500 py 
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*  200'
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900 ps
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Figure 6.7: PL spectra at 100, 300, 500, 700 and 900 ps after the excitation laser pulse. Each 
spectrum is integrated over a 200 ps time window.
Time decays o f the exciton, for nanowires grown with slow, intermediate and rapid 
growth rates, are plotted in Figure 6.8. Exciton lifetimes, r, are presented alongside. 
The exciton lifetimes are approximately 200 ps regardless o f the growth rate. Increasing 
growth rate had no appreciable effect on exciton lifetime.
This is contrasted with the pronounced effect seen upon increasing V /III  ratio (Fig-
ure 5.7). As mentioned in Chapter 5, a high V /III  ratio does impart some significant 
advantages to nanowires, but the associated decrease in radiative lifetime is undesirable 
for optoelectronics applications which require a longer carrier lifetime. In contrast, 
increasing the growth rate is a superior means o f obtaining excellent quality nanowires 
without compromising the exciton lifetime.
These time-resolved measurements point to a further unexpected phenomenon. One 
might expect that twin defects are the primary non-radiative recombination centers.79,80 
Indeed, the low temperature grown twin-free nanowires o f Chapter 4 exhibit very long, 
nearly intrinsic exciton lifetimes.80 Yet, the current study suggests that a rapid growth 
rate minimises twin defects, but does not enhance the exciton lifetime (Figure 6.8). 
In addition, nanowires grown with a high V /III ratio feature a very low twin density, 
yet have short exciton lifetimes (Chapter 5). This indicated that excess arsenic-related 
defects (EL2, AsGa, ASj or V Ga) are primary non-radiative recombination centers. These 
studies strongly suggest that both twin defects and point defects must be eliminated to 
significantly improve nanowire optical properties.
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Figure 6.8: Time decays of the exciton (at 1.517 eV) taken from nanowires grown at different 
growth rates: slow (III = \ IIIo), intermediate (III = IIIo) and rapid (III = 4 IIIo), and constant V/III 
ratio. Spectra are offset for clarity. Ordinate scale is logarithmic.
6.6 Summary
In conclusion, a high growth rate has unexpected, yet clear advantages for III—V 
nanowires. A high growth rate is achieved by scaling up both group III and group V 
precursor flows. Nanowires grown with fast growth rates were minimally tapered with 
very uniform diameters. Surprisingly, twin defects were markedly reduced by employing 
a rapid growth rate. In addition, a rapid growth rate minimised intrinsic carbon doping. 
Carbon impurities are thought to be incorporated preferentially into radial growth on 
the nanowire sidewalls, rather than via Au-assisted axial growth. A rapid growth rate 
had no significant effect on carrier lifetimes. Clearly, high growth rates impart excellent 
crystallographic and optical nanowire properties. These results should translate to other 
important III—V nanowire materials systems, and assist in producing high quality binary 
and ternary nanowires with device accessible properties. Combined with the results of 
Chapters 4 and 5, these findings represent a significant advance towards the rational 
growth of GaAs nanowires for device applications.
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Chapt er  7
Growth and structural properties of InAs 
nanowires
7.1 Introduction
The narrow bandgap (0.35 eV) and very high electron mobility (30 000 cm2V-Is-1) 
of InAs make InAs nanowires highly promising, particularly for use in future high- 
frequency electronic devices. A number of InAs nanowire-based electronic devices have 
already been demonstrated, including infrared photodetectors,7 single-electron transistors 
and memory devices,19,21,22 resonant tunnelling diodes,18 few-electron quantum dots,20 
and field-effect transistors.26,27 Controlling InAs nanowire growth is essential if high 
quality InAs nanowire-based devices are to be realised. Furthermore, understanding the 
differences between GaAs and InAs nanowire growth is crucial for future fabrication of 
high quality ternary InGaAs nanowires. Thus, the impressive potential of both InAs and 
InGaAs nanowires for future devices motivates investigation of InAs nanowire growth.
This chapter examines how the growth parameters of temperature, V/III ratio and 
growth rate affect InAs nanowire morphology. In some respects, InAs nanowire growth 
behaviour parallels that of GaAs nanowires, as detailed in previous chapters. Growth rate 
and growth temperature, however, are found to affect InAs nanowires quite differently to 
GaAs nanowires. This chapter explores these intriguing differences, and reveals that an 
important factor in the unique growth behaviour of InAs nanowires is the relatively large 
growth contribution arising from In species adsorbed on the substrate and diffusing to the 
Au nanoparticle-InAs nanowire interface.
7.2 Experiments
InAs (I I I)B substrates were treated with poly-L-lysine solution followed by a solution 
of colloidal Au nanoparticles 50 nm in diameter, as described in Section 2.2.2. Prior
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to growth, each substrate was annealed in situ at 600 °C under AsH3 ambient to desorb 
surface contaminants. After cooling to growth temperature (375 0 to 550 °C), the AsH3 
flow was adjusted and TMIn was introduced to initiate nanowire growth.
Various combinations of growth temperature and V/III ratio were investigated. For 
these studies, the control group III (TMIn) flow rate was 1.2 x 10“5 mol/min. Growth 
temperatures between 375 °C and 550 °C and V/III ratios between 1.4 and 370, varying 
in binary orders of magnitude, were studied. To attain each V/III ratio, the AsH3 flow rate 
was chosen between 1.7 x 10“5 and 4.1 x 10“3 mol/min. The growth time was 30 minutes 
for each sample.
Growths were also performed to study effect of the absolute flow rates of group III and 
group V precursors. This is equivalent to studying “growth rate” as for GaAs nanowires 
in Chapter 6. Here, the control, or standard, group III (TMIn) and group V (AsH3) flow 
rates were III0 = 1.2 x 10-5 mol/min and V0 = 5.4 x 10-4 mol/min, respectively and the 
V/III ratio was 46. For other growths, III0 and V0 were scaled by factors of 1,2 and 
4 to span flow ranges of III = 2.9 x 1CT6 to 4.6 x 10-5 mol/min and V = 1.3 x 10-4 to 
2.1 x 10“3 mol/min. Group III and group V flows were scaled equally, so that V/III ratio 
remained at 46. Throughout this chapter, III and V flows will be expressed as multiples 
of III0 and V0, respectively. For nanowire samples grown with III = III0, the growth time, 
tg, was 30 minutes. For other samples, growth time was scaled inversely with group III 
flow. This was to achieve nanowires of reasonable height, between 1 and 5 /im, across all 
samples.
FESEM analysis was then used to identify the general morphology of the nanowires, 
including height and diameter. Images were taken across the samples in regions of low 
and high nanowire density, to assess the effect of density on nanowire morphology.
7.3 Effect of nanowire density on nanowire morphology
The first major difference between GaAs and InAs nanowire growth, is the sensitivity 
of InAs nanowire growth to the density of nanowires on the substrate. This is clearly 
exemplified parts c and d of Figure 7.1. In part d, nanowires are more sparsely distributed 
than in part c. The low density nanowires of part d are also significantly taller and have 
much wider bases than their high density counterparts of part c. This can be explained 
with reference to the schematic illustrations of Figure 7.2.
As discussed in previous chapters, there are three major contributions of reaction 
species to axial nanowire growth. The first is from the species directly impinging on the 
Au nanoparticle residing on the top of nanowire. The second arises from the species which 
arrive at the nanowire sidewalls and subsequently diffuse along the sidewalls toward 
Au nanoparticle. The third contribution arises from the species that initially arrive at
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low
density
450 °C 500 °C
Figure 7.1: FESEM images of InAs nanowires grown at (a, b) 450 °C and (c, d) 500 °C. The 
areas feature high nanowire density in (a) and (c), and low nanowire density in (b) and (d). Both 
samples were grown with group III and group V flow rates of IIIo = 1.2 x 1CT5 mol/min and 
Vo = 5.4 x 10~4 mol/min, respectively and the V/III ratio was 46. Samples are tilted at 40°. Scale 
bars are 1 ^m.
the ( ITT)B substrate surface, travel on the surface and finally diffuse toward the Au 
nanoparticle. This third contribution is important for explaining the observed results. If 
nanowires are spaced within a diffusion length, A of one another, then these adjacent 
nanowires compete for reaction species adsorbed on and diffusing from the substrate. In 
low density regions, on the other hand, there is minimal competition for diffusing species 
so the axial growth rate is maximum. These diffusing reaction species also contribute to 
radial growth. Therefore, if nanowires are spaced within a diffusion length, the radial 
growth too is diminished due to consumption of diffusing adatoms by neighbouring 
nanowires. Consequently, in Figure 7.1, the low density nanowires of part d are taller 
with wider bases than the high density nanowires of part c.
The degree of density dependence depends on the diffusion length. If the diffusion 
length is long, as in the upper part of Figure 7.2, then a significant fraction of axial growth 
arises from these diffusing species. In this case, the density dependence is marked. If the 
diffusion length is short, as in the lower part of the figure, then the density dependence is 
more marginal, because nanowires must be very closely spaced to compete for diffusing 
reaction species. This explains why, in Figure 7.1, the nanowires of parts a and b do not 
exhibit such a marked density dependence as those of parts c and d. The nanowires 
of parts a and b were grown at a lower temperature, which gives a shorter diffusion 
length,125,226,227 and consequently a less significant density dependence.
In the previous chapters, none of the GaAs nanowire samples studied showed any
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Figure 7.2: Schematic illustration of the competition between adjacent nanowires for adatoms 
adsorbed on the substrate. This illustrates high and low density nanowire regions, and the effects 
of diffusion length, A. When A is high the density dependencies are more significant: significant 
competition occurs in high density regions whereas significant height enhancement occurs in low 
density regions.
significant dependence on density. This is consistent with previous work, in which In 
species demonstrated a significantly longer diffusion length than Ga species.220,228-230 
Because InAs nanowire growth is much more sensitive to diffusion and nanowire density, 
the following studies of V/III ratio, temperature and growth rate take great care to compare 
samples with approximately equal nanowire densities.
7.4 Effect of V/III ratio on nanowire morphology
The V/III ratio has a profound effect on nanowire growth, and the growth behaviour paral-
lels that of GaAs nanowires (Chapter 5). Figure 7.3 illustrates nanowires grown at various 
V/III ratios. Importantly, nanowires grow only within a finite range of V/III ratios (parts b 
to e). At the lowest V/III ratios, as illustrated in part a, an irregular planar layer has grown, 
and the Au nanoparticles failed to nucleate nanowires. Clearly, nanowire growth is limited 
by insufficient group V species. Pits in the substrate surface evidence decomposition of 
the InAs substrate, occurring due to the low group V overpressure. Nanoparticles have 
been observed in these pits, suggesting the Au nanoparticles themselves enhance substrate 
decomposition.
As V/III ratio is increased, there are sufficient group V species to promote nanowire 
growth and the nanowire growth rate increases sharply.125 In the range of low V/III ratios,
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approximately 23 and below, the axial growth rate increases with increasing V/III ratio. 
This is analogous to the case of GaAs nanowires, and is expected because group V flow 
enhances the pyrolysis of group III species, and hence increases the growth rate. The 
radial growth rate increases too, causing growth on the nanowire sidewalls and nanowire 
tapering.
The axial growth rate reaches a maximum at an intermediate V/III ratio of 23 (part 
c). Beyond this point, the axial growth rate decreases with increasing V/III ratio. Unlike 
axial growth, the radial continues to increase with V/III ratio, leading to increasingly 
tapered nanowires. Such effects were also observed for GaAs nanowires in Chapter 5, 
and can be explained as follows. A high V/III ratio lowers the activation energy for 
two dimensional planar growth,196 and causes a reduction in adatom diffusion length.231 
Consequently, a greater proportion of adsorbed In crystallises at the substrate surface 
and nanowire sidewalls, rather than diffusing to the Au nanoparticle-capped nanowire 
tip where axial nanowire growth would take place. In this manner, lateral (planar and 
radial) growth competes with axial growth for In species. Tapering increases whereas the 
nanowire height decreases. Accordingly, at the highest V/III ratios (part f), lateral growth 
dominates, and the Au-assisted structures appear island-like rather than nanowire-like.
Some of the nanostructures in part f grow in directions other than the [111]B  direc-
tion, as for GaAs nanostructures in Chapter 5. InAs ( I T T  )B surfaces, like GaAs ( T  I  I)B 
surfaces, form an As-trimer surface reconstruction under high As-pressure conditions.232 
This surface reconstruction can decrease the [ I  T I]B growth rate198 and also favour a 
growth direction other than [111  IB. For each growth temperature examined, V/III ratio 
had a similar effect on nanowire growth.
I I I I I r
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V/III Ratio
Figure 7.3: FESEM images of InAs nanowires grown with different V/III ratios, as indicated. The 
growth temperature was 450 °C and the group III flow rate was 1.2x 10“5 mol/min for all samples. 
Axis is logarithmic. Scale bars are 1 /um. Samples are tilted at 40°.
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7.5 Effect of growth temperature on nanowire morphology
Figure 7.4 compares nanowires grown at different growth temperatures. At the very low 
growth temperature of 375 °C (part a), the Au nanoparticles have catalysed the growth 
of irregular and kinked nanostructures, rather than nanowires. Similar observations have 
been made for GaAs nanowires in Chapter 4. The temperature of 375 °C is below the bulk 
Au-In eutectic temperature of 454.3 °C. This nominal thermocouple reading of 375 °C is 
a few tens of degrees higher than the true substrate temperature. Even taking into account 
melting point depression due to the small nanoparticle size, and melting point hysteresis, 
it is likely that at a nominal growth temperature of 375 °C, the nanoparticle is partially or 
completely solid, rather than liquid. The presence of a solid phase within the nanoparticle 
might be responsible for irregular kinked growth, as discussed in Chapter 4. Occasionally, 
ultrathin nanowires of approximately 5 nm in diameter are observed. These nanowires are 
catalysed by In, which is derived from TMIn precursors and has segregated into pure In 
droplets on the growth surfaces. Pure In is liquid at 375 °C, and these In droplets can 
drive vapour-liquid-solid nanowire growth.
Between 400 °C and 500 °C, the growth rate shows an interesting dependence on 
growth temperature. Nanowires are tallest at the highest and lowest temperatures of the 
growth window (400 °C and 500 °C), and shorter at the intermediate temperatures. This 
is very different to previous studies of nanowire growth, for example Chapter 4 and other 
published works.65,167
The present results can be explained by considering the relative decomposition ef-
ficiencies of TMIn and AsH3 at the various temperatures. The thermal decomposition 
of AsH3 increases markedly between 375 ° and 525 °C.102,108 TMIn decomposition 
takes place above 300 °C, and is complete at 400 °C.101 Note that the decomposition 
temperatures cited above do not directly translate to the experimental MOCVD system, 
in which the nominal thermocouple readings are a few tens of degrees higher than the 
true substrate temperature. Thus, the cited TMIn decomposition temperature (400 °C) 
translates to a nominal temperature of approximately 450 °C. In other words, TMIn 
decomposition reaches completion at a nominal temperature of approximately 450 °C. 
Unlike TMIn, the decomposition of AsH3 is incomplete, and increases over the growth 
temperature range (375 to 550 °C).
Due to these temperature-dependent differences in the decomposition efficiencies of 
TMIn and AsH3, the effective V/III ratio can be markedly different from the nominal V/III 
ratio of 46. Another important factor is the diffusion length of In species, which in turn 
depends on temperature and effective V/III ratio.
At the low growth temperature of 400 °C (part b), nanowires are tall, straight and
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Figure 7.4: FESEM images of InAs nanowires grown at (a) 375 °C (b) 400 °C, (c) 425 °C, 
(d) 450 °C, (e) 475 °C, (0 500 °C and (g) 525 °C. The V/III ratio was 46 and the group III flow 
rate was 1.2 x 10-5 mol/min for all samples. Scale bars are 1 /urn. Samples are tilted at 40°.
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minimally tapered. Tapering is relatively low because radial growth is kinetically limited 
at this low temperature. 167 In addition, ASH3 decomposition is low at this low temperature, 
which creates a low effective V/III ratio. This low effective V/III ratio is another factor 
contributing to the low radial growth rate.
At the higher temperatures of 425 °C (part c), the nanowires are shorter, more tapered, 
and occasionally kinked. These features are the hallmarks of a high V/III ratio, as 
discussed above. Therefore, it can be inferred that at 425 °C, the effective V/III ratio 
is high. This is reasonable because, as discussed above, TMIn decomposition is not 
yet complete at the nominal temperature of 425 °C, and ASH3 decomposition efficiency 
increases markedly between 400 °C and 425 °C. The growth window, discussed later, 
gives further evidence for a high effective V/III ratio at 425 °C. Additionally, the irregular 
surface features in part c indicate that significant crystallisation occurs on the substrate 
surface. In turn, this indicates that the diffusion length of TMIn species is short, as 
expected for low temperatures and high V/III ratios. The reduced diffusion length could 
further decrease the supply of adsorbed TMIn species to the Au nanoparticle and raise the 
local V/III ratio at the growing nanowire tip.
Between 450 °C and 500 °C (parts d to f) nanowires are straight, with height increasing 
with temperature, the base diameter and radial growth rate remaining approximately con-
stant, and overall tapering (Ar/A/) decreasing with temperature. In this temperature range 
it is expected that TMIn is completely decomposed. The increase in nanowire height, and 
concomitant decrease in tapering, are attributed to the increase in In adatom diffusion 
length with temperature. 125,226,227 At higher temperatures, the larger diffusion length 
means that a greater proportion of adsorbed adatoms can diffuse down the concentration 
gradient towards the nanowire tip, where they are incorporated in axial growth. Figure 7.1 
supports this explanation. This figure compares FESEM images of regions of high and 
low nanowire density, for temperatures of 450 °C and 500 °C. The nanowires grown at 
450 °C exhibit a weak density dependence with marginally taller heights and wider bases 
in areas of low nanowire density. For nanowires grown at 500 °C, the density dependence 
is more marked with significantly taller heights and wider bases in areas of low nanowire 
density. This density dependence confirms that the diffusion length is greater for the 
higher growth temperature of 500 °C.
Finally, at the highest growth temperature of 525 °C (Figure 7.4g), the nanowire 
growth rate drops sharply, consistent with previous reports. 195 Most Au nanoparticles fail 
to nucleate nanowires, and instead catalyse island-like structures or remain on the sample 
surface while planar growth occurs on the substrate beneath. Only a small proportion 
of Au nanoparticles nucleate nanowires, and these nanowires are often misoriented from 
the [III ]B direction. The nanowire nucleation rate and growth rate drop because of the
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increase in competitive lateral growth at these high temperatures and high effective V/III 
ratios.195 At such high temperatures, a greater proportion of group III and V reaction 
species can overcome the activation energy barrier for lateral growth. At 550 °C, nanowire 
growth ceases completely and only lateral and island-like growth takes place.
7.6 Growth window
The above discussion is corroborated by the growth window plotted in Figure 7.5. This is 
the window of temperatures and V/III ratios which promote nanowire growth. Points A-I 
are labelled for discussion.
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Figure 7.5: The shaded area plots the InAs nanowire growth window: the range of V/III ratio and 
growth temperature combinations which achieve nanowire growth.
In the low temperature regime, for instance point A at 375 °C (corresponding to 
Figure 7.4a), nanowire growth is inhibited. Regardless of V/III ratio, 400 °C was 
the minimum temperature for nanowire growth, presumably due to partial or complete 
solidification of the Au nanoparticle at temperatures below 400 °C.
In the mid-temperature regime, nanowire growth depends on the V/III ratio. At point 
B (corresponding to Figure 7.3a), the V/III ratio is too low to support nanowire growth 
and substrate decomposition takes place. At point C (corresponding to Figure 7.3f), the 
high V/III ratio means that the lateral growth rate is significant. Lateral growth competes 
with axial nanowire growth, resulting in a drop in the nanowire growth rate.
In the high temperature regime, nanowire growth too depends on the V/III ratio. The 
maximum growth temperature for nanowire growth decreases with V/III ratio, because 
both high temperature and high V/III ratio favour lateral growth over axial nanowire 
growth.195 At 525 °C (point D, corresponding to Figure 7.4g) nanowire growth is 
hindered due to the combination of high temperature and moderate V/III ratio. At high 
temperatures, nanowire growth is only possible at a relatively low V/III ratio (e.g. point
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E), which allows lateral growth to be minimised. At the lowest V/III ratios (e.g. point F), 
substrate decomposition becomes significant and nanowire growth does not take place.
Finally a dip is observed between points G -H -I. This dip in the maximum input V/III 
ratio, indicates that, although the nominal V/III ratio at point H is lower than at points 
G and I, the effective V/III ratio is comparable at points G, H and I. At 425 °C (point 
H, corresponding to Figure 7.4c) the decomposition of AsH3 must be relatively high 
compared with TMIn, to produce this high effective V/III ratio. This is consistent with 
the earlier discussion of Figure 7.4c.
7.7 Effect of total precursor flow rate on nanowire morphology
Figure 7.6 illustrates FESEM images of nanowires grown with varying group III and 
V precursor flow rates. Note that the growth time, tg, was scaled inversely with III 
and V flow rates. Three observations can be made. Firstly, InAs nanowires appear 
increasingly tapered with increasing III and V flow rates. Secondly, the substrate surface 
becomes increasingly irregular. Finally, the axial growth rate increases only marginally 
with increasing III and V flow rates. This is very different to the behaviour of GaAs 
nanowires as presented in Chapter 6.
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Figure 7.6: FESEM images of InAs nanowires grown at constant V/III ratio of 46 and the indicated 
III flows: (a) III =  ^ III0, tg = 120 minutes, (b) III =  ^ IIIo, tg = 60 minutes, (c) III = IIIo, 
tg -  30 minutes, (d) III = 2 IIIo, tg = 15 minutes, (e) III = 4 IIIo, tg = 7.5 minutes. The growth 
temperature was 450 °C for all samples. Axis is logarithmic. Samples are tilted at 40°. Scale bars 
are 1 /urn.
To quantify the axial growth rate for each nanowire sample, nanowire heights, L, 
were measured from FESEM images, and these heights were divided by growth time, 
tg (following equation 3.4). The analysed FESEM images featured similar nanowire 
densities, such as those shown in Figure 7.6, so that density effects do not obscure the 
results. At least 20 nanowires were examined for each sample. The results are plotted
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Figure 7.7. In this plot, the weak increase in axial growth rate is clearly observed. 
The differences between InAs and GaAs nanowire growth behaviour are clear when 
comparing Figure 7.7 (for InAs nanowires) with Figure 6.2b (for GaAs nanowires). These 
plots use the same scale so that comparison may be made. The InAs axial growth rate 
clearly has a weaker dependence on group III flow rate.
Ill Flow (multiple of I I I )
Figure 7.7: Axial growth rate versus group III flow rate under a constant V/III ratio of 46. Group 
III flows are expressed as multiples of IIIo. Axes are logarithmic. Each data point represents an 
average from at least 20 nanowires. For each data point, the standard deviation is less than 15%.
The three observations mentioned above point to a reduction in adatom diffusion 
length with increasing growth rate. Indeed, it is well known that at low precursor 
flow rates, there are fewer adatoms deposited on the surface per unit time, so that the 
adatoms have more time to migrate on the surface and find energetically favourable sites 
to incorporate.231,233,234 Consequently, at low precursor flow rates, In species can diffuse 
significant distances, and readily diffuse up the nanowire sidewalls to the Au nanoparticle- 
capped tip, where they are incorporated into axial growth. At high growth rates, adsorbed 
In species cannot diffuse so far, and are more likely to be incorporated close to the point 
of adsorption, either on the substrate surface or on the nanowire sidewalls. Thus, radial 
growth, tapering and substrate growth significantly increase with total precursor flow rate. 
The axial growth rate, too increases with precursor flow rate, but only marginally due to 
the onset of significant radial and substrate growth which consumes diffusing In adatoms. 
At the highest flow rates, the axial, substrate, and sidewall growth is highly irregular, 
presumably due to the short diffusion length.
This diffusion length argument is supported by Figure 7.8, which compares FESEM 
images of regions of high and low nanowire density. In parts a and b, the nanowires grown 
at the lower precursor flow rates exhibit a marked dependence of height and radial growth 
on density. In areas of high density (part a), nanowires are shorter with less radial growth,
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because the closely spaced nanowires compete for diffusing reaction species adsorbed 
on the substrate surface. This density dependence suggests that the diffusion length is 
considerable. In contrast, nanowires grown at higher flow rates (parts c and d) do not 
exhibit this density dependence. This indicates that for high flow rates, even closely 
spaced nanowires do not compete significantly for diffusing reaction species. Thus, the 
diffusion length on the substrate is small at high flow rates.
Figure 7.8: FESEM images of InAs nanowires grown at constant V/III ratio of 46 and the indicated 
III flows: (a, b) III = 5 IIIo, tg = 60 minutes, and (c, d) III = 2 IIIo, tg = 15 minutes. The areas 
feature high nanowire density in (a) and (c), and low nanowire density in (b) and (d). Samples are 
tilted at 40°. Scale bars are 1 gm.
These diffusion effects are significant for InAs nanowires, due to the large diffusion 
length of In species. These effects were not observed for GaAs nanowires, because the 
diffusion length of Ga species is comparatively small, as will be discussed in Chapter 8.
7.8 Summary
Density, growth temperature, V/III ratio and growth rate each have a significant influence 
on InAs nanowire morphology. This large sensitivity to growth parameters means great 
flexibility in designing InAs nanowires with morphologies suitable for device applica-
tions. Tapering, for instance, can be minimised by using a very low growth rate, a low 
V/III ratio, and either a high temperature or a low temperature.
The similarities and differences between InAs and GaAs growth are intriguing. The 
effect of V/III ratio was similar for both GaAs and InAs nanowires, whereas the effects of 
density, temperature and growth rate, were remarkably different. Unlike GaAs nanowires, 
InAs nanowire height and radial growth were dependent on nanowire density, particularly 
at high temperatures and low precursor flow rates. This dependency is related to the long 
diffusion length of adsorbed In reaction species on the (I I I)B InAs substrate. The effects
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of temperature and growth rate were also mediated by variations in the diffusion length of 
In species. Such effects were not evident in any of the presented studies of GaAs nanowire 
growth, because the diffusion length of Ga species is significantly shorter than that of In 
species.
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Chap ter  8
Ternary InGaAs nanowire growth
8.1 Introduction
Recent developments in III-V nanowires have been largely limited to binary nanowires, 
composed of only two different elements, such as GaAs. Ternary alloy nanowires, such 
as InGaAs, 142,235,236 AlGaAs,70,164 InAsP237 and GaAsSb238,239 nanowires, and quaternary 
nanowires such as InGaAsP, offer further advantages. Their energy bandgap can be tuned 
by adjusting the composition of the alloy. Ternary and quaternary alloy nanowires enable 
a greater range of axial and radial heterostructures, and thus broaden the application range 
of nanowires.
The development of ternary and quaternary nanowires is complicated by the different 
growth behaviours of the different elements comprising the nanowire. The different 
decomposition, diffusion and incorporation efficiencies of the various precursors deter-
mine the final nanowire properties, including composition and compositional uniformity. 
Systematic studies, with emphasis on the uniform growth of ternary nanowires with 
device-accessible structural and optical properties, are essential. This chapter focuses 
on ternary InGaAs nanowires, motivated by the paramount importance of the InGaAs 
material system for applications in long wavelength optical fibre transmission and in-
tegrated photonics. InGaAs nanowires are expected to have significant importance in 
future photonic and electronic devices. Control of InGaAs nanowire shape, height and 
composition is studied, in conjunction with their optical properties.
The study reveals a strong influence of nanowire density on nanowire height, tapering, 
and base shape, specific to the nanowires with high In composition. This dependency is 
attributed to the large difference of diffusion length on ( ITT )B surfaces between In and 
Ga reaction species, with In being the more mobile species. EDS analysis together with 
high-resolution electron microscopy of individual InGaAs nanowires shows large In/Ga 
compositional variation along the nanowire, supporting the presented diffusion model.
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Photoluminescence spectra exhibit a red-shift with decreasing nanowire density due to 
the higher degree of In incorporation in more sparsely distributed InGaAs nanowires.
8.2 Experiments
InGaAs nanowires were grown on GaAs (I I I)B substrates using TMIn, TMGa and AsH3 
precursors. GaAs(I I I)B substrates were treated with poly-L-lysine (PLL) solution and a 
solution of colloidal 50 nm diameter Au nanoparticles, as described in Section 2.2.2. Prior 
to nanowire growth, the substrate was annealed in situ at 600 °C under AsH3 to desorb 
surface contaminants. After cooling down to the desired growth temperature, group III 
source gases were introduced to the reactor to initiate nanowire growth. The molar flow 
rates of TMGa and AsH3 were 1.2 x 10-5 and 5.4 x 10“4 mol/min, respectively. The 
TMIn molar flow rate was selected between 0 and 3.5 x 10“6 mol/min to yield vapour 
In compositions (xvIn) of 0, 0.11, 0.19, and 0.23. GaAs nanowires were grown in the 
absence of TMIn for reference. Growth temperature and time were 450 °C and 30 min, 
respectively, for all samples. Because the Au colloidal solution was applied as a droplet, a 
circular pattern of nanowires on the substrate was obtained after the growth. The colours 
within this circle changed with viewing angle due to diffraction effects. A non-uniform 
nanowire distribution within the circle was apparent even by visual inspection. This was 
further confirmed by optical microscopy. In general, nanowire density was the highest in 
the circle centre and decreased gradually toward the edge of the circle.
FESEM images of regions between the circle centre and edge were obtained for each 
sample. Nanowire density and height distribution were measured within each imaged 
region. TEM measurements were carried out at the University of Queensland. Bright-field 
and HRTEM imaging were employed to study the nanostructure and nanomorphology of 
these nanowires. EDS was performed at the University of Western Australia to study 
compositional variation within the nanowires. For each nanowire, the EDS spectra were 
taken at three different locations (close to Au catalyst, in the middle and at the base end 
of a nanowire). The In/Ga ratio at each location was evaluated by comparing In La  and 
Ga Kcr X-ray peaks using the ISIS software package.240
8.3 Morphology
Figure 8.1 shows FESEM images taken with the substrate tilted 45° from the electron 
beam. Most nanowires grow perpendicular to the substrate surface in the [ 111 ]B direction, 
which is the energetically favourable direction. However, as observed in Figure 8.1c, 
there are some inclined nanowires with growth directions other than [111]B. These 
inclined nanowires were generally longer and were excluded from the presented statistical 
investigation of nanowire density and height. Parts a and b of Figure 8.1 show InGaAs
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nanowires grown with an xvj n of 0.11. In part a, the nanowire density is 0.73 yuirT2, 
whereas in part b the density is 0.015 /urn~2. Parts c and d are images of InGaAs nanowires 
grown at a higher xvj n of 0.19. The densities of parts c and d are 0.70 and 0.018 ^unT2, 
respectively. For the nanowires with lower In composition, as shown in parts a and b, there 
is no significant density dependency of nanowire height. The same trend was observed for 
GaAs nanowires. In contrast, the nanowires grown at the higher xVyIn exhibit drastic height 
enhancement in the low-density region: the average height in part c was 5.8 ± (0.1) /um, 
whereas average height in part d was 13 ± (0.8)/urn. Thus the height enhancement is more 
than a factor of 2. A similar height enhancement is observed for InGaAs nanowires with 
xv In of 0.23.
Figure 8.1: FESEM images of InGaAs nanowires, (a, b) InGaAs nanowires with xvj n of 0.11. (c, 
d) InGaAs nanowires with xvj n of 0.19. The nanowires in parts a and c have almost equal available 
diffusion areas of approximately 1.4 /urn2. The nanowires in parts b and d have available diffusion 
areas of approximately 67 /urn2. Samples are tilted at 45°. Scale bars are 2 /urn.
As discussed in previous chapters, there are three major contributions of reaction 
species to axial nanowire growth. The first contribution arises from the species directly
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impinging on the Au nanoparticle residing on the top of nanowire. The second comes 
from the species which arrive at the nanowire sidewalls and subsequently diffuse along 
the sidewalls toward the Au nanoparticle. The third contribution arises from the species 
that initially arrive at the (I I I)B substrate surface, travel on the surface and finally 
diffuse toward the Au nanoparticle. This third contribution is important for explaining 
the observed results. If nanowires are spaced within a diffusion length of one another, 
then these adjacent nanowires compete for reaction species adsorbed on and diffusing 
from the substrate. In low density regions, on the other hand, adjacent nanowires are 
effectively isolated from one another so the growth rate is maximum. In the case of 
ternary InGaAs nanowires, the diffusion of both In and Ga species must be considered. 
The results suggest that the diffusion length, which is the average migration distance of 
reaction species before incorporation, of In species on the (II I)B substrate surface is 
much larger than that of Ga species. The concept of available diffusion area, Aavaiiabie, 
defined as the inverse of nanowire density, cr, gives much physical insight because its 
square root value is roughly equivalent to available diffusion distance, Aavaiiabie- Thereby, 
the available diffusion area gives information about the diffusion lengths, A/n and AGa, of 
the two species.
1
Aavaiiabie  ~ ~  ~  A
cr
2
available ( 8 . 1)
Figure 8.2 shows FESEM images of representative nanowires grown with xv<In be-
tween 0 and 0.23. Their available diffusion areas are larger than 40 /um2. As will be 
discussed later, such a large available diffusion area means these nanowires are effectively 
isolated and subject to minimal interference from neighbouring nanowires during growth. 
The nanowires of parts c and d, grown at high jcV)/„, are significantly taller than those 
of parts a and b, grown at lower x vj n. This provides evidence that the observed height 
enhancement is specific for nanowires of high In composition in regions of low nanowire 
density. The heights of GaAs nanowires and InGaAs nanowires with an xVtIn of 0.11 (parts 
a and b) appear the same. However, more tapering is observed for the InGaAs nanowire 
in part b compared to the GaAs nanowire of part a, indicating the incorporation of In 
species into radial growth following diffusion from the substrate surface. This strongly 
suggests that the radial growth is In-rich compared with the axial growth. Throughout 
parts a to d, there is a systematic increase in tapering with increasing In composition. 
The base shape also evolves with increasing In composition. The GaAs nanowires of 
part a show a triangular base. With increasing x vj n, this triangular base develops to a 
hexagonal base shape, as in parts c and d, accompanied by widening of the base. Future 
TEM experiments, focussed on the nanowire-substrate interface, should determine the
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Figure 8.2: FESEM images of representative InGaAs nanowires grown with different xvj n of 
(a) 0, (b) 0.11, (c) 0.19 and (d) 0.23. All images were taken from regions with available diffusion 
area larger than 40 /urn2. Therefore, these nanowires are effectively isolated from the influence 
of neighbouring nanowires during growth. Samples are tilted at 45°. Scale bars are 2 /um. A 
schematic picture illustrating the concept of available diffusion area is also included.
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mechanism for this shape change. The mechanism is probably related to the different 
faceting behaviour of GaAs and InAs nanowires grown at 450 °C: GaAs nanowires exhibit 
triangular cross-sections as described by Zou et al.12 whereas InAs nanowires exhibit 
hexagonal cross-sections (see Figure 7.4d). Therefore, nanowires grown with higher xvj n 
should tend toward a more hexagonal base shape.
Figure 8.3 shows the evolution of the base for InGaAs nanowires with xvj n of 0.23 
with increasing available diffusion area. The elbow at the intersection between a nanowire 
and the substrate exhibits a higher growth rate with increasing available diffusion area and 
develops into a base structure.121 This confirms that base widening is strongly correlated 
with the surface diffusion of reaction species. In addition, the hexagonal base shape is 
retained even for nanowires with very low available diffusion area as shown in part a. The 
shape-determining factor is the In composition. In the case of GaAs nanowires, there was 
no apparent density-dependent widening of the base in any of the imaged areas.
Figure 8.3: FESEM images showing the evolution of the nanowire base with increasing available 
diffusion area. These nanowires were grown with xvj n of 0.23. The available diffusion areas are 
(a) 0.65, (b) 1.58, (c) 3.70, (d) 20.8 and (e) 33.3 fitn2. Samples are tilted at 45°. The imaging areas 
are each 1.5 x 1.5 /vm2.
Figure 8.4a shows the nanowire height variation as a function of available diffusion 
area. Regardless of xvj n, nanowire height increases significantly with available diffusion 
area provided available diffusion area is less than a few square micrometers. At higher 
available diffusion area, GaAs nanowires and InGaAs nanowires with xvj n of 0.11 
exhibit height saturation. In contrast, the heights of InGaAs nanowires with higher xv<In 
continue to increase and exhibit height saturation at a larger available diffusion area of 
approximately 30 to 40 /urn2. The initial increase is believed to be related to Ga diffusion 
length. When available diffusion area exceeds Ga diffusion length, the heights of GaAs 
or InGaAs nanowires with low xvj n, will saturate. Therefore, the Ga diffusion length is 
less than 2 gm on the (T I I)B GaAs surface.
It is well-known that In species have a larger diffusion length than Ga species. This 
difference has led to the In content increase near the mask edges during the selective area 
epitaxy of InGaAs by low-pressure MOCVD growth.228,229 Recently this difference has 
been utilized for emission wavelength tuning of InGaAs quantum dots during selective
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area epitaxy.230 From the height saturation behaviour of InGaAs nanowires with higher 
xvj n, the In diffusion length on the surface is estimated at approximately 6 gm. This 
was determined by taking the square root of the available diffusion area at the height 
saturation, using equation 8.1. It is noteworthy that the diffusion length is that on the 
( I T T  )B GaAs substrate surface. For an estimate of total diffusion length, it would be 
necessary to add nanowire height. Here, the discussion is limited to the diffusion length 
difference on ( I  I I)B surfaces, because this alone gives significant insight into height 
enhancement, tapering and base-shape change.
Figure 8.4b shows the base diameter variation of InGaAs nanowires with an xvJn 
of 0.23. The base diameter is indicative of the radial growth rate. The base diameter 
was fairly uniform within each imaged area, although height showed some statistical 
fluctuation. The base width shows a similar trend to nanowire height with saturation at an 
available diffusion area of approximately 30 to 40 n m2. This result again indicates that 
the main reason for height and tapering enhancement is the incorporation of In species 
diffusing from substrate surface.
Recent work by Jensen et al. investigated the surface diffusion of In species on InAs 
(I I I)B substrates in CBE of InAs nanowires. This showed similar saturation behaviour 
in nanowire height but at an available diffusion area of approximately 1 jum2.241 This is 
an order of magnitude smaller than the present result. This is expected for two reasons. 
Firstly, the work of Jensen et al. used InAs (I T I)B substrates whereas this current work 
uses GaAs ( I  I I)B substrates. The In diffusion length is believed to be longer on GaAs 
substrates than on InAs substrates, and also longer on the compressively strained InGaAs 
layers which might form on GaAs substrates during InGaAs nanowire growth.242-244 
Secondly, CBE uses high vacuum conditions which enhance adatom desorption, so that 
the diffusion length is typically lower in CBE than in MOCVD.69 The current estimates 
of adatom diffusion are consistent with previous studies of MOCVD growth.245
8.4 Crystal structure and elemental composition
Figure 8.5a shows a HRTEM image of a nanowire with the catalyst on top of the wire. 
The nanowires feature a ZB crystal structure together with twin defects. HRTEM also 
confirmed the growth direction was [ I T T  ]B. Figure 8.5b shows a bright-field TEM image 
of a typical nanowire. Markers indicate the EDS measurement positions. As observed 
in the EDS spectra of Figure 8.5c, there is remarkable In/Ga variation along the InGaAs 
nanowire, with greater In corporation toward the nanowire base. The In/Ga compositional 
ratio near the tip of the nanowire was 0.27, giving a solid phase In composition of x sj n = 
0.21. This value of xsj n is very close to the vapour In composition, x VyIn, of 0.19. In/Ga 
compositional variations were measured from several InGaAs nanowires with the same
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Figure 8.4: (a) Nanowire height versus available diffusion area for InGaAs nanowires with xvj n 
of 0, 0.11,0.19 and 0.23. (b) Base diameter versus available diffusion area for InGaAs nanowires 
with xvj n of 0.23.
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xvj n of 0.19. Similar strong In/Ga compositional variations were observed along these 
nanowires.
These EDS results clearly support the diffusion model introduced previously. This 
diffusion model would result in a gradual variation in chemical composition along each 
nanowire, as observed experimentally. In particular, the significant incorporation of 
diffusing In species into radial growth is believed to give rise to an In-rich shell structure 
around these tapered nanowires. This would be responsible for the enhanced In content 
of the nanowire base compared to the tip. Cross-sectional TEM and EDS measurements 
are currently being performed by collaborators at the University of Queensland, with 
preliminary results confirming the presence of an In-rich shell which is thickest at the 
nanowire base.
L
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Figure 8.5: (a) HRTEM image of a nanowire (xVyjn = 0.19) with the Au catalyst on the top of the 
nanowire, (b) TEM image of InGaAs nanowire on a holey carbon grid. Markers indicate detection 
positions for EDS measurements, (c) EDS from various detection positions. From these EDS 
measurements the solid phase In composition, xsj n, and solid phase Ga composition, xs^ a, were 
determined for each position as displayed in (b).
8.5 Photoluminescence
PL measurements were performed at 10 K using the system described in Section 2.4.1. 
For each spectrum, the excitation laser was focussed on a particular area of the as-grown 
sample, to trace PL from regions of high InGaAs nanowire density and regions of low 
nanowire density. This allowed characterisation of the density-dependent emission energy
1 1 1
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shift. Figure 8.6 shows PL spectra of InGaAs nanowires with an xvj„ of 0.19 measured 
at the different positions of the circular pattern. PL intensity is primarily related to 
nanowire density, with PL peak intensity gradually decreasing as the laser spot is traced 
from regions of high to low nanowire density. This confirms that the PL in Figure 8.6 
arises from nanowires. The broadness of PL spectra is presumably due to a spread in the 
chemical composition along nanowires, as observed in the EDS analysis of Figure 8.5c.
PL spectra consist of two peaks. As observed in Figure 8.6b, the higher energy PL 
peak undergoes a red-shift together with a decrease in PL intensity, correlated with the 
decrease in nanowire density, and the consequent increase in available diffusion area. A 
higher In composition is generally associated with a red-shift in PL, so the PL results 
indicate that the average In composition increases with available diffusion area. This is in 
good agreement with the FESEM observations.
The lower energy PL peak also decreases in intensity, as the photoexcited area is 
moved from high nanowire density to low nanowire density. It is difficult to draw 
conclusions from this peak, as the detector sensitivity cuts off dramatically at wavelengths 
higher than approximately 1.6 /im (0.77 eV). The presence of two peaks suggests that two 
different compositions may exist in each nanowire. Considering the above discussion of 
In-rich radial growth, a possible scenario is that the relatively In-rich shell produces the 
lower energy PL signal and the relatively Ga-rich core is responsible for the higher energy 
PL peak.
A final possibility is that the low energy PL peak is related to defects. These defects 
may occur near the base of nanowires, and may be related to the large lattice mismatch 
between the InGaAs nanowires and underlying GaAs substrate.
Note that two-dimensional growth occurs on the substrate. To test whether the PL 
arises from this two-dimensional layer, nanowires were removed from the substrates 
by scraping with a scalpel. FESEM measurements confirmed that the nanowires had 
been broken at their bases, and had been effectively removed from the substrate. PL 
measurements were repeated on the same substrates after nanowire removal. These PL 
measurements gave significantly weaker PL and neither of the two peaks described above 
were present. It can be concluded with reasonable confidence that the two PL peaks arise 
from the nanowires.
8.6 Summary
In summary, InGaAs nanowires have been grown successfully by MOCVD. Nanowire 
density has a strong influence on nanowire height, tapering and base shape. This depen-
dency is attributed to the large difference of diffusion lengths between In and Ga species 
on the (T I I)B GaAs substrate, which determines the degree of In and Ga incorporation
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Figure 8.6: Low temperature (10 K) PL measurements o f InGaAs nanowires grown with xvj n of 
0.19. (a) PL spectra taken from regions of different nanowire densities. The PL intensity is related 
to nanowire density. A higher intensity corresponds to a higher nanowire density, as confirmed by 
visual observations and optical microscopy, (b) PL peak intensity as a function of peak energy.
into nanowires. The estimated Ga diffusion length is less than 2 n m whereas the In d iffu -
sion length is estimated at approximately 6 gm. D iffusing In species make a significant 
contribution to radial growth and tapering. EDS analysis o f individual InGaAs nanowires 
shows large In/Ga compositional variation along the nanowire length supporting this 
d iffusion model. W ith decreasing nanowire density, there was increased In incorporation 
into nanowires, and this caused a red-shift in the PL peak. These results h ighlight the 
d ifficu lty  in contro lling the composition and unifo rm ity o f ternary InGaAs nanowires 
during M O C V D  growth, particularly fo r nanowires w ith higher In composition. S im ilar 
phenomena would be observed in other ternary nanowire systems w ith  large differences in 
the d iffusion lengths o f constituent group I I I  reaction species. Nevertheless, uniform  and 
reliable ternary nanowire synthesis fo r photonic device fabrication could s till be achieved 
by precise control o f inter-nanowire distance. The previous chapters have identified the 
optimal growth parameters fo r GaAs and InAs nanowires. It is anticipated that s im ilar 
principles w ill apply to InGaAs nanowires, which w ill deliver significant improvements 
in InGaAs nanowire growth in future.
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Chapt er  9
Phase perfection in zinc-blende and wurtzite 
III-V nanowires
9.1 Introduction
Despite significant advances in nanowire growth, the crystallographic quality of 
nanowires remains difficult to control. The cubic zinc-blende (ZB) phase, which is the 
stable phase in bulk III-V materials, is not always the dominant phase in nanowires. 
Instead, nanowires often feature the hexagonal wurtzite (WZ) phase in sections of, or 
throughout, the nanowire. Twin defects, stacking faults and ZB-W Z polytypism are com-
monly reported problems. Several studies have demonstrated that these defects adversely 
impact the optical and electronic properties of III-V nanowires, for instance by reducing 
the quantum efficiency, carrier lifetime and carrier mobility.79-81 Device applications 
demand nanowires with excellent physical properties, and consequently control over the 
nanowire crystal structure is imperative. On the other hand, controlled twin planes, 
stacking faults and polytypism offer new possibilities for engineering nanowire band 
structure, luminescence polarisation and emission energy.76-78
Research into controlling nanowire crystal structure has intensified. Several reports 
address the diameter dependency of nanowire crystal structure, with smaller diameter 
nanowires tending toward a WZ phase and larger diameter nanowires tending toward a 
ZB phase.82-84 Algra et al. observed a dramatic transition from a WZ structure to a 
periodically twinned ZB structure upon the addition of Zn dopants to the InP nanowire 
growth system .82 Caroff et al. used a combination of nanowire diameter and growth 
temperature to controllably achieve WZ and periodically twinned ZB nanowires.83
The aforementioned methods for controlling crystal phase necessitate a particular 
choice of nanowire diameter, or the deliberate introduction of dopants. Arguably, 
nanowire diameter and doping can change nanowire properties as dramatically as the crys-
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tallographic phase itself. For device applications, it is desirable to control crystal quality 
without sacrificing important specifications of diameter and dopant levels. Furthermore, 
these methods seldom produced truly phase-perfect nanowires free of twin defects and 
stacking faults.
Fortunately, two basic growth parameters have exhibited potential as means to control 
crystal phase. These basic parameters are firstly, growth temperature, and secondly, the 
ratio of the group V precursor flow rate to the group III precursor flow rate, termed the 
V/III ratio. Increasing the growth temperature is known to promote twin defect formation 
in GaP71,246 and GaAs83 nanowires (see Chapter 4). Increasing the second parameter, 
V/III ratio, is known to reduce the occurrence of twin defects in GaAs nanowires (see 
Chapter 5).
In this study, these two basic growth parameters, alone, are used to achieve defect-free 
III-V nanowires in either perfect WZ or ZB form. This method affords precise control 
over nanowire crystal structure, without limiting diameter choice or requiring dopant 
addition. For a given diameter, both WZ and ZB nanowires can be grown without stacking 
faults or twin defects. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of 
WZ GaAs nanowires by MOCVD, and the first report of twin-free ZB InAs nanowires by 
any growth method.
9.2 Experiments
InAs nanowires were grown on InAs (I I I)B substrates using TMIn as the group III 
precursor and AsH3 as the group V precursor. The substrates were treated with poly-L- 
lysine solution followed by a solution of colloidal Au nanoparticles 50 nm in diameter. 
Prior to growth, each substrate was annealed in situ at 600 °C under AsH3 ambient to 
desorb surface contaminants. After cooling to growth temperature, the AsH3 flow was 
adjusted and TMIn was introduced to initiate nanowire growth. The growth time was 30 
minutes for each sample. The group III (TMIn) flow rate was 1.2 x 10~5 mol/min for 
all growths. Growth temperatures between 375 °C and 550 °C were studied. To study 
V/III ratio, AsH3 flow rates were chosen between 1.7 x 10“5 and 4.1 x 10-3 mol/min 
to attain V/III ratios between 1.4 and 370, varying in binary orders of magnitude. InAs 
nanowires grown under various temperature and V/III conditions were characterised by 
FESEM and TEM. Adjunct studies using different Au nanoparticle diameters (10, 20, 
30 and 100 nm), were performed to demonstrate the applicability of our results to other 
nanowire diameters.
GaAs nanowires were also grown to demonstrate that the results are also pertinent 
to III-V materials other than InAs. GaAs nanowires were grown on GaAs (TIT)B 
substrates using TMGa as the group III precursor and AsH3 as the group V precursor. The
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substrates were treated with poly-L-lysine solution followed by a solution of colloidal Au 
nanoparticles 10, 20, 30, 50 or 100 nm in diameter. Prior to growth, the substrate was 
annealed in situ at 600 °C under AsH3 ambient to desorb surface contaminants. After 
cooling to the desired temperature, TMGa was introduced to initiate nanowire growth 
by either a single-temperature or two-temperature procedure. Growth temperatures of 
425 °C and above were accessed using a single-temperature procedure. This involved 
15 minutes of growth at a constant temperature, Tg, between 425 °C and 575 °C. For 
the two-temperature procedure, growth initiated with a 1 minute “nucleation” step at the 
nucleation temperature, Tn, of 450 °C. The temperature was then rapidly ramped down 
to the subsequent growth temperature, Tg, between 375 °C and 400 °C. The total growth 
time was typically 15 minutes, including the nucleation and cooling steps, and the cooling 
time was typically between 2.5 and 6.5 minutes. The group III (TMGa) flow rate was
1.2 x 10-5 mol/min for all growths, and AsH3 flow rates were chosen between 8.4 x 10-6 
and 2.1 x 10“3 mol/min to attain V/III ratios between 0.7 and 190, varying in binary orders 
of magnitude.
TEM investigations were carried out at the Australian National University. To ensure 
consistency and reproducibility, at least 3 nanowires from each sample were examined in 
detail. Key growths were duplicated and at least 10 nanowires were examined in such 
cases. Nanowires were screened for twin defects and stacking faults over their entire 
length. The composition of the Au nanoparticle was studied by EDX analysis.
Sidewall facets were determined by FESEM and TEM. Using FESEM, the sidewall 
facets were indexed against the {110} cleavage planes of the substrate. Using TEM, the 
cross-sections of short (< 500 nm long) sections of nanowire were examined. These 
cross-sections were imaged along the [IT l]/[000l] zone axis. Full nanowire lengths 
were also imaged along the ^ l l O ^ l 120^ and <112)/^ 1T00^ zone axes. Sidewall indices 
were confirmed by indexing these TEM images against their corresponding selected area 
diffraction patterns (SADP).
9.3 Zinc-blende and wurtzite InAs nanowires
InAs nanowire growth occurred in a limited range of temperatures and V/III ratios, as 
described in Chapter 7. Nanowire crystal structure was examined throughout this growth 
window. Figure 9.1 illustrates FESEM images of typical nanowires from key samples. 
Nanowires generally grew normal to the (I T I)B substrate, indicating the nanowires have 
a [I I I]B or [0002] orientation defined by whether they were ZB or WZ respectively.
Figure 9.2 illustrates HRTEM and SADP of InAs nanowires grown at the lower 
(400 °C), middle (450 °C) and upper (500 °C) temperatures of the growth window. At 
400 °C (part a), the nanowires are pure ZB without planar crystallographic defects. The
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Figure 9.1: FESEM images of key InAs nanowire samples. Nanowires were grown at tempera-
tures between 400 °C and 500 °C, with V/III ratios as indicated. Scale bars are 1/im. Samples are 
tilted at 40.°
SADP in part e consists of a single set of diffraction spots characteristic of a twin-free 
ZB crystal. At the higher growth temperature of 450 °C (part b), the nanowires feature 
a mixture of WZ and ZB segments. The diffraction pattern (part f) is a superposition 
of WZ and ZB diffraction patterns. Certain ZB diffraction spots appear as doublets, for 
instance (002)a and (I I l)b. This is indicative of rotational twins (as denoted by a and 
b) in the fl I T] growth direction which give superimposed diffraction patterns along the 
1^ !0^ direction.
At the highest growth temperature, 500 °C, nanowires have a predominantly WZ 
structure (part c). The diffraction pattern (part g) is characteristic of WZ crystal, and 
streaks in the (0001] direction indicate the presence of stacking faults along the (OOOl) 
growth plane. HRTEM reveals that thin ZB segments, up to 6 bilayers thick, are also 
present. Note that the diffraction pattern does not reveal this minority ZB phase due to 
the high contrast streaks arising from the stacking faults.
Here, it is important to understand the definitions of ZB, WZ, twins and stacking 
faults. ZB sections follow an ABCABC stacking sequence, whereas WZ sections follow 
an ABABAB stacking sequence. Each letter represents a bilayer of III-V pairs as 
described in Chapter 3. In a WZ structure, a stacking fault occurs when a single bilayer is 
misplaced, locally creating a ZB stacking sequence. For instance, sequence ABABCBCB, 
growing from left to right, features a faultily placed bilayer at C. This creates a minimally 
thin ZB segment, ABC. A twin plane defect occurs when a single bilayer is faultily 
stacked in a ZB crystal, which reverses the stacking sequence from ABC to CBA. For 
example, in a section ABCABACBA, growing from left to right, A is the faultily stacked 
bilayer creating the twin plane. The layer A is denoted the “twinned bilayer”. This creates
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V/lll = 46 V/lll = 2.9
400 °C 450 °C 500 °C 500 °C
Figure 9.2: TEM results for InAs nanowires, (a-d) HRTEM images of nanowires grown at the 
indicated temperatures and V/III ratios, and (e-h) their respective SADP. The insets in (a-d) show 
higher magnification images with ZB and WZ regions, and stacking faults (SF) labelled. The 
indexed SADP patterns illustrate the nanowires are (e) twin-free ZB, (f) mixed ZB (spots denoted 
“a” and “b”) and WZ (spots denoted “h”) with stacking faults and twin defects, (g) WZ with 
stacking faults and (h) stacking fault-free WZ. From left to right, these nanowires correspond to 
the FESEM images of Figure 9.1.
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a minimally thin WZ segment ABA. Sequential twin planes, or equivalently sequential 
twinned bilayers, create an extended WZ structure. In Figure 9.3a, the proportion of 
twinned bilayers, as determined from HRTEM images, is quantified for different growth 
temperatures. As this proportion increases from 0 to 100%, the crystal phase changes 
from ZB to WZ. The plot clearly illustrates that as growth temperature is increased, the 
nanowire makes a transition from ZB to WZ.
V/lll = 46 500°C
<D 40-<1> 40-
400°C
400 425 450 475 500
Temperature (°C) V/lll Ratio
Figure 9.3: Percentage of twinned bilayers. Nanowires were grown at (a) different temperatures 
and a V/III ratio of 46, and (b) different V/III ratios, with constant growth temperatures of 400 °C 
and 500 °C. Error bars represent the standard deviation over 10 segments of nanowire, each 
segment 20 bilayers thick.
Next, V/III ratio is examined, revealing that V/III ratio has a remarkable effect on 
crystal structure. A high V/III ratio promotes a ZB phase whereas a low V/III ratio 
promotes a WZ phase. This trend is clear in Figure 9.3b, which plots the proportion 
of twinned bilayers in nanowires grown at different V/III ratios.
For example, compare the predominantly WZ nanowires of Figure 9.2c and d, with 
a common growth temperature of 500 °C. The nanowires grown at the higher V/III ratio 
of 46 (part c) have a high density of stacking faults and some thin ZB sections. The 
nanowires grown with a significantly lower V/III ratio of 2.9 (part d), in contrast, are 
pure WZ and free of stacking faults. Clearly, a low V/III ratio reduces stacking faults 
and promotes a perfect WZ phase. Only a thin, less than 40 nm thick, neck region at the 
nanowire tip, directly below the nanoparticle, shows any degree of polytypism. The neck 
region is formed during post-growth cooling,121 rather than during growth, so it is omitted 
from the quantitative analyses of Figure 9.3.
By combining a high growth temperature and low V/III ratio, pure WZ nanowires, as 
in Figure 9.2d, were obtained. These nanowires complement the pure ZB nanowires of 
Figure 9.2a grown at the low temperature of 400 °C and high V/III ratio of 46. Thus two 
basic parameters, namely growth temperature and V/III ratio, afford precise control over
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the nanowire crystal phase.
500 °C, V/lll = 2.9
Figure 9.4: HRTEM images of InAs nanowires grown with the indicated Au nanoparticle size, at 
the indicated temperatures and V/III ratios. The insets show higher magnification images of the 
pure ZB and WZ regions. The nanowires are (a) pure ZB and (b, c) pure WZ with the exception 
of the cooling neck region directly below the nanoparticle.
The above discussion has presented results for InAs nanowires catalysed by 50 nm 
diameter Au nanoparticles. To demonstrate that the same principles apply for other 
nanowire diameters, InAs nanowires were also grown using Au nanoparticles of diameters 
between 10 and 100 nm. The size of the Au nanoparticle determines the diameter of the 
grown nanowire. Figure 9.4 compares HRTEM images of InAs nanowires of different 
diameters and grown under different conditions. Part a illustrates a narrow diameter pure 
ZB nanowire, grown with a small 30 nm Au nanoparticle, at a low temperature and high 
V/III ratio. Parts b and c, respectively, show narrow and wide WZ nanowires obtained 
with small (30 nm) and large (100 nm) diameter Au nanoparticles. These were grown at 
high temperature and low V/III ratio, and are pure WZ except for the small neck region. 
Note that the neck region is formed during cooling,121 and hence is not representative of 
nanowire growth. Thus, regardless of nanowire diameter, the same trends were observed: 
twin-free ZB nanowires were obtained using a low temperature and high V/III ratio, and 
stacking-fault free WZ nanowires were obtained using a high temperature and low V/III 
ratio.
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9.4 Zinc-blende and wurtzite GaAs nanowires
GaAs nanowires were studied to demonstrate that the results for InAs nanowires translate 
to other III—V material systems. Chapters 4 and 5 demonstrated that high temperatures 
and low V/III ratios increase twin density in otherwise purely ZB nanowires. Based on 
these results, extremely high temperatures (up to 575 °C) and low V/III ratios (down 
to 0.7) were tested aiming to achieve WZ GaAs. FESEM images of key samples are 
shown in Figure 9.5. Nanowires generally grew in the (1 I 1)B or [0002] direction. The 
nanowires of part b appear curved because, as the electron beam is scanned across the 
sample during FESEM imaging, thin nanowires tend to charge and bend towards adjacent 
nanowires.
50 nm 20 nm 30 nm
375 °C 550 °C
V/III = 46 V/III = 1.4
Figure 9.5: FESEM images of key GaAs nanowire samples. Nanowires were grown at temper-
atures between 375 °C and 575 °C, with V/III ratios as indicated. The nanowires were grown 
with different Au nanoparticle sizes of (a) 50 nm, (b) 20 nm, and (c) 30 nm. Scale bars are \ / jm.  
Samples are tilted at 40.°
As anticipated, a high temperature (550 °C) and low V/III ratio (1.4) produced 
stacking-fault free WZ GaAs nanowires. On the other hand, a low temperature (375 °C) 
and high V/III ratio (46) achieved twin-free ZB GaAs nanowires. Pure ZB and pure WZ 
GaAs nanowires were achieved over the wide range of nanowire diameters investigated. 
Figure 9.6 illustrates typical HRTEM images obtained from these GaAs nanowires. In 
parts a and b, the nanowires are pure ZB. In part c, the nanowire is pure WZ. Thus, the 
effects of these basic growth parameters on crystal structure are the same for both GaAs 
and InAs.
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375 °C, V/lll =46
^ ^
f  "'S 550 °C, V/lll = 1.4
Figure 9.6: TEM results for GaAs nanowires, (a-c) HRTEM images of pure ZB and WZ 
nanowires, and (d-f) their respective SADP. The insets in (a-c) show higher magnification images 
of the pure ZB and WZ nanowires. The nanowires were grown with different Au nanoparticle 
sizes of (a) 50 nm, (b) 20 nm, and (c) 30 nm. From left to right, these nanowires correspond to the 
FESEM images of Figure 9.5.
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9.5 Sidewall facets of zinc-blende and wurtzite InAs nanowires
To develop a physical explanation for the ZB-W Z phase control demonstrated, infor-
mation is required about the sidewall facets adopted under different growth conditions. 
Certainly, growth temperature and V/III ratio can have a significant effect on the thermo-
dynamic stability of sidewall facets, as on nanowire crystal phase.133
Consistent with previous studies of III—V nanowire faceting, InAs nanowires featured 
approximately hexagonal cross-sections with six dominant {112}/{1 TOO} side-facets (Fig-
ure 9.7a, b).71,72,133,246 The {112} and {1100} families are crystallographically parallel. 
Towards the base of the nanowires, where more significant radial growth has occurred, 
ZB nanowires frequently have an undulated, or microfacetted appearance as in Figure 9.2. 
There, alternating {001} and {111}, {111}A and {111 }B, or {113} and {111} microfacets 
comprise overall {112} sidewalls.133
The six {112} facets are not all equivalent, and can be subdivided into three {112}A 
and three {112}B facets.72,133 The lower surface energy, stable {112}B facets tend to be 
elongated compared to the {112}A facets (Figure 9.7a), so the nanowire cross-section 
tends toward a triangular shape rather than a perfect hexagon, as reported previously for 
GaAs and GaP nanowires.72,133 This is thought to be a consequence of radial growth: 
under the high group V overpressure conditions in the growth window, radial growth 
occurs preferentially on the {112}A facets, which then grow out.72,133
For WZ nanowires, the six side-facets are approximately equal in length due to the 
non-polar nature of {llOO} surfaces (Figure 9.7b). In a minority of highly tapered WZ 
nanowires, {1120} facets are observed at the nanowire base, although the remainder of 
the nanowire remains {1T00}. Figure 9.7d illustrates the facets of such a nanowire. These 
{1120} surfaces are thought to evolve during kinetically limited radial growth on nanowire 
sidewalls, rather than during axial growth.3
9.6 Sidewall facets of zinc-blende and wurtzite GaAs nanowires
All ZB GaAs nanowires examined featured truncated triangular or hexagonal cross- 
sections with six {112} side-facets. At high temperatures, high V/III ratios or low 
growth rates, radial growth was significant (see Chapters 4, 5 and 6). This radial growth 
occurred preferentially on {112}A facets.72 Consequently, the three {112}B facets were 
elongated compared to the three {I l2}A facets, and a truncated triangular cross-section 
was observed.72 At the lowest temperatures, lowest V/III ratios or rapid growth rates, with 
minimal radial growth, all six {112} facets were of approximately equal length, giving a 
hexagonal cross-section. This is consistent with the findings of Verheijen et a /.133
The WZ GaAs nanowires featured hexagonal cross-sections with six {1T00} side- 
facets of approximately equal length. Figure 9.8 illustrates the characterisation of these
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100nm 100nm
Figure 9.7: Bright field TEM and SADP of nanowire cross-sections taken along the [111] zone 
axis, (a, b) Mixed ZBAVZ nanowire grown at 450 °C with {112}/{1100} facets (c) SADP pattern 
corresponding to image (b). (d) WZ nanowire grown at 500 °C with {1120} facets at the base and 
{1 TOO} facets at the tip.
facets by FESEM.
9.7 Phase and composition of the alloyed Au nanoparticles of InAs 
and GaAs nanowires
EDX measurements were used to determined post-growth composition of the alloyed Au 
nanoparticles. For InAs nanowires the post-growth nanoparticles contained only Au and 
In. The relative intensities of the In and Au peaks were constant, regardless of growth 
temperature or V/III ratio. This indicates that the post-growth fractions of In and Au are 
constant, regardless of growth conditions. The nanoparticles were polycrystalline and 
diffraction patterns showed spots with d-spacings consistent with the y' phase (Au7In3). 
The polycrystallinity of the nanoparticle, however, makes it difficult to unambiguously in-
dex these diffraction patterns. A y' phase would mean an In composition of approximately 
30%, consistent with that determined in previous studies of InAs nanowires.247,248 Note 
that after the nanowire growth period, the samples were cooled under AsH3 ambient, and 
during this cooling period, In from the nanoparticle was further consumed into the InAs 
nanowire. The In composition of the nanoparticle during growth, therefore, is expected 
to be higher than the post-growth In composition determined by TEM and ED X .121 The 
observed /  phase can form by cooling a eutectic A u-In alloy. Therefore, it is probable 
that during growth the nanoparticle was at, or near, the bulk liquid eutectic composition. 
The composition, polycrystallinity and hemispherical shape of the nanoparticle, suggest
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100nm
{1100}
200nm
I
( 110)  cleavage"plane-
' ^ { 1100}
Figure 9.8: FESEM images illustrating the facets of GaAs nanowires. The imaged nanowires 
correspond to the WZ GaAs nanowires of Figure 9.6c. By indexing the facet edges against the 
{1 TO} cleavage planes of the substrate, the nanowire facets were determined to be {1100}. Image 
(a) is plan-view with 0° tilt and image (b) was taken with a 5° tilt.
it was liquid during nanowire growth.
For GaAs nanowires, EDS revealed that the post-growth nanoparticles contained only 
Au and Ga. Similar to InAs nanowire growth, the post-growth fractions of Au and Ga 
were constant regardless of growth temperature or V/III ratio. The nanoparticles were 
polycrystalline and the diffraction patterns showed spots with d-spacings consistent with 
an Au-rich A u-G a alloy, possibly the ß' phase (Au7Ga2). Similar to InAs nanowire 
growth, post-growth cooling under AsH3 ambient depletes the A u-G a nanoparticle of Ga, 
with Ga consumed by the GaAs nanowire neck growth. Therefore, the nanoparticle Ga 
composition during growth is expected to be higher than the post-growth Ga composition 
measured by TEM and EDX. As for InAs nanowire growth, these results suggest the 
nanoparticle was liquid during growth.
Accordingly, the next chapter applies a vapour-liquid-solid mechanism to model 
GaAs and InAs nanowire growth.
9.8 Summary
In conclusion, simply by tailoring the basic growth parameters of temperature and V/III 
ratio, pure ZB and pure W Z III—V nanowires were achieved. Thus, complete phase 
transitions can be achieved without compromising other key nanowire properties, such 
as diameter and doping. Indeed, the crystal phase could be tightly controlled over a 
wide range of nanowire diameters. For both narrow and wide nanowire diameters, twin-
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free ZB nanowires could be achieved using low temperature and high V/III ratio, and 
stacking fault-free WZ nanowires could be achieved using the opposite conditions of high 
temperatures and low V/III ratios.
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Theoretical modelling of zinc-blende and 
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10.1 Introduction
Understanding the mechanisms of twin formation, and ZB and WZ phase formation, is 
crucial for the development of high quality nanowires for device applications. It is a topic 
of intense research interest. A number of studies indicate that a high supersaturation can 
promote twin defect nucleation.60,71,246,249 In effect, the high supersaturation provides 
enough system energy to overcome the energy barrier for twin formation. Other reports 
of nanowire250,251 and bulk systems221 suggest surface and interfacial tensions drive twin 
formation. This can be intuitively explained as follows. During nanowire growth, each 
epitaxial plane nucleates at the three phase contact line where the growing nanowire tip, 
the Au nanoparticle and the ambient atmosphere meet.71,132 Accordingly, twin plane 
nucleation initiates at this triple phase line.71,132 Several processes take place continuously 
during nanowire growth: nanowire side facets form, the shape and wettability of the 
nanoparticle-nanowire interface can change, and the nanoparticle can deform to wet this 
interface.71,132,250,252 Fluctuations in mass transport and thermal fluctuations can also 
occur.71,253 Consequently, surface and interfacial tensions at the three phase contact line 
can change dynamically throughout growth. It is possible that twin planes nucleate to 
relieve these surface and interfacial tensions,250,251 when these tensions exceed critical 
values.250,251
The previous chapters have identified the growth conditions which dictate ZB and WZ 
growth, and twin formation. Specifically, growth conditions of high V/III ratio and low 
temperature promoted twin-free ZB growth, whereas growth conditions of low V/III ratio 
and high temperature promoted twin formation, and even pure WZ growth. In addition, 
a high growth rate reduced the incidence of twin defects in ZB GaAs nanowires. These
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observations alone have given considerable insight into the mechanisms of WZ and ZB 
nanowire growth and planar defect formation. The aim of this chapter is to enhance this 
understanding, and support these experimental results, using theoretical modelling of ZB 
and WZ nanowire growth.
This chapter develops a theoretical model, based on classical nucleation theory, of 
ZB and WZ nanowire growth. Several studies advocate nucleation theory71,82,132’221’249 
for the study of WZ and ZB formation in nanowire and bulk systems. Glas et rz/.132 
have developed a robust nucleation model which firstly predicts nucleus formation at 
the vapour-liquid-solid triple-phase boundary, and secondly predicts WZ nanowires at 
high supersaturation growth conditions. Johansson et al.11,246,249 and Algra et alP2 
have developed useful nucleation models to explain the formation of WZ nanowires and 
periodically twinned ZB nanowires.
The model presented in the chapter builds on these pre-existing models, to describe 
the effect of temperature and V/III ratio on nanowire crystal structure. Importantly, this 
theoretical analysis reveals that changes to the surface energy at the nucleus-vapour 
interface, brought about by changes in growth temperature and V/III ratio, are crucial 
for the ZB-WZ phase transition.
10.2 Model derivation
This theoretical model builds on pre-existing models71,82,132,221,249,252 developed by sev-
eral groups. These have established that III—V nanowires grow by repeated birth and 
spread of two-dimensional nuclei on the nanoparticle-nanowire interface. That is, once a 
bilayer nucleus of critical size has formed, bilayer growth propagates over the remainder 
of the interface. Nucleation occurs at the three phase contact line, where vapour, 
nanoparticle and nanowire meet,71,132 as shown in Figure 10.1. Each nucleus is a single 
bilayer of III—V pairs.
10.2.1 Modelling the Au alloy nanoparticle
According to EDX and TEM analysis, the nanoparticle post-growth is a polycrystalline 
Au-group III alloy of hemispherical shape, as discussed in detail in Section 9.7. This 
suggests that during growth, the nanoparticles were liquid. Accordingly, the model is 
derived for a liquid nanoparticle. The liquid nanoparticle surface makes a contact angle 
of ß  with the (I I I)B nanowire tip, as shown in Figure 10.1a. The model is, nevertheless, 
also valid for solid nanoparticles which sinter or distort at the nanoparticle-nanowire 
interface.121
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10.2.2 Modelling the nucleus
The nucleus is modelled as illustrated in Figure 10.1. It has average cross-sectional area 
A, perimeter P, and height h = a0 V3/3 (a single bilayer of III—V pairs) where a0 is the 
lattice constant. A fraction a  of this perimeter is in contact with the vapour, and the 
remainder of the perimeter is in contact with the liquid nanoparticle.
Each bilayer nucleus creates a new external vapour-nucleus (v-n) facet at the three 
phase contact line. Each nucleus is named according to its external v-n  facet. For 
instance, a nucleus which forms an external { I I I  }A v-n  facet is denoted a “{111 }A 
nucleus” . This nomenclature is used to define the nuclei throughout this chapter. The 
v-n  facet makes an angle 9 with the vertical, and may be vertical as in Figure 10. lb (e.g. 
{1 TO}, {1100} and {1120} nuclei), inward-inclined as in Figure 10.1c (e.g. {TT 1 }A and 
{00T} nuclei) or outward-inclined as in Figure 10. Id (e.g. {I l l}B and {001} nuclei).
The {1 TOO} and {1120} nuclei form with a twin plane, whereas the other nuclei do not 
involve a twin plane.
nanoparticle nanoparticle nanoparticlenanoparticle
1'ln [nucleus
nanowire nanowire nanowirenanowire
{11 i}B or {001}{110}. {1120} or {1100} {Ü1}A or {001}
Vertical nucleus Inward-inclined nucleus Outward-inclined nucleus
Figure 10.1: Schematic illustrations of the nucleus, liquid nanoparticle and nanowire, indicating 
key parameters, (a) ß  is the contact angle of the liquid nanoparticle, (b) y/„, yv„, y/s and yv/ are 
the energies of the liquid-nucleus sidewall, vapour-nucleus sidewall, liquid-nucleus upper face 
and vapour-liquid interfaces, respectively. The external nucleus facet is (b) vertical with 0 = 0, 
(c) inward-inclined with 9 < 0 and (d) outward-inclined with 6 > 0. (e) A nucleus of arbitrary 
shape, illustrating y/„, yv„ and y/s, (f) its geometry on the nanowire tip, with nucleus area A and 
height h, and the dimensions of (g) inward- and (h) outward-inclined nuclei.
10.2.3 Nucleus formation enthalpy, AG
When the nucleus forms, a number of new interfaces are created, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 10.1. A vapour-nucleus interface is formed, with areal energy y vn and area aP h / cos 9.
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Liquid-nucleus interfaces are formed at the sides of the nucleus. These are modelled as 
vertical interfaces with areal energy y in and area (1 -  a)Ph . The liquid-nanowire interface 
(areal energy y !s) is increased or reduced by an area aPh tan 0. The formation of the 
nucleus area A is associated with an areal energy yA, which for non-twinned nuclei equals 
0, and for twinned nuclei equals y tWin, the twin formation energy. Finally, distortion of the 
liquid nanoparticle can take place. If 6 is positive (Figure 10.Id) the nanowire effectively 
widens, ß  decreases, and the droplet is stretched taut.252 If 6 is negative (Figure 10.1c) 
the nanowire narrows, ß  increases and the droplet balls up.252 This distortion creates or 
removes a portion of vapour-liquid interface, of areal energy y v\ and area B. Including 
these energy increments, the formation enthalpy of a nucleus is calculated as
AG = + Ph (1 ~ a ^yin + a { ~ Q  +y/*tanflj + Ay a + Byv[ ( 10 . 1)
where Ap is the change in chemical potential per III—V pair and a is the area per III—V 
pair on the ( TI T )B growth interface, with a = a2{) V3/2. Because this is a binary material, 
calculation of Ap involves the chemical potentials of both group III (pm)  and group V (pv) 
reactant species, as well as the III—V product (pni- V). This gives Ap = p IU +  Pv ~ Pi i i- v - 
The increment in vapour-liquid area, B, will be discussed in Section 10.2.4. It is 
modelled by equation 10.2:
. / ß  sin3/? — cos3/? + 3 cos/? — 2\
B (/?) = Pha tan 0 \ ------------------------- ------------  (10.2)
\ (c o s /3 - I )2 I
where ß  is the contact angle the liquid nanoparticle surface makes with the ( I T T  )B 
nanowire tip. Substituting equation 10.2 into equation 10.1 gives
A Au
AG = ------- + PhV + AyA
a
where Y is given by
(10.3)
r  = (1 -  a) y,n + a 7vn
cos0
+ yis tan 0 + y v/ tan 6
(ßsm* ß  -  cos3 ß  + 3 cosyß -  2 
l (cos/? -  l)2
(10.4)
The term Y represents the total change in surface and interfacial energy per unit area.
A range of nucleus geometries are possible, including truncated circular, hexagonal 
or triangular geometries. Nucleus geometries generally follow the relations A oc p 2 and 
P oc p  where p  describes the lateral dimension (e.g. radius or side length) of the nucleus. 
For an arbitrary nucleus geometry, the perimeter and area can be defined as P -  bp and 
A = cp2/ 2, where b and c are constants depending on the geometry of the nucleus. For
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instance,
•  for a truncated circular nucleus of radius p similar to that described by van Enck- 
evort,254 A = p2 (0 + \  sin 20) and 2p  (0 -  sin 0) where 0 defines the angle between 
the liquid-nucleus and vapour-nucleus interfaces.
• for a hemispherical nucleus of radius p, A = fp 2 and P = (/r + 2) p.
•  for a triangular nucleus of side length p, A = -^ p 2 and P = 3p.
•  for a hexagonal nucleus of side length p, A = ^ ß p 2 and P = 6p.
The critical nucleus size, p \  is found by differentiating the equation for AG, equating 
to zero and solving:
d(AG)
d p
cp* “  Ta j + bhY
= 0 (10.5)
bhY
Accordingly, the formation enthalpy AG*, is given by substituting equation 10.5 into 
equation 10.3:
b2h2Y2
&G* = AGW = T 7 v----- \ (,0-6)M f - Y a )
Therefore, the enthalpy associated with nucleus formation is given by equations 10.7 
and 10.8 for nuclei with and without twins, respectively:
A G *twin =
b2h2rj,in
2 c  ( i f  "  Tnvm)
(10.7)
a  G*notwin = —  ^  (10.8)
a
10.2.4 The increment in vapour-liquid nanoparticle area, B
As described above, distortion of the liquid nanoparticle can occur when a nucleus 
forms at the three phase contact line. This distortion creates or removes a portion of 
vapour-liquid interface of area B. To calculate this change in area some assumptions and 
approximations are made, as follows. The liquid nanoparticle is modelled as a truncated 
sphere. It lies on a cylindrical nanowire of radius r making a contact angle/?, as illustrated 
in Figure 10.2. Throughout growth, the volume of the nanoparticle remains constant, 
given by
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nanoparticle
nanowire
Figure 10.2: Schematic illustration of nanoparticle and nanowire, illustrating the radius r, arc 
length C and contact angle ß.
-> cos3 ß  -  3 cosß  + 2
V = n r -------------------------
3 sin p
Consequently, r and/? are interdependent. Rearranging equation 10.9 gives
_ /3 V \* _______ sin/?_______
' 71 /  (COS3 /? -  3 COS/? + 2)3
(10.9)
( 10. 10)
The arc formed at the nanoparticle surface has length given by
c =  2/?r 
sin/?
( 10.11)
When the nucleus forms, r increases by Ar = \htan0. As a result, at the vapour- 
liquid-nucleus interface, the droplet contact angle is distorted by Aß, and the arc length 
between the vapour-liquid-nucleus interface and the opposite side of the nanowire is 
distorted by AC. The increment in droplet surface area is estimated as
B = aPAC  (10.12)
where aP  is the perimeter of the nucleus in contact with the triple phase boundary.
To find an expression for AC, derivatives of equations 10.10 and 10.11 are taken to 
give, respectively, equations 10.13 and 10.14 below:
dr -  cos2yß + 2cosyß -  1 /3V V
dß (cos3/? -  3 cos/? + 2)1 v n )
dC i ß  dß sinß  — ß  cosß \
dr \sin/3 *dr sin2/? /
Then substituting equation 10.13 into equation 10.14 gives
(10.13)
(10.14)
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/? sin3 ß  -  cos3 ß  + 3 cosß  -  2 
(cosß  -  l)2
(10.15)
Therefore
Substituting equation 10.16 into equation 10.12 then gives an expression for B
(10.16)
B = aPh tan 6
/?sin3/? -  cos3/? + 3 cos/? -  2 
(cosß  -  l)2
(10.17)
This formula is derived for a perfectly cylindrical nanowire, rather than a more realistic 
nanowire of hexagonal cross-section. Nevertheless, equation 10.17 gives a reasonable 
approximation for the distortion of the nanoparticle during nanowire growth.
10.2.5 Modelling nucleus side-facets, x
This nucleation model is primarily interested in facets in the vicinity of the nanowire 
growth front. Note that the faceting behaviour observed experimentally in the previous 
chapters is partially driven by radial growth. Nevertheless, the previous chapters give an 
understanding of the possible nucleus facets at the nanoparticle-nanowire interface: the 
(1 \2.\/( \ 100\, \001), )111) and 1113) families. The model also considers other plausible 
low index facets, namely the {110} and {1120} facets, which have been reported for 
nanowires with significant radial growth, or grown at high temperatures.3,255
As described in Section 10.2.2, each nucleus bilayer creates an external v-n facet. 
The model is restricted to the six low index (singular) v-n facets: {IT 1 }A, {111 }B, {001}, 
{1 TO}, {1T00} and {1120}, as listed in Figure 10.1. Thus, each bilayer is assigned a low 
index external facet, and is named according to its facet, for instance as a {I I 1 }A bilayer. 
These bilayers are basic building blocks which can be constructed into higher index facets, 
such as {112} and {113}.256 Accordingly, {112}A (or B) facets are comprised of a 2:1 
ratio of {111}A (or B) and {001} bilayers, and {113}A (or B) facets are composed of 
alternating {111}A (or B) and {001} bilayers. These facets are illustrated in Figure 10.3. 
The restriction to low index side-facets prevents any redundancy in the model, yet allows 
modelling (via construction) of all higher index facets. Moreover, high index facets 
possess physical and chemical characteristics in between those of their composite low 
index singular facets,256 which further justifies this model of only low index facets.
This gives a discrete set of six nuclei, x. In addition, the model takes into account the 
pre-existing vapour-nanowire side-facet, y, which lies immediately below the nucleating 
bilayer. This is discussed later in Section 10.2.6.
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[iii]B
( J ) — ►(1121B
[110]
Figure 10.3: Low index (a) {111 }A, {111 }B, {1100} and (b) {001} microfacets. These comprise 
(c) {112}, and (d) {113} microfacets, (e) Extended {1100} facets.
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10.2.6 Modelling pre-existing side-facets, y
There are three types of pre-existing side-facets, y. These are non-equivalent, and are 
denoted A, B and C. Figures 10.4b and c illustrate y -  A, B and C. Pre-existing A side- 
facets include {112}A, {113 }A, {I I I  }A, {001} and {ll00}A. Pre-existing B side-facets 
include {112}B, {113}B, {11T }B, {00l} and {T 100}B. Pre-existing C side-facets include 
{110} and {1120}.
Possible nuclei 
on B facets
Outward-inclined {11
Vertical {1100}; 
Inward-inclined {001}'
Possible nuclei 
on A facets
Inward-inclined {i 11}A 
\V ertical{li00} 
VOutward-inclined {001}
[112]B .
) or [1100]^ o r 1C
[iii]B
[110] . 
or [1120]
Possible nuclei 
on C facets
( Vertical {110} 
t s  or {1120}
Figure 10.4: Possible nuclei at each type of pre-existing side-facet, exemplified with a hexagonal 
nucleus, (a) Hexagonal nucleus of bilayer height, h. (b) Possible nuclei on pre-existing A and B 
facets and (c) possible nuclei on pre-existing C facets. The labels A, B and C denote three types 
of non-equivalent pre-existing side-facets.
Nominally, extended {1100} WZ side-facets do not have an A or B face, because 
every bilayer is twinned such that the overall side-facet is non-polar. However, when 
considering an individual pre-existing bilayer as a starting point (y), there is an ‘A’ 
equivalent face and a ‘B’ equivalent face on the opposite side of the same bilayer. 
Therefore, the model defines the {1 TOO} side-facet of the pre-existing bilayer adjacent 
to the nucleus, as either ‘A’ or ‘B \  This is illustrated in Figure 10.3, where opposite sides 
of individual bilayers are labelled A and B.
10.2.7 Possible nuclei, x , on pre-existing sidewalls, y
Calculations of the probability of a twinned or twin-free nucleus must consider each of 
the possible pre-existing side-facets, y, and all the possible nuclei, jc, on each of these 
side-facets.
Figures 10.4b and c illustrate the possible nuclei on each of the non-equivalent pre-
existing side-facets, y = A, B and C. For pre-existing A facets, the possible nuclei, 
jc, are inward-inclined {T T1}A, outward-inclined {001}, and vertical twinned {1T00} 
(Figure 10.4b). For pre-existing B facets, the possible nuclei are outward-inclined {111 }B, 
inward-inclined {00l} and vertical twinned {1100} (Figure 10.4b). For pre-existing C 
facets, the possible nuclei are both vertical: {1 TO} and twinned {1120} (Figure 10.4c).
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10.2.8 Probabilities
Following the approach of Johansson et a/.,71,249 the nucleation of a facet, x, at the edge 
of a pre-existing sidewall, y, is governed by an exponential distribution with probability
where i represents all possible orientations of nucleating facets, kB is the Boltzmann 
constant 1.381 x 10-23 JK“1, T is the growth temperature (K) and G*xy is the formation 
enthalpy of nucleus x  nucleating at the edge of pre-existing side-facet y.
The probability of a twinned nucleus is then given by
Pure ZB growth requires Ptwin —> 0, and pure WZ growth requires Ptwin —> 1.
10.3 Parameters for InAs nanowire growth
The above-described probability model was used to comprehensively study twin forma-
tion in InAs nanowires. InAs was chosen because it represents a typical III—V materials 
system, and is relatively well-characterised.
Calculating the twin formation probability requires knowledge of several parameters: 
ytwin, yv/, 7 isj 7in, Jvn and A/i. Estimates were obtained for these parameters, based on 
published data for InAs. The twin formation energy, y twin, takes into account the lattice 
parameter and ionicity of InAs.257 This was estimated as approximately half the stacking 
fault energy,71 giving y twin = 0.94 meV/A2.258 The vapour-liquid surface energy yv/ 
lies between the surface energies of pure Au and pure In, and depends on the liquid 
composition.259 This was modelled as yv/ = 56 meV/A2. At the nanoparticle-nucleus 
interface, the surface energies y ls and y tn were approximated as the surface energy of a 
{TIT}B surface, following Algra et al.%2 This gives y is = y/n = 36 meV/A2.
Estimating y vn is more complex. First, y vn depends on the orientation of the facet, 
so is different for each type of nucleus. Second, y vn strongly depends on the surface 
reconstruction adopted, which in turn depends on the growth conditions. For instance, As- 
rich surface reconstructions form under growth conditions of high As chemical potential, 
that is, high /iAs. Table 10.1 lists values for y vn, for each type of nucleus, at both high and 
low /iAs growth conditions.
The chemical potential was estimated as A/i = 750 meV for the MOCVD growth
P(x\y)  = (10.18)
(10.19)
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Table 10.1: External vapour-nucleus facet surface energies of the different nucleating facets, 
under high and low pAs growth conditions. Incidently, twin probability calculations reveal that 
these high and low pAs growth conditions yield ZB and WZ nanowires, respectively. Surface 
energies are measured in meV/A2. Values are obtained from literature.232,260-265
Nucleus facet {111} A
o©CQ {001} {110} {iToo}
with
twin
{1120}
with
twin
Resulting
crystal
structure
6 -19.5° 19.5° -35.3° 35.3° 0° 0° 0°
7 v n  at high p A s 42 36 44 44 40 46.5 36 ZB
7vn at low pAs 46.5 56 54.5 54.5 40 46.5 36 WZ
system, which is the same order as that estimated by Glas et al. for MBE nanowire 
growth.132 This section presents results for a nucleus of hexagonal shape. Note that the 
trends presented pertain to all the other nucleus geometries studied, including triangular, 
semicircular, or truncated circular.254
By substituting these estimates into equations 10.4, 10.7, 10.8, 10.18 and 10.19, the 
probabilities of different nuclei (twinned and twin-free) were calculated.
10.4 Results of the model
10.4.1 Critical nucleus size
In all calculations, the critical nucleus size p* was between 1 and 10 nm. This is smaller 
than the radius of the nanowire and nanoparticle, which supports the validity of the model.
10.4.2 Effect of contact angle, ß
This section individually considers each of the three types of non-equivalent pre-existing 
side-facets, y = A, B and C. The probability of twin formation is a function of ß, and is 
denoted Ptwin iß).
For a pre-existing C facet, at which vertical nuclei {110} or {1120} can form, 6 = 0. In 
this case equation 10.4 simplifies to
T = (1 -  a) yin + a y vn (10.20)
Thus, for a pre-existing C facet, there is no dependence on ß , so Ptwin iß) is constant.
For pre-existing A and B facets, on the other hand, ß  does influence Ptwif,. This is 
described qualitatively as follows. On A and B facets, inclined nuclei can form. The 
formation of an inclined nucleus causes distortion of the nanoparticle, meaning a change 
in ß. The quantity T accounts for the amount of distortion. Formation of an outward- 
inclined nucleus (Figure 10.Id), for example {111}B, causes the nanoparticle-nanowire 
interface to locally expand, the nanoparticle to be pulled taut, and ß  to decrease.82 With
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continuing nucleation of outward-inclined {11T }B nuclei, ß  decreases further, until a 
critical angle ß c where T{, | y}B is large and another nucleus is favoured. This nucleus is 
either an inward-inclined {00l} nucleus without a twin plane, or a vertical {1100} nucleus 
accompanied by a twin plane, which, respectively, relieve the distortion, or prevent further 
distortion of the nanoparticle. The relative values of r j00j} and T 10oj determine whether 
the nucleus is {00l} or {1100}. On the other hand, inward-inclined nuclei (Figure 10.1c), 
for example { II  1 }A, causeß  to increase,82 until T { y y  1}A is large and an outward-inclined 
{001} nucleus, or a vertical {1100} nucleus accompanied by a twin plane, become more 
energetically favourable. In short, for pre-existing A and B facets, distortion of the 
nanoparticle can play an important role in the creation of twin plane defects.
To demonstrate this effect quantitatively, nucleus probabilities were calculated, with 
respect toß, for both pre-existing A and B side-facets, under both high and low /iAs growth 
conditions. The results are plotted in Figures 10.5 and 10.6, for high and low [iAs growth 
conditions, respectively.
These figures define contact anglesß c A andß c$, at which the probability of {111 }A 
and {111 }B nuclei, respectively, drop to 50%. The probabilities of twinned nuclei, 
P({ll00}|A) or P({Il00}|B), at ß cA and ß CiB, are denoted Ptwin{ßcA) and P[win(ßc,B), 
respectively. Formation of outward-inclined {111 }B and {001} nuclei causes the 
nanoparticle-nanowire interface to locally expand. The nanoparticle is pulled taut, and ß  
decreases,82 as indicated by the black arrows in Figures 10.5b and 10.6b, and the blue 
arrows of Figures 10.5a and 10.6a. Inward-inclined {I T1 }A and {00l} nuclei cause ß  
to increase,82 as indicated by the black arrows in Figures 10.5a and 10.6a, and the blue 
arrows in Figures 10.5b and 10.6b.
10.4.3 Effect of contact angle under high /uAs growth conditions
Figure 10.5 illustrates the nucleation scenario for nanowires under high /uAs growth 
conditions. Consider a pre-existing outward-inclined {111 }B facet and the probability 
plot of Figure 10.5b. With repeated formation of {111 }B facets, the contact angle ß  
decreases until a critical angle /?r-B, at which further nucleation of {111 }B facets, and 
the consequent further reduction of ß, are energetically costly. Beyond ß c$,  two other 
nucleus possibilities become energetically favourable: {1100} accompanied by twin plane 
formation, or {001} without twin plane formation. The latter, inward-inclined nucleus 
would increase ß  to relieve the tautness, as indicated by the blue arrow in Figure 10.5b. 
Of these two nuclei, one requires twin plane formation and the other does not. In 
Figure 10.5b, the likelihood of the twinned nucleus, Ptwin (ßc$ ), is approximately zero.
Figure 10.5a illustrates a typical scenario for original inwards-inclined {I I I  }A facets. 
Repeated nucleation of {I I I  }A facets causes ß  to increase until it reaches a critical angle,
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Nucleus on pre-
existing
A facet
(111) A
-------------( 1100)x = {1100}
x = {001}
Contact Angle ß
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existing
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----------- ( 1100)x = {1100} X. 0 4
x = {001}
Contact Angle ß
Figure 10.5: The probability of different nuclei according to the model, versus contact angle ß. 
The nuclei, illustrated in pink, are x = { I I I  }A, {111 }B, {001}, {001} and {1T00}. (a, b) Typical 
nucleus probability functions, P (jc|y), expected under high h a s growth conditions, considering 
pre-existing (a) A and (b) B facets. The arrows indicate the direction of change of contact angle, 
with the nucleation of nucleus x.
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x = {1100}
Contact Antjjle ß
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existing
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x = {ooi}
Contact Angle ß
Figure 10.6: The probability of different nuclei according to the model, versus contact angle ß. 
The nuclei, illustrated in pink, are j c = { I I I }A, {111 }B, {001}, {001} and {1T00}. (a, b) Typical 
nucleus probability functions, P(jc|y), expected under low /uas growth conditions, considering 
pre-existing (c) A and (d) B facets. The arrows indicate the direction of change of contact angle, 
with the nucleation of nucleus jc . The dashed red line indicates how repeated {1100} nucleation, 
maintaining a constant ß, can create a WZ structure.
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yßr A, beyond which further nucleation of { I I I }A facets is energetically unfavourable. 
Vertical or outward-inclined facets become favourable: {1T00} accompanied by twin 
plane formation, or {001} without twin plane formation.
The above discussion, in fact, elucidates the requirements for zinc-blende nanowires. 
For zinc-blende nanowire growth, {Ti l }A, {111}B, {001} and {00l} nuclei form in 
preference to {1100} nuclei. Two subtypes of zinc-blende nanowires are twin-free and 
periodically twinned nanowires. For twin-free nanowires, inward- or outward-inclined 
{001} nuclei form in preference to twinned {1T 00 } nuclei at ß c. That is, Ptwin {ßc,\)  and 
Ptwin ißc,B ) -► 0.
For periodically twinned nanowires, on the other hand, {001} nuclei are not energet-
ically preferable. Instead, at the critical angle ß c, twinned {1100} nuclei are preferable. 
That is, Ptwin (ßc,A) —> 0.5 and/or (ßc,B) —> 0.5. The evolution of a periodically 
twinned nanowire is as follows. At A sidewalls, { I I I }A nuclei form, and as a result, the 
contact angle ß  increases.82 At B sidewalls, {111 }B nuclei form, causing ß  to decrease.82 
This continues until, at one of the A or B sidewalls, ß c is reached and a twin plane 
nucleates. After the twin plane, the originally A facets switch to B facets, and vice versa. 
The process repeats with a twin plane occurring each time ß  approaches ß cA or ß c B, on 
an A or B facet, respectively.
Thus, the high /.iAs scenario illustrated in Figure 10.5 would yield zinc-blende 
nanowires. The low Ptwin {ßcA) and Ptwin ißc&) in Figure 10.5, suggest that the nanowires 
formed under these conditions would have a very low probability of twin formation.
10.4.4 Effect of contact angle under low /uAs growth conditions
Figure 10.6 illustrates the nucleation scenario for nanowires under low /uAs growth condi-
tions. In this case, ß c<A < ß c ß, the opposite to high /iAs growth conditions. For a range of 
contact angles ß cA < ß  < ß c,B, Ptwin U and {1100} nuclei can form in succession, each 
separated by a twin plane. That is, a wurtzite structure would evolve. Vertical {1 TOO} 
nuclei do not change the contact angle ß, as indicated between Figure 10.6a and b by 
means of a red double arrow. If a non-twinned {I I I  }A (Figure 10.6a) or {111}B nucleus 
(Figure 10.6b) forms, this shifts ß  further within the range ß cA < ß  < ß c,B, so that {1100} 
nucleation is stable.
Thus, the low /iAs scenario illustrated in Figure 10.6 would yield wurtzite nanowires 
with a very low probability of stacking fault formation.
10.4.5 Effects of vapour-liquid and liquid-solid surface energies, yv/ and y/s
Our theoretical model revealed that yv/ and y ts favour certain inclined nuclei. A high 
yv/ favours outward-inclined nuclei (e.g. {I l l  }B), which minimise the vapour-liquid 
interfacial area where yv/ acts. In contrast, a high y is favours inward-inclined nuclei (e.g.
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{T 11 }A), which minimise the liquid-solid interfacial area where y ls acts. Consequently, 
ß c is a decreasing function of yv/ and an increasing function of y/s.
In addition, ß CyA and ß c$  converge as yv/ increases, and y/s decreases. Thus, changes 
in y is and yv/, can affect the periodicity of periodically twinned nanowires (for which 
Ptwin ißc,\) -* 0.5 and/or Ptwin (ßCtB) -> 0.5). If ß cA and ß CtB converge, the period of 
twinned ZB nanowires reduces to one bilayer, which is equivalent to a WZ structure. This 
is consistent with work by Algra et al.,82 which found that a decrease in yh promotes WZ 
rather than periodically twinned ZB nanowires. Interestingly, y ls and yv/ have negligible 
effect on the magnitude of probabilities Ptwin (ßc,\) or Ptwin (ßc#)- Therefore, changes in 
yis and yv/ can only account for changes in the twin period, but not complete growth 
transitions from twin-free ZB to pure WZ.
10.4.6 Effect of supersaturation, A//
The chemical potential, A// is a measure of the supersaturation of the growth system, and 
hence A/i and supersaturation can be used interchangeably.
According to this theoretical model, the chemical potential, A/i, has a minimal effect 
on ß c, but a marked effect on Ptwin, Ptwin (ßc,A) and Ptwin 0Sr,B).
To demonstrate this effect on P tWin, consider a simple scenario of a pre-existing C 
facet, upon which only vertical nuclei, {1120} and {1 !0}, can form. For these nuclei, there 
is no ß  dependency (see equation 10.20). The (1120} nucleus requires twin formation 
whereas the {110} nucleus does not. Figure 10.7 plots the dependence of twin probability, 
Ptwin, for the range of A/i likely to be encountered in the MOCVD growth system.132
This plot was calculated using the published value of yv„,{n20) = 36 meV/A2,263 and 
arbitrary values of yv„q iioj-
The relationship between A/i, growth temperature T, and the flows of group III and 
group V precursors is given by
A/u = kBT]n C",Cas (10.21)
O ' In,eq^ As,eq
where Cz and Cz>eq are the concentrations of reactant z during growth and at equilibrium 
with the InAs crystal, respectively. Group III species are expected to be supplied from 
the Au-group III alloy nanoparticle, so CIn and C[n^eq refer to the In concentrations in 
the alloy. Group V species, on the other hand, have very low solubility in Au, and are 
expected to be supplied to the growth interface from the vapour phase, so CAs and CAs,eq 
refer to the vapour phase As concentrations.
In Figure 10.7, the top axes plot the ratio of growth and equilibrium concentrations, 
corresponding to the A// on the bottom axis, for T of 400 °C and 500 °C, according to
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Figure 10.7: Twin probability, within the range of supersaturation, A/j , relevant to the
MOCVD growth system, as calculated by the model. This plot considers only vertical {1120} and 
{1 TO} nuclei. P tWjn is calculated assuming yVn,{ii20} = 36 meV/A2, its published value,263 and 
arbitrary values of iTo}: (0 48, (ii) 42, (iii) 40, (iv) 36 and (v) 32 meV/Ä2.
relationship 10.21.
Note that temperature, T, also directly features in equations 10.18 and 10.19, but, 
between 400 °C and 500 °C this term has a negligible effect on the shape of the Ptwin 
curves of Figure 10.7. Therefore, the use of multiple axes for different temperatures, 
400 °C and 500 °C, in Figure 10.7 is valid. As illustrated in Figure 10.7, at very low Ayu, 
twin formation is not energetically favourable. The probability P ^ in increases with Ayu, to 
a maximum that depends on the relative y vn the twinned and twin-free nuclei. At very high 
chemical potentials, not considered relevant to our growth conditions, Ptwin converges to 
0.5, regardless of y vn.
Figure 10.7 indicates that twin nucleation, and consequently a majority proportion of 
WZ phase, are possible under certain growth conditions. First, Ttwin for the twinned {1120} 
nucleus must be less than Tnotwin for the non-twinned {1 TO} nucleus. This means the v - 
n energy of WZ nucleus, y VW;{ H 2 o p  must be lower than that of the ZB nucleus, ' y v„,{1 t 0j ,  
as for curves (i), (ii) and (iii). Second, the chemical potential, Ayu, must be moderately 
high. This discussion has considered vertical nuclei (pre-existing C facets), for simplicity. 
For inclined nuclei (pre-existing A and B facets), the results are analogous: Ayu must be 
moderately high for twin formation to occur at the critical angle ß c.
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10.4.7 Effect of vapour-nucleus surface energy, y vn
The vapour-nucleus surface energy, y vn, appears to play a very significant role in the ZB 
to WZ growth transition. Put simply, a facet with a lower y vn is generally more favourable 
than a facet with a higher y vn.
As discussed in Section 10.4.2, y vn is highly dependent upon /uAs. In Section 10.4.3, 
when modelling high fiAs growth conditions, T'vn.d I d a . rvn,{iii}B and yv„)(0oi} assumed 
low values. This yielded ZB nanowires with very low twin density. In contrast, in 
Section 10.4.4, when modelling low /uAs growth conditions, y Vn({IIi}A» T V i h I ib  and yv«,(ooi 
assumed higher values. This yielded WZ nanowires with very low stacking fault density. 
This indicates that y vn alone can dictate whether growth is ZB or WZ.
10.5 Relationship between theoretical and experimental results
This section focuses on how growth conditions affect the parameters in equations 10.7 
and 10.8, and consequently affect the probability of twin nucleation, which in turn 
determines the experimentally observed ZB to WZ growth transition.
10.5.1 Growth parameters and supersaturation
First, consider the effect of A/u, and how it is influenced by temperature, V/III ratio and 
growth rate. According to equation 10.21, an increase in growth temperature, T, increases 
A/i. This in turn can promote WZ growth, as discussed for Figure 10.7. The experimental 
results for growth temperature are superficially consistent with this theoretical prediction, 
and that of Johansson et al.\ twin defects and WZ growth occur selectively under high 
temperature, high supersaturation conditions.71,246,249
Yet, according to equation 10.21, a high group V flow rate, that is, a high CAs, should 
also increase A/u, and thereby promote a WZ phase. Intriguingly, our experimental results, 
as discussed earlier, show the exact opposite behaviour: a high V/III ratio promotes a ZB 
phase. Moreover, Chapter 6 revealed that twin density decreased with a higher growth 
rate, that is, a higher supersaturation. Clearly, supersaturation alone cannot account for 
the experimental observations.
10.5.2 Growth parameters, and vapour-liquid and liquid-solid surface energies
Next consider changes in yv/ and y /s that might occur with changes in growth parameters, 
and their potential effect on ZB and WZ growth.
Firstly, growth temperature can affect the surface energy of the liquid Au nanoparticle. 
Higher temperatures are expected to reduce both yv/ and y ts.266
Excess As and Ga species are also believed to change yv/ and y ts. A high V/III 
ratio creates an abundance of As species. Increasing both group V and group III flows 
simultaneously, as in Chapter 6, increases growth rate and creates an abundance of both
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As and Ga species.
Arsenic species, with their very low solubility in gold, 113,114 are thought to act as 
surfactants.267 For example, when the As species ASCI3 is added during Au-assisted VLS 
growth of Ge wires, the AsCli acts as a surfactant on the Au droplet surface. Thus it 
decreases both the vapour-liquid and liquid-solid surface energies in the Au droplet- 
Ge wire system .253 Furthermore, in melt growth of bulk GaAs material, the addition of 
excess arsenic is known to lower the surface tension of the melt, and thus suppresses 
twinning.221 Arsenic surfactant layers have also been utilised in the epitaxial growth of 
island-free Si/Ge heterostructures.267
Therefore, it is expected that when adsorbed on the Au nanoparticle surface, arsenic 
species can significatly reduce yv/. Adsorbed arsenic surfactants on the Au nanoparticle- 
nanowire interface may also reduce y/s, but this effect is expected to be less significant due 
to the rapid consumption of any arsenic surfactant species present at this growth interface, 
into new nanowire growth.
Gallium, on the other hand, dissolves into the nanoparticle to make it more Ga-rich. 
Ga has lower surface and interfacial energies than pure Au,268 so it is expected that a 
higher Ga concentration would reduce the nanoparticle surface and interfacial tensions, 
y vi and y /5. 132,269 Thus, both excess As and excess Ga species act to reduce surface and 
interface tensions throughout growth.
Clearly, growth conditions can affect y /s and yv/. However, as discussed in Sec-
tion 10.4.5, yis and y vi merely affect the twin period. These parameters do not change 
Ptwin significantly, and hence cannot account for a complete transition from twin-free ZB 
to pure WZ. This suggests that changes to yis or yv/ occuring with temperature, V/III ratio 
or growth rate, are not the critical factors determining ZB or WZ growth.
10.5.3 Growth parameters and vapour-nucleus surface energy
The model suggests that the critical factor, determining ZB and WZ phase perfection, 
is the change in y vn that occurs with temperature and V/III ratio. For many III— 
V semiconductors, surface energies can change markedly with temperature and V/III 
ratio.232,260-262,264,265,270 The surface energy is closely related to the surface reconstruction 
adopted under the growth conditions. Surface reconstructions consist of a discrete 
arrangement of surface atoms, into unit cells which periodically repeat over the surface. 
For instance, under high As overpressure, {111 }B surfaces can form an As trimer recon-
struction.232
For ZB structures, the surface reconstruction and surface energy of {110}, {I I I  }A, 
{111}B, and {001} surfaces, can depend strongly on As overpressure, that is, the V/III 
ratio.264,270 At higher As flow rates, these surfaces adsorb As atoms onto the surface, to
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form energetically favourable surface reconstructions, such as the As trimers mentioned 
above. Surfaces composed of these low index planes, namely {112} and {113} surfaces, 
also form low energy surface reconstructions under As-rich conditions.271,272 These low 
energy As-stabilised surfaces are also stable at low temperature, where As desorption is 
minimal.260,261 In contrast, at low V/III ratios where As coverage is not possible, and at 
high temperatures where As desorption is significant, these surface reconstructions cannot 
form and a higher energy surface reconstruction is adopted.
Wurtzite crystal surfaces, {1120} and {1100}, show very different surface behaviour 
to their ZB counterparts. These WZ surfaces are not believed to form low energy surface 
reconstructions under high As pressure.265 The {1120} surfaces are unlikely to reconstruct 
or change surface energy significantly with growth conditions.263,265 It is possible that 
{1 TOO} surfaces form low energy surface reconstructions under In-rich conditions, similar 
to GaN {1 TOO} surfaces under Ga-rich conditions.265 These In-rich conditions, that is, 
high n In conditions, occur at high growth temperature and low V/III ratio. Under these 
conditions, In species can readily diffuse from the substrate and along the nanowire 
sidewalls for incorporation into the alloy nanoparticle, which increases ix]n.
The discussion above illustrates a trend, where the y vn of ZB nuclei ( { I I I }A, {111 }B, 
{001} and {1 TO}) are lowest under conditions of high As coverage, that is, high /uAs. These 
conditions correspond to a high V/III ratio, to give excess of As species, and a low growth 
temperature, to prevent desorption of As species from the surface. The low y vn of ZB 
nuclei at low temperature and high V/III ratio, allows the formation of perfect twin-free 
nanowires. Rather than a twinned {1 TOO} nucleus forming in response to nanoparticle 
deformation, a twin-free {001} nucleus, with low y vn, can form.
On the other hand, under low /j As growth conditions, WZ nuclei ({1120} or {1100}) 
are likely to have lower y vn than their ZB counterparts. Low /iAs conditions correspond 
to lower V/III ratios and higher temperatures, at which As species are limited and As 
desorption from the substrate is significant. Indeed, modelling, within the range of 
possible y vn (Table 10.1), reveals that changes in y vn are largely responsible for ZB and 
WZ phase formation.
In summary, a low temperature and high V/III ratio lower the y vn of ZB nuclei to 
favour ZB nucleation. Conversely, a high temperature and low V/III ratio raise the 
y vn of ZB nuclei to favour WZ nucleation with twin formation. This accounts for 
the observations in Chapter 9 for GaAs and InAs nanowires, where a low temperature 
and high V/III ratio achieved twin-free ZB nanowires, and a high temperature and low 
V/III ratio achieved stacking fault-free WZ nanowires. It also explains the results of 
Chapters 4 and Chapter 5, in which a decrease in temperature, and an increase in V/III 
ratio, respectively, reduce the twin density in GaAs nanowires.
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10.6 Model limitations and suggested future improvements
The model cannot yet account for surface and internal stresses in the nanowire crys-
tal,273275 line tension,276 fluctuations in mass transport and thermal fluctuations.71,253 
Note that, for vapour-liquid and liquid-liquid interfaces, surface stress and surface free 
energy are same quantity. In a liquid, excess surface stress immediately disappears 
because extra atoms migrate freely to, or away from the surface.275 In contrast, for a 
liquid-solid or vapour-solid interface, surface stress and surface energy are distinct and 
very different quantities.273-275
The role of surface stresses is explained as follows. The contact angle ß  made by the 
Au nanoparticle should obey the Young relation:
0 = yis + y vs sin# + y/vcosyS (10.22)
For a given y is, yvs, yh, and 9, equation 10.22 is only satisfied for discrete values of ß. At 
other values of ß, an unbalanced force, F, will result:
F = yis + y vs sin 9 + y/vcosß  (10.23)
Surface stress must work to balance forces in all directions, otherwise the unbal-
anced force will cause the Au nanoparticle to migrate.277,278 These stresses exist at the 
vapour-nanowire or Au nanoparticle-nanowire interface. These surface stresses create 
internal stresses within the nanowire. Positive surface stress creates tensile stresses 
in the nanowire, whereas negative surface stress creates compressive stresses. The 
theoretical model does not yet account for these surface and internal stresses. With further 
development of the model, these stresses will be taken into accout.
The model has not yet been applied to investigate “compensating” twins observed in 
ZB GaAs nanowires: in GaAs nanowire growth, twin planes generally form in discrete 
pairs. The first twin plane rotates the crystal lattice 60° about the [111]B axis. The second 
twin plane forms in close succession. This latter twin plane rotates the crystal back 60°, 
thereby compensating for the original twin plane. Future modelling studies will examine 
the formation of the second compensating twin.
In addition, equations 10.18 and 10.19 can be made more accurate by incorporating 
the Zeldovich coefficients.279
The final limitation is found when describing the growth rate dependence of GaAs 
nanowire growth, as studied in Chapter 6. At present, this is not adequately described 
by the theoretical model, firstly because it is unclear how growth rate affects fiAs, and 
consequently y vn. Secondly, the mechanism may involve thermal and mass transport 
fluctuations which occur unpredictably during growth, or the internal stresses described
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above. Two possible explanations for this unexpected result are outlined below.
10.6.1 Possible mechanism based on surface and interface tensions
Unlike the current model, future modelling, which will take into account surface stresses, 
may reveal that yv/ and y /s can indeed influence P /vv;n. The mechanism proposed here 
suggests that yv/ and y/s influence Ptwi,,.
The experimental studies found that twin density decreased when AsH3 and TMGa 
flows were simultaneously increased (see Figure 6.4c) to achieve a high growth rate. 
Under these growth conditions, there is an abundance of As and Ga precursor species. 
As detailed in Section 10.5.2, As and Ga species act to reduce yv/ and y/5. This may then 
decrease P tWin- This may be responsible for the observed reduction in twin defects when 
As and Ga precursor flow rates are high.
The experiments also showed that if the AsH3 flow rate was held constant, increasing 
the TMGa flow rate neither consistently promoted nor consistently hindered twin forma-
tion (see Figure 6.4d). This suggests there are two opposing mechanisms which contribute 
to this result. At higher group III flows, the high supersaturation and rapid growth 
rate may indeed promote twin formation.71,132,175,221,223 In opposition, the abundance 
of Ga species would decrease yv/ and y/s of the nanoparticle-nanowire system, and 
hence decrease According to this explanation, increasing TMGa flow alone is not 
sufficient to prevent twin formation. The AsH3 flow must also be scaled up, to reduce yv/ 
and thus significantly reduce twin density.
10.6.2 Possible mechanism based on random fluctuations
This mechanism proposes that a fluctuation perturbs the Au nanoparticle, and this drives 
twin formation. The fluctation event is random, and the number of such incidents 
occurring in a given time interval, tg, obeys a Poisson distribution. The probability of 
k occurrences is given by
Ake~A
f (k ,A)  = —  (10.24)
where A is the expected number of occurrences that occur during time interval tg.
Nanowires grown with a faster growth rate, are grown for a shorter time, tg. This 
means that fewer fluctuation events will occur during nanowire growth. Nanowires grown 
at a slower growth rate for a longer time experience more fluctuation events, and hence 
feature a higher density of twin defects. This explanation fits well with the data in 
Figure 6.4c, which show an almost linear decrease in twin density with decreasing growth 
time.
Figure 6.4d shows that increasing TMGa flow, but not AsH3 flow, does not consis-
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tently increase or decrease twin formation. Two opposing mechanisms would cause this 
result. On the one hand, the shorter growth time means fewer twin defects. On the other 
hand, raising the TMGa flow consumes more AsH^, and thus decreases the amount of 
excess As species. Depletion of As species would raise the yvn of ZB nuclei, and hence 
promote twin formation.
10.7 Summary
This model of nanowire nucleation has established that the orientation and surface energy 
of the external vapour-nucleus facet plays a significant role in twin formation. Changes 
to the vapour-nucleus surface energy, which occur with changes in growth conditions, 
are critical for achieving phase purity. Low temperatures and high V/III ratios create 
As-rich growth conditions. Under such growth conditions, ZB surfaces can form low 
energy surface reconstructions, making the nucleation and growth of ZB nanowires more 
energetically favourable. The low temperature also creates a low supersaturation growth 
condition, which further hinders twin formation. Consequently, low temperatures and 
high V/III ratios produce twin-free ZB nanowires, as observed experimentally. In direct 
contrast, high temperatures and low V/III ratios, produce As-poor growth conditions 
under which ZB surfaces are less stable. This makes WZ nanowires more favourable. 
In agreement with the model, growth experiments found that high temperatures and low 
V/III ratios achieved perfect, stacking fault-free WZ nanowires.
This model can also be extended to other Au-assisted nanowire growth systems, such 
as MBE and CBE. In these systems, growth takes place under high vacuum conditions. 
These high vacuum conditions tend to increase the desorption of As species.280 According 
to the nucleation model presented here, this would promote twin formation. In agreement, 
CBE- and MBE-grown nanowires typically exhibit WZ structure,132 whereas MOCVD- 
grown nanowires are more frequently ZB.72
Although the current model has limitations, it has proved useful in predicting the twin 
formation, and ZB and WZ growth. In future, the model will be extended to take into 
account other growth factors, including growth fluctuations and surface stress.
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Chapt er  11
Conclusion
11.1 Outcomes
Clearly, Au-assisted growth of III—V nanowires by MOCVD is a very viable fabrication 
technique, which wiil propel the development of future nanowire-based electronic and 
optoelectronic devices. This dissertation has investigated the Au-assisted growth of GaAs, 
InAs and InGaAs nanowires, and how growth parameters can be controlled to achieve 
exceptionally high quality nanowires suitable for device applications.
Firstly, the growth of GaAs nanowires was studied. The properties of these MOCVD- 
grown nanowires were highly sensitive to growth temperature, with higher temperatures 
inducing significant nanowire tapering and lower temperatures producing irregular kinked 
nanowire growth. To overcome these problems, a two-temperature growth procedure was 
developed. This consisted of a brief initial high-temperature nucleation step followed 
by a prolonged growth step at lower temperature. The nucleation step was necessary 
for the epitaxial nucleation and growth of straight, vertically-aligned nanowires on the 
(111 )B GaAs substrate. The lower temperature employed for subsequent growth imparts 
superior nanowire morphology and crystallographic quality by minimising radial growth 
to produce effectively untapered nanowires. The success of the two-temperature proce-
dure points to two possible growth phenomena: sensitivity of the Au nanoparticle-GaAs 
interface conditions to temperature, and melting-solidification temperature hysteresis of 
the Au-Ga nanoparticle alloy.
The two-temperature procedure holds further advantages. It eliminated twin defects 
from these ZB nanowires and these nanowires exhibited strong PL even at room temper-
ature. Low temperature PL measurements revealed these nanowires have minimal carbon 
impurity incorporation and very long, almost intrinsic exciton lifetimes approaching
1.1 ns. High electron mobility can be expected in these twin-free, high purity nanowires.81 
This represents a significant advance in achieving nanowires with high material quality
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suitable for high speed optoelectronic devices.
The input V/III ratio was found to have a significant effect on GaAs nanowire growth. 
A high V/III ratio dramatically reduced planar crystallographic defects and reduced 
intrinsic carbon dopant incorporation. Increasing V/III ratio further, however, instigated 
severe nanowire kinking, increased nanowire tapering and reduced the exciton lifetime. 
As a compromise, an intermediate V/III ratio was chosen, to achieve epitaxial vertically 
aligned GaAs nanowires, with few planar crystallographic defects, and reasonable optical 
properties and purity. This work also revealed that excess As-related defects, such as EL2, 
can be more detrimental to exciton lifetime than twin defects.
The investigation of GaAs nanowire growth rate revealed very unexpected and unique 
growth behaviour. Unlike conventional planar growth, in which a rapid growth rate 
confers lower material quality, a rapid growth rate significantly improved GaAs nanowire 
properties. A rapid growth rate markedly reduced tapering, eliminated planar crystallo-
graphic defects from these ZB nanowires, and minimised intrinsic carbon doping. The 
exciton lifetime was approximately 200 ps, regardless of growth rate, indicating that 
increasing the growth rate does not compromise nanowire quantum efficiency. The ability 
to obtain high quality material using rapid growth rates is advantageous for industrial 
processes, where a rapid growth rate should increase throughput. The rapid nanowire 
growth rates accessible by MOCVD (up to 1 yum/min), present a further advantage over 
MBE and CBE growth methods, which typically can only achieve very slow growth 
nanowire rates of approximately 25 nm per minute.33,281
InAs nanowire growth, too, was strongly influenced by temperature, V/III ratio and 
growth rate. The growth of InAs nanowires is more complex, however, because it receives 
a much more significant contribution from species adsorbed on the substrate. Unlike 
GaAs nanowire growth, InAs is significantly influenced by the relatively long diffusion 
length of In species on the growth substrate. This long In diffusion length creates 
density dependencies of InAs nanowire height and radial growth, whereby closely spaced 
nanowires compete for diffusing reaction species, and consequently show diminished 
heights and radial growth. Sparsely distributed InAs nanowires, on the other hand, showed 
markedly enhanced axial and radial growth rates. These density dependencies were most 
apparent at high growth temperatures and low growth rates, where the In diffusion length 
is the longest.
Ternary InGaAs nanowires with high In composition also exhibited these density 
dependencies, due to the long diffusion length of In species. More sparsely distributed 
InGaAs nanowires exhibited higher axial and radial growth rates, and higher In content, 
than densely distributed InGaAs nanowires which compete for diffusing In species during 
growth. These nanowires also exhibited compositional variation along the nanowire
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length, with an In-rich base and Ga-rich tip, due to the large diffusion length of In species 
compared to Ga species.
Significantly, TEM revealed that GaAs and InAs nanowires could be tuned between 
pure ZB and pure WZ crystal structure. This was achieved using only two growth 
parameters: temperature and V/III ratio. Thus, phase purity was achieved without sac-
rificing important specifications of diameter and dopant levels. Low growth temperatures 
coupled with high V/III ratios produced twin-free ZB nanowires. Pure WZ nanowires, 
free of stacking faults, were obtained using high growth temperatures paired with low 
V/III ratios. These phase perfect ZB and WZ nanowires could be achieved over a wide 
range of nanowire diameters. This ability to tune the crystal structure between defect- 
free ZB and defect-free WZ will not only enhance the performance of nanowire devices, 
but also opens new possibilities for engineering nanowire devices, without restrictions 
on nanowire diameters or dopants. Finally, a theoretical model of nanowire nucleation 
was developed to elucidate the mechanisms driving ZB and WZ phase formation. This 
revealed that the changes in vapour-nucleus surface energy that occur with changes in 
temperature and V/III ratio, can drive the formation of different crystal phases.
11.2 Recommendations and future directions
In this work, the structural, crystallographic and optical properties of GaAs nanowires 
have been studied in detail. It is clear that the two-temperature growth procedure 
produces GaAs nanowires of exceptional quality, which are highly suitable for use in 
future electronic and optoelectronic devices. The next step is to utilise these high quality 
nanowires in devices, such as nanowire lasers. In addition, it may be possible to further 
improve selected properties of these nanowires by tailoring other growth parameters, for 
instance by using a lower V/III ratio to achieve a longer exciton lifetime.
For InAs nanowires, a number of interesting aspects remain to be investigated. Firstly, 
growth rate is expected to have a significant effect on InAs nanowire crystal structure, 
much as it did for GaAs nanowires. TEM investigations on the samples presented in 
Section 7.7 will be performed in the near future, to ascertain whether InAs nanowires 
too exhibit a reduction in twin density with increasing growth rate. In addition, the 
optical properties of InAs nanowires have not yet been characterised. Photoluminescence 
measurements should reveal a wealth of information on the optical properties, dopant 
incorporation and carrier lifetime of these nanowires. These measurements will require a 
specialised system for long wavelength detection.
There is significant room for improvement in InGaAs nanowire growth. The observed 
density dependencies of height, base shape and In composition can potentially cause 
uniformity problems in nanowire devices. Another significant problem is the axial and
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radial compositional variation within individual nanowires, which makes it impossible to 
tightly control nanowire optical and electronic properties. These problems arise due to the 
large diffusion length of In species. Accordingly, these problems may be circumvented 
by choosing growth conditions which minimise this diffusion length. In this respect, 
a low growth temperature is especially promising. Chapter 7 found that a low growth 
temperature limits the In adatom diffusion distance along the (T I I)B substrate, and 
minimises radial growth. Thus, low growth temperatures are predicted to minimise 
any diffusion-mediated density dependencies of nanowire composition and height, and 
minimise non-uniformity within individual nanowires. The two-temperature procedure, 
as described for GaAs nanowires in Chapter 4 may be applied to the growth of InGaAs 
nanowires. The two-temperature procedure may assist in accessing the low temperatures 
required for the growth of high quality, compositionally-uniform InGaAs nanowires. 
Another suggestion is a quantitative study of the In diffusion length at different growth 
temperatures, V/III ratios and growth rates. Such a quantitative study will assist in finding 
conditions which minimise diffusion length.
The demonstration of both pure ZB and pure WZ nanowires in Chapter 9 creates many 
avenues for future work. The growth and characterisation of ZB-WZ heterostructures is 
one obvious extension of this work. PL, Raman spectroscopy and TCS measurements 
comparing ZB and WZ nanowires will yield much information about the structural, 
optical and electronic properties of these different phases.81,282,283 It is anticipated that 
the same principles used to control GaAs and InAs nanowire phase can be used to control 
the crystal quality of InGaAs nanowires.
The nucleation model of ZB and WZ nanowire growth can also be further developed. 
Future work will extend this model to describe the effects of surface and interfacial 
tensions, the formation of compensating twins and the effects of growth rate on twin 
formation.
In conclusion, this work has made considerable progress in the growth of GaAs, InAs 
and InGaAs nanowires. It has demonstrated that nanowire morphology, compositional 
purity, quantum efficiency and phase purity can be tightly controlled during growth, 
to produce nanowires suitable for device applications. Noting that the growth of III— 
V nanowires is governed by common principles,47 it is anticipated that many of these 
findings are not specific to GaAs, InAs and InGaAs nanowires, but are more broadly ap-
plicable to other III—V nanowire systems, such as InP and AlGaAs. With further advances 
in III—V nanowire growth, these nanostructures will become crucial nanocomponents of 
future electronic and optoelectronic devices and systems.
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